Council Meeting
Agenda & Reports
6 April 2020

Our Vision
A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity,
sense of place and natural environment.
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable
and socially cohesive, with a strong community spirit.

2 April 2020

To all Members of the Council
NOTICE OF MEETING

I wish to advise that pursuant to Sections 83 and 87 of the Local Government Act 1999, the next Ordinary Meeting
of the Norwood Payneham & St Peters Council, will be held in the Council Chambers, Norwood Town Hall,
175 The Parade, Norwood, on:
Monday 6 April 2020, commencing at 7.00pm.

Please advise Tina Zullo on 8366 4545 or email tzullo@npsp.sa.gov.au, if you are unable to attend this meeting
or will be late.
Yours faithfully

Mario Barone
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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3.1

PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY: ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION IN COUNCIL MEETINGS
NOTICE NO. 1

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
S/00022
A-C

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to present the amended Code of Practise – Access to Meetings & Documents and
Informal Gatherings Policy to the Council for consideration and adoption, in accordance with the Minister for
Transport, Infrastructure & Local Government’s Public Health Emergency: Electronic Participation in Council
Meetings Notice No 1, which enables Elected Members to participate in Council Meetings by electronic means.
BACKGROUND
On 15 March 2020, the Chief Executive of the Department for Health and Wellbeing in the State of South
Australia, pursuant to Section 87 of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011, declared that an emergency
which threatens to cause the death of, or injury or other damage to the health of any person is occurring or
about to occur in relation to the transmission of COVID-19, and declared the emergency to be a public health
emergency.
On 22 March 2020, the State Co-ordinator for the State of South Australia declared, pursuant to Section 23 of
the Emergency Management Act 2004, that a Major Emergency is occurring in respect of the outbreak of the
Human Disease named COVID-19 within South Australia.
On 30 March 2020, the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure & Local Government issued a notice pursuant to
Section 302B of the Local Government Act 1999 (Notice No 1) varying or suspending the operation of the
specified provisions of the Local Government Act 1999 as set out in Schedule 1 to Notice No 1.
Notice No 1 commenced operation on 31 March 2020. The Notice will cease to apply 28 days after all relevant
emergency declarations have been revoked.
A copy of Notice No 1 is contained within Attachment A.
In summary, Notice No 1 makes provision for Elected Members to participate in Council meetings by electronic
means. However, in order to enact the provisions set out in Notice No 1, the Council’s Code of Practice –
Access to Meetings & Documents must be amended to reflect these new provisions for the period in which
Notice 1 has effect.
It is, therefore, important to note that the Council must amend its Code of Practice – Access to Meetings &
Documents as the first item of business to ensure that electronic meetings, in accordance with Notice No 1
may be held.
An electronic meeting is one that is held by means which include telephone, computer or other electronic
device used for communication.
The key aspects of the Notice are:


an Elected Member with a material conflict of interest is required to leave the meeting physically or by
disconnecting their electronic communication means so they cannot view or hear any discussion or
voting and must not view or listen to it by way of any live stream or recording of the meeting. The existing
exemptions as set out at Section 74 of the Act, continue to apply;
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the terms ‘connected to’, ‘disconnecting electronic means’ and ‘live stream’ are defined;
there are no changes to the actual and perceived conflict of interest provisions of the Act;
if a meeting is unable to proceed at the place appointed for the meeting to occur, the Chief Executive
Officer may appoint an alternative place for the meeting to be held and this includes an electronic place,
such as a virtual meeting room;
the requirements to place a copy of the Notice of Meeting at each Council office has been suspended;
the Notice of Meeting and Agenda must continue to be published on the website until the meeting has
been completed;
the quorum provisions have been amended to recognise that participation in a meeting by electronic
means amounts to being present at the meeting, provided that the Elected Member can hear and be
heard by all other Elected Members present and can be heard by the minute taker. The quorum
calculation will include any Elected Member present by way of electronic means;
a meeting by electronic means is taken to satisfy Section 90(1) of the Act as being conducted in a place
open to the public, where one (1) or more Elected Members participate in the meeting electronically,
provided that the Chief Executive Officer (or nominee) ensures a live stream to the public via a website
and all members of the public are able to hear. Where reasonable steps have been taken to achieve
these objectives but the live stream is not available, to make publicly available a recording of the
meeting; and
the live stream may be disconnected where the meeting moves into confidence under section 90(2) and
(3) of the Act.

The key changes to meeting procedures in accordance with the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings)
Regulations 2013 (the Regulations) are:





leave of the meeting requires a show of hands or, where a member is participating electronically, a
verbal indication of their vote;
the Presiding Member may initial/sign the minutes either in hard copy or electronically
the minutes must reflect whether attendance at the meeting was in person or by audio-visual or audio
link or telephone; and
in respect of a division, any member participating electronically, is to provide a verbal indication of
whether their vote is in the affirmative or the negative.

In accordance with Notice No 1, the Council’s Code of Practice - Access to Meetings & Documents and the
Informal Gatherings Policy have been reviewed and amended to enable Elected Members to participate in
Council meetings and Informal Gatherings electronically. The proposed changes to the Code and Policy are
highlighted in green.
The Code of Practice - Access to Meetings & Documents is an existing Code.
Section 92 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), requires a Council to prepare and adopt a Code of
Practice relating to the principles, policies, procedures and practices, which will apply to ensure access to
Council meetings and documents, as required by Sections 90 and 91 of the Act respectively.
The Code of Practice – Access to Meetings & Documents aims to inform and educate the community about
public access to Council and Committee meetings, Agendas and Minutes of Council and Committee meetings
and other Council documents.
Section 92 (5) of the Act also requires the Council to undertake community consultation prior to the adoption
of its Code of Practice for Access to Meetings & Documents.
The requirement to undertake community consultation has been suspended for the duration of Notice No 1.
A copy of the amended Code of Practice – Access to Meetings & Documents is contained within
Attachment B.
The Informal Gatherings Policy is an existing policy.
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Section 90 (8) of the Local Government Act 1999, provides for Members of the Council and staff to
participate in informal gatherings or discussions, provided that a matter which would ordinarily form part of
the agenda for a formal meeting is not dealt with in such a way as to obtain, or effectively obtain, a decision
outside a formally constituted meeting of the Council or committee.
Informal gatherings as set out in the Act may include:





planning sessions associated with the development of policies and strategies;
briefing or training sessions;
workshops;
social gatherings to encourage informal communication between members or between members and
staff.

Each Council in South Australia therefore must adopt an Informal Gatherings Policy to clearly define how
Informal Gatherings are managed by the Council, in accordance with the Local Government Act 1999.
The Policy has been prepared on the basis of meeting the legislative obligations as set out in S ection 90 of
the Local Government Act 1999.
A copy of the amended Informal Gatherings Policy is contained within Attachment C.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the amended Code of Practice – Access to Meetings & Documents, as contained in Attachment B,
in accordance with and consistent with the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure & Local Government’s
Public Health Emergency: Electronic Participation in Council Meetings Notice No 1 be adopted for the
period in which Notice 1 has effect.

2.

That the amended Informal Gatherings Policy, as contained in Attachment C, in accordance with and
consistent with the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure & Local Government’s Public Health Emergency:
Electronic Participation in Council Meetings Notice No 1 be adopted for the period in which Notice 1 has
effect.
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Attachment A
Public Health Emergency
Electronic Participation in Council Meetings
Notice No. 1
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STATE GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1999
SECTION 302B
Public Health Emergency: Electronic Participation in Council Meetings (No 1)
On 15 March 2020, the Chief Executive of the Department for Health and Wellbeing in the State of South
Australia, pursuant to section 87 of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011, declared that an
emergency which threatens to cause the death of, or injury or other damage to the health of any person is
occurring or about to occur in relation to the transmission of COVID-19, and declared the emergency to
be a public health emergency.
On 22 March 2020, the State Co-ordinator for the State of South Australia declared, pursuant to
section 23 of the Emergency Management Act 2004, that a Major Emergency is occurring in respect of the
outbreak of the Human Disease named COVID-19 within South Australia.
On the basis that a relevant declaration has been made in relation to a public health emergency and being
satisfied that variation or suspension of the provisions specified in Schedule 1 to this notice is reasonably
necessary as a result of the emergency, I, Stephan Karl Knoll, Minister for Transport, Infrastructure
and Local Government, in the State of South Australia, in accordance with section 302B of the Local
Government Act 1999 (“the Act”) hereby vary or suspend the operation of the specified provisions of the
Act as set out in Schedule 1 to this notice, subject to any conditions specified in this notice including in
accordance with any alternative requirements, arrangements or procedures as provided for in this notice.
1. Citation
This notice may be cited as the Electronic Participation in Council Meetings Notice (No 1) 2020.
2. Definitions
In this notice—
Act means the Local Government Act 1999;
electronic means includes a telephone, computer or other electronic device used for
communication;
regulations means the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013.

3. Application
This notice applies to all councils constituted under the Act including, for the avoidance of doubt, the
Adelaide City Council.
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Schedule 1—Provisions of the Act and regulations varied or suspended (section 302B(1) of Act)
Provision of Act
or Regulations

Variation or Suspension

Local Government Act 1999
Section 74

Section 74(2)

Delete subsection (1)(b) and substitute:
(b)

leave the meeting (physically or by disconnecting electronic means)
such that the member cannot view or hear any discussion or voting at
the meeting about the matter; and

(c)

not view or listen to the discussion or voting at the meeting about the
matter via any live stream or recording of the meeting.

After “or being in the chamber where the meeting is being conducted,” insert:
or being connected to the meeting by electronic means,

Section 74(3)

After “or to be in the chamber where the meeting is being conducted,” insert:
or to be connected to the meeting using electronic means,

Section 74(5)

Delete subsection (5)(c) and substitute:
if the member took part in the meeting, or was in the chamber during the
meeting, or was connected to the meeting by electronic means, under an
approval under subsection (3), the fact that the member took part in the
meeting, or was in the chamber during the meeting, or was connected to
the meeting by electronic means (as the case requires).

Section 74

After subsection (6) insert:
(7)

In this section—
connected to means able to hear and/or see the meeting, including via a live
stream or recording of the meeting;
disconnecting electronic means includes—
(a)

ending a telephone connection such that the discussion and
voting at the meeting cannot be heard;

(b)

ending a video conferencing connection such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard;

(c)

logging out of a virtual meeting room or space such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard;

(d)

signing out of a virtual meeting room or space such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard; or

(e)

disconnecting any other electronic means such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard;

live stream means the transmission of audio and/or video from a meeting
at the time that the meeting is occurring;
Section 81

After subsection (3) insert:
(3a)

If a place has been appointed for the holding of an ordinary meeting but
the council is unable to meet at the designated place as a result of the
public health emergency, the chief executive officer may appoint a
different place at which the ordinary meeting is to be held.
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Section 81

31 March 2020

Variation or Suspension
After subsection (7) insert:
(8)

In this section—
place includes an electronic location (such as a virtual meeting room).

Section 83

After subsection (3) insert:
(3a) For the purposes of subsection (3)(c), the chief executive officer may sign
the notice in hardcopy or electronically.

Section 83

After subsection (9) insert:
(10) In subsection (3)—
place includes an electronic location (such as a virtual meeting room).

Section 84(1a)(a)

Suspend subsection 84(1a)(a).

Section 84(3)

Delete subsection (3) and substitute:
A person is entitled, on payment of a fee fixed by the council, to obtain a
copy of a notice and agenda published under subsection (1a)(b) on request.

Section 84(4)

Delete subsection (4) and substitute:
The notice and agenda must continue to be published on the website under
subsection (1a) until the completion of the relevant meeting.

Section 84(5)

Delete subsection (5) and substitute:
The chief executive officer (or a person nominated in writing by the chief
executive officer) must also ensure that any document or report supplied to
members of the council for consideration at a meeting of the council is
available for inspection by members of the public—

Section 84(7)

(a)

in the case of a document or report supplied to members of the
council before the meeting—on a website determined by the chief
executive officer as soon as practicable after the time when the
document or report is supplied to members of the council; or

(b)

in the case of a document or report supplied to members of the
council at the meeting—on a website determined by the chief
executive officer as soon as practicable after the time when the
document or report is supplied to members of the council.

After subsection (6) insert:
(7)

In this section—
place includes an electronic location (such as a virtual meeting room).

Section 85

After subsection (1) insert:
(2)

For the purposes of this section—
(a)

a member of the council participating in a council meeting by
electronic means is taken to be present at the meeting provided that
the member—
(i)

can hear all other members present at the meeting;
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Provision of Act
or Regulations

Variation or Suspension

(b)

Section 86
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(ii)

can be heard by all other members present at the meeting; and

(iii)

can be heard by the person recording the minutes of the
meeting.

A quorum is taken to be present even if 1 or more council members
constituting the quorum is present by electronic means.

After subsection (9) insert:
(10) For the purposes of this section—
(a)

Section 86

(i)

can hear all other members present at the meeting;

(ii)

can be heard by all other members present at the meeting; and

(iii)

can be heard by the person recording the minutes of the
meeting.

After subsection (8) insert:
(8a)

Section 90

a member of the council participating in a council meeting is taken to
be present at the meeting provided that the member—

For the purposes of subsection (8)(b), council members may meet
by electronic means to alter a procedure determined by the council
to be observed at a meeting of a council, even if the existing
procedure prevents or inhibits the council members from meeting
by electronic means.

After subsection (1) insert:
(1a) A council meeting will be taken to be conducted in a place open to the
public for the purposes of this section even if 1 or more council members
participate in the meeting by electronic means provided that—
(a)

the chief executive officer (or a person nominated in writing by the
chief executive officer) makes available to the public a live stream of
the meeting on a website determined by the chief executive officer
and ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion
between all council members present at the meeting via the live
stream; or

(b)

if the chief executive officer (or a person nominated in writing by the
chief executive officer) has taken reasonable steps to make available a
live stream of the meeting but is unable to make available a live
stream of the meeting, the chief executive officer (or a person
nominated in writing by the chief executive officer) makes available
to the public a recording of the meeting as soon as practicable after the
meeting on a website determined by the chief executive officer and
ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion between all
council members present at the meeting via the recording.

(1b) If the chief executive officer (or a person nominated in writing by the chief
executive officer) has taken reasonable steps to comply with subsection (1)
but is unable to comply—
(a)

the chief executive officer (or a person nominated in writing by the chief
executive officer) must publish on a website determined by the chief
executive officer the steps taken to comply with subsection (1); and

(b)

subsection (1) is suspended.
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Section 90
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Variation or Suspension
After subsection (2) insert:
(2a) A council or council committee must disconnect any live stream or
recording of a meeting for the period that the meeting is closed to the
public pursuant to an order made under subsection (2).

Section 90(5)

Delete subsection (5) and substitute:
A person who, knowing that an order is in force under subsection (2), enters
or remains in a room in which a meeting of the council or council
committee is being held, or connects to a meeting of the council or a council
committee by electronic means, or fails to disconnect from a meeting of the
council or council committee, is guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty
not exceeding $500 and if such a person fails to leave the room on request it
is lawful for an employee of the council or a member of the police force to
use reasonable force to remove him or her from the room.

Section 90(9)

After “In this section—” insert:
connect means able to hear and/or see the meeting, including via a live
stream or recording of the meeting;
disconnect means remove the connection so as to be unable to hear and see
the meeting;
live stream means the transmission of audio and/or video from a meeting at
the time that the meeting is occurring;

Section 91(4)

Delete subsection (4) and substitute:
A copy of the minutes of a meeting of the council must be placed on public
display on a website determined by the chief executive officer within five
days after the meeting and kept on display for a period of one month.

Section 92

Delete subsection (1) and substitute:
(1)

Subject to subsection (1a), a council must prepare and adopt a code
of practice relating to the principles, policies, procedures and
practices that the council will apply for the purposes of the operation
of Parts 3 and 4.

(1a) A council is not required to adopt any provision in a code of practice
that would prevent or inhibit members from participating in council
meetings or council committee meetings by electronic means.
Section 92

After subsection (3) insert:
(3a) For the purposes of subsection (3), council members may meet by
electronic means in a place taken to be open to the public pursuant to
section 90(1a) to alter the code of practice of the council, or
substitute a new code of practice of the council, even if the existing
code of practice prevents or inhibits public access to the meeting by
electronic means.

Section 92 (5)

Suspend section 92(5).
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Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013
Reg 3(4)

Delete subregulation (4) and substitute:
For the purposes of these regulations, a vote on whether leave of the
meeting is granted may be conducted by—
(a)

a show of hands; or

(b)

where a member is participating in a meeting by electronic means
which has audio only, a verbal indication of voting in the affirmative
or voting in the negative,

(but nothing in this subregulation prevents a division from being called in
relation to the vote).
Reg 3

Reg 6

Reg 6(7)

After subregulation (4) insert:
(5)

For the purposes of subregulation (1), a reference to “appear
personally” includes to appear by electronic means.

(6)

For the purposes of these regulations, a member participating in a
meeting by electronic means is taken to be present at the meeting
provided that the member—
(a)

can hear all other members present at the meeting;

(b)

can be heard by all other members present at the meeting; and

(c)

can be heard by the person recording the minutes of the
meeting.

After subregulation (3) insert:
(3a)

Without limiting subregulation (3), a council may at any time, by
resolution supported by the prescribed number of members of the
council entitled to vote on the resolution, alter a code of practice
to facilitate participation by council members in council meetings
by electronic means.

(3b)

For the purposes of subregulation (3a), the prescribed number of
members of a council is a number ascertained by dividing the total
number of members of the council for the time being in office by 2,
ignoring any fraction resulting from the division, and adding one.

Delete subregulation (7) and substitute:
Regulation 12(4) does not apply to a motion under subregulation
subregulation (3a).

Reg 7(5)(b)

(3)

or

Delete subregulation (5)(b) and substitute:
give notice of the adjourned meeting to the public by causing a notice
setting out the date, time and place of the meeting to be published on a
website determined by the chief executive officer.

Reg 8

After subregulation (3) insert:
(3a) For the purposes of subregulation (3), the presiding member may
initial or sign the minutes in hardcopy or electronically.
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After subregulation (4)(b)(ii) insert:
(iii)

the method of attendance by the person;
and
Example—
The following are examples of methods of attendance:
(a) physical attendance;
(b) by an audio-visual link;
(c) by an audio link;
(d) by telephone.

Reg 10(1)(d)

Delete subregulation (1)(d) and substitute:
be addressed to the council and delivered to the council by means
determined by the chief executive officer.

Reg 11(1)

Delete subregulation (1) and substitute:
A person or persons wishing to appear as a deputation at a meeting must
deliver (to the council by means determined by the chief executive officer)
a written request to the council.

Reg 16(3)

Delete subregulation (4) and insert:
(4)

(5)

Subregulation (3)—
(a)

may be varied at the discretion of the council pursuant to regulation 6;

(b)

does not apply in relation to a member participating in a council
committee meeting by telephone or electronic means approved in
accordance with procedures determined by the council or council
committee for the purposes of section 89 of the Act; and

(c)

is varied in relation to a member participating in a council meeting by
electronic means such that the reference to “not in his or her seat” is
taken to include a disconnection of the electronic means.

In this regulation—
disconnection of the electronic means includes—
(a)

ending a telephone connection such that the discussion and voting at
the meeting cannot be heard;

(b)

ending a video conferencing connection such that the discussion and
voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard;

(c)

logging out of a virtual meeting room or space such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard;

(d)

signing out of a virtual meeting room or space such that the
discussion and voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard; or

(e)

disconnecting any other electronic means such that the discussion and
voting at the meeting cannot be seen or heard.
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Delete subregulation (3) and substitute:
(3)

The division will be taken as follows:
(a)

subject to subregulation (3a), the members voting in the affirmative
will, until the vote is recorded, stand in their places;

(b)

subject to subregulation (3a), the members voting in the negative
will, until the vote is recorded, sit in their seats;

(c)

the presiding member will count the number of votes and then
declare the outcome.

(3a) Where a member is participating in a meeting by electronic means which
has audio only, the member will provide a verbal indication of voting in the
affirmative or voting in the negative.

CONDITIONS
The variation of the operation of sections 85 and 86 of the Act is subject to the following condition:
1. Where—
(a) a council member is to participate in a council meeting by electronic means; and
(b)

the electronic means has the functionality to allow the council member to participate in the
meeting by being heard but not seen or by being both seen and heard; and

(c)

the electronic means of the council has the functionality to allow the council member to be
heard but not seen or to be both seen and heard,

the member must participate by being both seen and heard.

This notice operates from the date of publication in the South Australian Government Gazette.
This notice has effect for the period specified in section 302B(2)(d)(ii) of the Act.
HON STEPHAN KNOLL MP
MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Dated: 30 March 2020

All instruments appearing in this gazette are to be considered official, and obeyed as such
Printed and published weekly by authority of S. SMITH, Government Printer, South Australia
$7.70 per issue (plus postage), $387.60 per annual subscription—GST inclusive
Online publications: www.governmentgazette.sa.gov.au

Attachment B
Public Health Emergency
Electronic Participation in Council Meetings
Notice No. 1
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NAME OF POLICY:

Code of Practice – Access to Meetings & Documents

POLICY MANUAL:

Codes

1.

Introduction

Section 92 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), requires a Council to prepare and adopt a
Code of Practice relating to the principles, policies, procedures and practices which will apply to
ensure access to Council meetings and documents, as required by Sections 90 and 91 respectively.
In fulfilling the role of an effective council that is responsive to the needs of it’s community and which
operates within the legal framework prescribed by the Act, the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
(the Council) is fully committed to the principle of open and accountable government. The Council
does however also recognise that on some occasions it may be necessary in the broader community
interest to restrict public access to discussions or documents.
On 30 March 2020, the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government issued a notice
(Notice No.1), pursuant to Section 302B of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), varying or
suspending the operation of the specified provisions of the Local Government Act 1999, as set out in
Schedule 1 to Notice No 1.
Notice No 1 commenced operation on 31 March 2020.
Notice No 1 sets out the following provisions:
(a) a Council is not required to adopt any provision in a code of practice that would prevent or inhibit
Elected Members from participating in Council meetings or Council committee meetings by
electronic means;
(b) Elected Members may meet by electronic means to alter the Council’s code of practice, or
substitute a new code of practice of the Council, even if the existing code of practice prevents or
inhibits Elected Members from meeting by electronic means;
(c) suspends the requirement in Section 92(5), that before a Council adopts, alters or substitutes a
code of practice it make copies of the proposed code, alterations or substitute code (as the case
may be) available for inspection and purchase at the principal office of the Council and on a
website determined by the Council and that the Council follow the steps set out in its public
consultation policy.

This Code of Practice sets out the policy framework for public access to meetings and documents and
provides clear guidance regarding the application of provisions in the Act to restrict public access to
meetings and/or documents.

2.

Commitment

The Council endorses and fully supports the principle that the procedures to be observed at a meeting
of the Council or a Council Committee, should contribute to open, transparent and informed decisionmaking and encourage appropriate Community participation in the affairs of the Council.

B2
3.

Objectives

The objectives of this Code are to:
a

provide to the community information on the Council’s Code for access to Council meetings,
Council Committees and Council documents; and

b

summarise the legal position relating to public access to the Council and Committee meetings and
documents.

c

clearly outline to the community for what purpose and on what basis the Council may apply the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1999, to restrict public access to meetings and/or
documents.

4. Access to the Agenda for Meetings
4.1

At least three clear days1 before the Council or Council Committee meeting (unless it is a
Special Meeting), the Chief Executive Officer must give written notice of the meeting to all
Council/Committee Members setting out the date, time and place 1 of the meeting. The
notice must contain or be accompanied by the agenda for the meeting.

4.2

Subject to Clause 4.8, the notice of the meeting and agenda will be placed on public
display at the Principal Office of the Council (the Norwood Town Hall), the Council’s
Libraries at Norwood, Payneham & St Peters and available via the Council’s website:
www.npsp.sa.gov.au

4.3

Items listed on the agenda will be described accurately and in reasonable detail.

4.4

Subject to Clause 4.8, the notice and agenda will be kept on public display and continue to
be published on the website until the completion of the relevant Council or Council
Committee meeting.

4.5

Subject to Clause 4.9, copies of the agenda documents and non-confidential reports that
are to be considered at the meeting will be made available at the meeting. Copies will also
be available for public inspection as soon as practicable after they are supplied to the
Members of Council.

4.6

Members of the public may obtain a copy of the agenda and any particular reports for a fee
to cover the costs of photocopying, in accordance with a Council's Schedule of Fees and
Charges.

4.7

Where the Chief Executive Officer of the Council (after consultation with the Principal
Member of the Council, the Mayor, or in the case of a Committee - the Presiding Member),
believes that a document or report on a particular matter should be considered in
confidence with the public to be excluded, the basis under which the order could be made
in accordance with Section 90(3) of the Act will be specified.

4.8

For the period of the operation of Notice No 1 the requirement that the Chief Executive
Officer give notice to the public of the times and places of Council meetings by placing the
notice of the meeting and agenda on public display at each office of the Council that is
open to the public for the general administration of Council business within its area is
suspended.

4.9

For the period of the operation of Notice No 1:
4.9.1

the requirement that the Chief Executive Officer must ensure that a reasonable
number of copies of any document or report supplied to members of the Council for
consideration at a meeting of the Council are available for inspection by members
of the public at the principal office of the Council or at the meeting is suspended.

1 ‘clear days’ means that the time between the giving of the notice and the day of the meeting, and excluding both the day on
which the notice was given and the day of the meeting, eg notice is given on a Thursday for a following Monday meeting, the
clear days are Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
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4.9.2

the Chief Executive Officer(or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive
Officer) will ensure that any document or report supplied to Elected Members for
consideration at a meeting of the Council is available for inspection by members of
the public 4.9.2.1

in the case of a document or report supplied to Elected Members before
the meeting - on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer as
soon as practicable after the time when the document or report is
supplied to Elected Members; or

4.9.2.2

in the case of a document or report supplied to Elected at the meeting on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer as soon as
practicable after the time when the document or report is supplied to
Elected Members.

5. Public Access to Meetings
Council (and Committee) meetings are open to the public and attendance is encouraged and
welcomed.
There are, however, times where the Council (or the Committee), believes it is necessary in the
broader community interest to exclude the public from the discussion of a particular matter in
accordance with Section 90(3) of the Act.
The public will only be excluded when the need for confidentiality outweighs the principle of open
decision making.
As the Council encourages public attendance at meetings, details of meeting dates and times can be
obtained by contacting the Council offices or via the Council’s website at: www.npsp.sa.gov.au. The
meeting details are also contained within Council’s newsletter “Look East”.
Notice No 1 provides that a Council meeting will be taken to be conducted in a place open to the
public, even if one (1) or more Elected Members participate in the meeting by electronic means
provided that:
(a) the Chief Executive Officer(or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer)
makes available to the public a live stream 2 of the meeting on a website determined by the Chief
Executive Officer and ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion between all
Elected Members present at the meeting via the live stream; or
(b) if the Chief Executive Officer(or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) has
taken reasonable steps to make available a live stream of the meeting but is unable to make
available a live stream of the meeting, the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in
writing by the Chief Executive Officer) makes available to the public a recording of the meeting as
soon as practicable after the meeting on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer and
ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion between all Elected Members
present at the meeting via the recording.
If the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) has
taken reasonable steps to make available to the public a live stream of the meeting or, (if unable to
make available a live stream of the meeting) a recording of the meeting but is unable to comply, the
Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) must publish
on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer the steps taken to comply.
6. Informal Gatherings
Section 90 (8) of the Act provides for Members of the Council and staff, to participate in informal
gatherings or discussions, provided that a matter which would ordinarily form part of the agenda for a
formal meeting is not dealt with in such a way as to obtain, or effectively obtain, a decision outside a
formally constituted meeting of the Council or committee.

2

live stream means the transmission of audio and/or video from a meeting at the time that the meeting is occurring;
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Informal Gatherings may for example be in the form of:


planning sessions associated with the development of policies and strategies;



briefing or training sessions;



workshops;



social gatherings to encourage informal communication between Elected Members or between
Elected Members and staff.

The co-ordination of these sessions is managed by the Chief Executives’ Office to ensure they are
conducted in accordance with legislative requirements and at the same time, provide the desired
outcomes/benefits for Elected Members and staff.
These sessions benefit Elected Members of the Council, as they provide a forum for discussing issues
and options in an informal environment which enables Elected Members to question, clarify and
develop greater understanding of issues under consideration, which supports and contributes to
informed decision making in the appropriate forum (ie Council or Committee meetings).
No decisions are made at informal gatherings.
The Council has adopted an Informal Gatherings Policy which aims to ensure that the statutory
requirements for openness and transparency in Council decision-making are observed; while providing
an opportunity for confidential discussions, as appropriate, between Elected Members, where
warranted by the nature of the subject matter, to be discussed.
7. Matters Considered in Confidence
Before a meeting orders that the public be excluded to enable the receipt, discussion and
consideration of a particular matter, the meeting must, in public, formally determine that this is
necessary and appropriate and then pass a resolution to exclude the public while dealing with that
particular matter. If this occurs, everyone, except those persons permitted to stay by express
inclusion in the resolution of the Council, must leave the room.
Notice No 1 provides that the Council or Council Committee must disconnect any live stream or
recording of a meeting for the period that the meeting is closed to the public pursuant to an order
made under Section 90(2).
Once the Council, or Committee, has made the order it is an offence for a person, knowing that an
order is in force, to enter or remain in a room in which such a meeting is being held. An employee of
the Council or a Member of the South Australia Police (SAPOL), is entitled to use reasonable force to
remove the person from the room if he/she fails to leave on request.
In addition, Notice 1 provides that it is also an offence for person who, knowing that an order is in force
under Section 90(2), to connect3 to a meeting of the Council or Council Committee by electronic
means, or fail to disconnect4 from a meeting of the Council or Council Committee.
Once discussion on that particular matter is concluded and a decision made under Section 91 of the
Act, the public are then permitted to re-enter or reconnect to the meeting.
If there is a further matter to be considered in confidence it is necessary to again undertake the
formal determination process and to resolve to exclude the public as per above.
The Council, or the Committee, can, by inclusion within the resolution, permit a particular person or
persons to remain in the meeting or connected to the meeting.
For the convenience of the public, where it is resolved to consider a matter in confidence, the matter,
unless there are pressing reasons as to why it should be debated at that point of the meeting, will
considered once all other business has been dealt with.

3
4

connect means able to hear and/or see the meeting, including via a live stream or recording of the meeting
disconnect means remove the connection so as to be unable to hear and see the meeting
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Notice No 1 provides that a Council meeting will be taken to be conducted in a place open to the public
even if one (1) or more Elected Members participate in the meeting by electronic means provided that:
(a) the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer)
makes available to the public a live stream of the meeting on a website determined by the Chief
Executive Officer and ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion between all
Elected Members present at the meeting via the live stream; or
(b) if the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) has
taken reasonable steps to make available a live stream of the meeting but is unable to make
available a live stream of the meeting, the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in
writing by the Chief Executive Officer) makes available to the public a recording of the meeting as
soon as practicable after the meeting on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer and
ensures that members of the public can hear the discussion between all Elected Members
present at the meeting via the recording.
If the Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) has
taken reasonable steps to make available to the public a live stream of the meeting or, (if unable to
make available a live stream of the meeting), a recording of the meeting but is unable to comply, the
Chief Executive Officer (or a person nominated in writing by the Chief Executive Officer) must publish
on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer the steps taken to comply and the requirement
will be suspended.
In accordance with Section 90(3) of the Local Government Act 1999, the Council, or a Committee may
order that the public be excluded in the following circumstances:
(a) information the disclosure of which would involve the unreasonable disclosure of information
concerning the personal affairs* of any person (living or dead);
[* - ‘personal affairs’ The Act provides for a definition of ‘personal affairs’ as being a person’s financial
affairs, criminal records, marital or other personal relationships, personal qualities, attributes or health
status, or that person’s employment records, employment performance or suitability for a particular
position or other personnel matters relating to the person.]
(b) information the disclosure of which (i)

could reasonably be expected to confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the
council is conducting, or proposing to conduct, business, or to prejudice the commercial
position of the council; and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

c) information the disclosure of which would reveal a trade secret;
(d) commercial information of a confidential nature (not being a trade secret) the disclosure of which (i)

could reasonably be expected to prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied
the information, or to confer a commercial advantage on a third party; and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

(e) matters affecting the security of the council, members or employees of the council, or council
property, or the safety of any person;
(f) information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to prejudice the maintenance of
law, including by affecting (or potentially affecting) the prevention, detection or investigation of a
criminal offence, or the right to a fair trial;
(g) matters that must be considered in confidence in order to ensure that the council does not breach any
law, order or direction of a court or tribunal constituted by law, any duty of confidence, or other legal
obligation or duty;
(h) legal advice;
(i) information relating to actual litigation, or litigation that the council or council committee believes on
reasonable grounds will take place, involving the council or an employee of the council;
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(j) information the disclosure of which (i)

would divulge information provided on a confidential basis by or to a Minister of the Crown, or
another public authority or official (not being an employee of the council, or a person engaged
by the council); and

(ii) would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;
(k) tenders for the supply of goods, the provision of services or the carrying out of works;
(m) information relating to a proposed amendment to a Development Plan under the Development Act
1993 before a Plan Amendment Report relating to the amendment is released for public consultation
under that Act;
(n) information relevant to the review of a determination of a council under the Freedom of Information
Act 1991.
Where the Council, or a Committee, is considering making an order that the public be
excluded, it is irrelevant that discussion of a matter in public may:




cause embarrassment to the Council or the Committee concerned, or to Elected Members or
employees of the Council: or
cause a loss of confidence in the Council or the Committee.

If a decision to exclude the public is taken, the Council or the Committee will include details in the
resolution of the making of the order and the grounds on which it was made. Minutes of a meeting of
the Council are publicly available within five days after the meeting.
8. City Of Norwood Payneham & St Peters use of the Confidentiality Provisions of the Act


the Council endorses and strongly supports the principle of open, accessible and accountable
government;



confidentiality provisions will only be utilised after careful consideration and when considered
proper and necessary;



the grounds on which an order to exclude the public is made, will be conveyed to the public at the
time of the order being made and will be included in the minutes which are available to the public
within five (5) days of the meeting;



once discussion of the matter has concluded, the meeting will then consider if it is necessary to
make an order that a document associated with the agenda item remains confidential. In
determining this, the meeting shall have regard to the provisions of Section 91 and in particular
Section 91(8), which details when a Council must not order that a document remain confidential;



if a meeting determines that it is proper and necessary to keep a document confidential, then it will
do so by resolution for an order to this effect;



once discussion of the matter is concluded (and the public have returned to the meeting), the
decision of the meeting in relation to this matter will be made publicly known unless the Council
has resolved to order that some information remain confidential, (eg the price to which the Council
is prepared to bid for land yet to be auctioned);



details relating to any order to keep information or a document confidential in accordance with
Section 91(7) of the Local Government Act 1999 are also to be made known. When making an
order the meeting must specify the duration of the order or the circumstances in which the order
will cease to apply, or a period after which the order must be reviewed; and



in all cases, the objective is that the information be made publicly available at the earliest possible
opportunity.

Where a person provides information to the Council and requests that it be kept confidential, the
Council is not able to even consider this request unless the matter is one which falls within the ambit of
Section 90(3) of the Act. If this is the case, the Council will then be in a position to consider the request
on its merits.
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9. Public Access to Documents
Various documents are available for inspection and purchase (for a fee) by the public. The Council
may also make a document available in electronic form and place it on the Internet for access.
The Council and/or a Committee, will only make an order that a document associated with a
discussion from which the public are excluded, will remain confidential if it is considered proper and
necessary in the broader community interest. The Council and/or Committee can only make such
orders in relation to documents that are considered in confidence under Section 90(3) of the Act.
Once a matter has been dealt with, the Council and/or Committee may order that a document relating
to the matter considered in confidence is to remain confidential. There are some exceptions. The
Council or a Committee can not make an order to prevent:

•

the disclosure of the remuneration or conditions of service of an employee,
remuneration or conditions of serve have been set or determined; or

•

the disclosure of the identification of a successful tenderer or any reasons as to why a particular
tenderer has been selected; or

•

the disclosure of the identity of land which has been acquired or has been disposed of by the
Council, or of any reasons why acquisition or disposal of the land has occurred.

after the

Where keeping a document confidential is considered proper and necessary, a resolution to this effect
is required which shall include the grounds for confidentiality and the duration of the order or
circumstances in which the order will cease to apply or when the order must be reviewed.
The resolution will also indicate whether any delegation is given to an employee to revoke the order
and if relevant, any conditions associated with this delegation. The minutes shall record the relevant
grounds and duration of the order and any delegation to revoke the order, should this be applicable.
Minutes of a meeting of Council or a Council Committee will be publicly available, including on the
internet, within five (5) days after the meeting.
Notice No 1 provides that a copy of the minutes of a Council meeting must be placed on public display
on a website determined by the Chief Executive Officer within five (5) days after the meeting and kept
on display for a period of one (1) month.
Requests to access Council and Committee documents, can be made under the Freedom of
Information Act 1991. Any inquiries in relation to the process for seeking access to documents
held by Council should be directed to the Council’s nominated Freedom of Information Officers
by telephoning 8366 4555 or via email: townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
10. Review of Confidentiality Orders
A confidentiality order made under section 91(7) of the Act must specify the duration of the order or the
circumstances in which the order will cease to apply, or a period after which the order must be
reviewed. In any event, any order that operates for a period exceeding 12 months must be reviewed at
least once in every year.
An order will lapse if the time or event specified has been reached or carried out. There is no need for
the Council to resolve for the confidential order to be lifted. Once the order has lapsed, the minutes
and/or documents automatically become public.
Orders that exceed 12 months must be reviewed annually and the Council must assess whether the
grounds for non disclosure are still relevant and, if so, provide the relevant grounds and reasons for
the minutes and/or documents remaining confidential. The conduct of the annual review can be
delegated to the Chief Executive Officer and sub-delegated to an employee of the Council.
If there are any items that require a fresh confidentiality order because the original order is about to
expire, then the reviewer will prepare a report to the Council making recommendations with respect to
each item to be retained in confidence.
Each item must then be addressed separately and assessed against section 90(3) and section 91(7)
of the Act. While a Council may delegate the power to undertake an annual review, the Council cannot
delegate the power to apply sections 90(3) and 91(7) of the Act.
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A Council may resolve to exclude the public from a meeting to discuss and undertake consideration of
the recommendations arising from the annual review in confidence, subject to the application of the
relevant ground under section 90(3) of the Act. Section 90(3) of the Act must be applied separately to
each item and not en bloc.
If there is no longer any need for the confidentiality order then the Council or Council Committee may
delegate to an employee of the Council the power to revoke an order made in accordance with section
91(7) of the Act. The Council or Council committee may also include in the resolution whether any
delegation is given to an employee to revoke the order and if relevant, any conditions associated with
the delegation.
11. Reporting
A report on the use of Sections 90(2) and 91(7) by the Council and Council Committees must be
included in the Council’s Annual Report as required by Schedule 4 of the Act. The information included
within the Council’s Annual Report will include the following information:
1. the number of occasions each of the provisions of sections 90(2) and 90(3) were utilised;
2. an indication of any particular issues that contributed to the use of confidentiality provisions on
more than one occasion e.g. a proposal to acquire a parcel of land was considered on 3 separate
occasions;
3. the number of occasions that information originally declared confidential has subsequently been
made publicly available; and
4. the number of occasions that information declared confidential has not been made publicly
available and the reason for this in each case.
12. Review of Council Decisions
The Council has established procedures for the review of decisions of the Council and Council
Committees or any person acting on behalf of the Council or a Council Committee.
A member of the public may apply for consideration under the Review of Decisions Policy and
Procedure established by the Council and in some circumstances, the Council can amend or revoke
resolutions previously adopted. A copy of these procedures is available from the Norwood Town Hall,
telephone 8366 4555, or via the Council’s website at: www.npsp.sa.gov.au.
13. Availability of the Code
The public may inspect a copy of this Code, without charge, at the Norwood Town Hall, during normal
office hours.
A copy of this Code is also available via the Council’s website: www.npsp.sa.gov.au
14. Community Involvement in the Development of the Code
The Council is required, prior to adopting a code of practice and prior to alteration or substitution of a
code, to make copies available for inspection or purchase at the principal office. The Council must
follow the relevant process set out within the Council’s Community Consultation Policy.
Notice No 1 suspends the requirement to undertake community consultation regarding the provisions
relating to Elected Members participating in Council meetings or Council committee meetings by
electronic means and the requirement that the amendments and/or substitutions be adopted by a
majority vote.
REVIEW PROCESS
The Council will review this Code of Practice within twelve (12) months of the next Local Government
General Election which is scheduled to occur in 2022. The Council does however have the ability to
review this Code of Practice at any time if considered desirable and necessary.
INFORMATION
The contact officer for further information at the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is the
Council’s General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs, telephone 8366 4549.
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ADOPTION OF THE CODE
This Code was initially adopted by the Council on 21 July 2001.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code on 14 October 2002.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code on 13 October 2003.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code on 21 January 2008.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code on 7 November 2011.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code of Practice on 3 June 2019.
The Council reviewed and amended this Code of Practice on 6 April 2020.
TO BE REVIEWED
June 2023
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Attachment C
Public Health Emergency
Electronic Participation in Council Meetings
Notice No. 1

C1

Informal Gatherings Policy
PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY:
ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION IN COUNCIL MEETINGS NOTICE NO 1

Minister for Transport, Infrastructure & Local Government’s
Public Health Emergency: Electronic Participation in Council Meetings Notice No 1.

On 15 March 2020, the Chief Executive of the Department for Health and Wellbeing in the State of
South Australia, pursuant to Section 87 of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011, declared that
an emergency which threatens to cause the death of, or injury or other damage to the health of any
person is occurring or about to occur in relation to the transmission of COVID-19, and declared the
emergency to be a public health emergency.

On 22 March 2020, the State Co-ordinator for the State of South Australia declared, pursuant to
Section 23 of the Emergency Management Act 2004, that a Major Emergency is occurring in respect
of the outbreak of the Human Disease named COVID-19 within South Australia.

On 30 March 2020, the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government issued a notice
pursuant to Section 302B of the Local Government Act 1999 (Notice No 1), varying or suspending the
operation of the specified provisions of the Local Government Act 1999 as set out in Schedule 1 to
Notice No 1.

Notice No 1 commenced operation on 31 March 2020.

For the period Notice No 1 has effect (as provided for in Notice No 1), this Informal Gatherings Policy
is altered as set out below and those alterations have effect notwithstanding any other provision in this
Informal Gatherings Policy to the contrary.

The alterations to this Informal Gatherings Policy are made consistent with Notice No 1 and the
Council’s Code of Practice for Access to Meetings & Documents.

Definitions
electronic means includes a telephone, computer or other electronic device used for communication.
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Attendance at Informal Gatherings
Elected Members may participate in an informal gathering of the Council by electronic means.
An Elected Member of the Council participating in an informal gathering by electronic means, is taken
to be present at the informal gathering provided that the Elected Member:
(a)
(b)

can hear all other Elected Members present at the informal gathering; and
can be heard by all other Elected Members present at the informal gathering.

Form of Participation by Electronic Means
Where an Elected Member is to participate in a Council informal gathering by electronic means; and
the electronic means of the Council and the Elected Member has the functionality to allow the Elected
Member to be both seen and heard, the Elected Member must participate by being both seen and
heard.
Public Access to Designated Informal Gatherings
For the duration of the period to which Notice No 1 applies, public access to designated informal
gatherings may be provided in accordance with Sections 90(1a) and 90(1b) of the Local Government
Act 1999 and in accordance with the Informal Gatherings Policy.

Dated: 6 April 2020

C3

NAME OF POLICY:

Informal Gatherings

POLICY MANUAL:

Governance

INTRODUCTION
Informal gatherings or discussions provide a valuable opportunity to enhance Council decision-making
processes by providing opportunities for Elected Members to become better informed and seek
clarification on issues. Informal gatherings will not be used in such a way as to obtain, or effectively
obtain, a decision of the Council or Council Committee. Open and transparent Council meetings and
Council Committee meetings underpin representative democracy and ensure public confidence in the
Council’s decision-making processes.
PURPOSE
This Policy is intended to clearly outline the purpose of, and the basis upon which, the Council will
hold informal gatherings or discussions in accordance with section 90(8a) of the Local Government
Act 1999 (the Act) and regulation 8AB of the Local Government (General) Regulations 2013 (the
Regulations).
This Policy aims to ensure that the statutory requirements for openness and transparency in Council
decision-making are observed; while providing an opportunity for confidential discussions, as
appropriate, between Elected Members, where warranted by the nature of the subject matter to be
discussed.
KEY PRINCIPLES
The Council plays a very important policy-making role, requiring the identification of community needs,
setting objectives to meet those needs, establishing priorities between competing demands and
allocating resources.
Section 6 of the Act, stipulates that one of the primary roles of the Council is to:
to act as a representative, informed and responsible decision-maker in the interests of its
community.
The Council is a corporate body and as such, can only make decisions by resolutions that have been
passed by the majority of Elected Members at a Council Meeting or Committee Meeting.
The Council’s decision-making structure is comprised of the Council and a number of Committees
operating on a functional or ‘as needed’ basis. This structure ensures that matters are dealt with
objectively, fairly and in a timely manner.
Decisions are made, in keeping with legislative requirements, to:




determine policies to be applied by the Council in exercising its discretionary powers;
determine the type, range and scope of projects to be undertaken by Council; and
determine the resources which are to be made available to undertake such works and service.
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The Council understands that community consultation is important and, indeed, fundamental to its
role, and is committed to engaging with the community across a broad range of issues. Community
consultation is designed to inform the decision making process and the Council’s Community
Consultation Policy clearly sets out the mechanisms which the Council will consider when determining
to undertake consultation with the community.
Conversely, informal gatherings and discussions are conducted to assist the Elected Members of the
Council in their role, as they provide a forum and opportunity for Elected Members to discuss issues
and options in an informal environment, without obtaining or effectively obtaining a decision outside a
formally constituted meeting of the Council or Council Committee. Such a forum enables Elected
Members to question, clarify and develop a greater understanding of issues, which supports and
contributes to informed decision making in Council or Council Committee meetings.
It is, therefore, important to distinguish informal gatherings and discussion (including “designated”
informal gatherings or discussions) from community consultation mechanisms.
SCOPE
This Policy applies to all informal gatherings or discussions of the Council or a Council Committee,
including designated informal gatherings and discussions.
Regulation 8AB defines a designated informal gathering or discussion as:
… an event organised and conducted by or on behalf of the Council or Chief Executive Officer to
which Members of the council or chief executive officer (as the case may be) have been invited
and that involves discussion of a matter that is, or is intended to be, part of the agenda for a formal
meeting of the council or council committee.
Accordingly, an informal gathering which involves discussion of a matter that is not, or is not intended
to be, part of the agenda for a formal meeting of the Council or Council Committee, is not a designated
informal gathering or discussion. In those circumstances, the provisions set out at regulation 8AB have
no application.
POLICY
Section 90(8) of the Act provides that the Council can hold informal gatherings or discussions provided
that a matter which would ordinarily form part of the agenda for a formal meeting of the Council or
Council Committee is not dealt with in such a way as to obtain, or effectively obtain, a decision on a
matter outside a formally constituted meeting of the Council or a Council Committee.
The Act sets out the following (non exhaustive) examples of informal gatherings or discussions that
might be held under subsection (8):





planning sessions associated with the development of policies or strategies;
briefing or training sessions;
workshops; and
social gatherings to encourage informal communication between members or between members
and staff.

Informal gatherings or discussions of Elected Members or Council Committee Members (either with or
without Council staff) are, by their nature, non-compulsory. However, all Elected Members and Council
Committee Members are encouraged to attend informal gatherings or discussions, particularly where
the informal gathering or discussion is intended to provide history, context or additional information
regarding matters of importance to the Council.
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Designated Informal Gatherings or Discussions
Designated informal gatherings and discussions will be held where the matters to be discussed are, or
are intended to be, part of the agenda for a formal meeting of the Council or Council Committee.
A designated informal gathering or discussion will be used solely for the purpose of information
sharing and not for the purpose of obtaining, or effectively obtaining, a decision on a matter outside a
formally constituted meeting of the Council or a Council Committee.
Informal Gatherings or Discussions to be Open to the Public, except in Certain Circumstances
Designated informal gatherings or discussions will be held at a place open to the public, except for
when the Council or Chief Executive Officer has declared that the designated informal gathering or
discussion may be held in confidence.
The Council or Chief Executive Officer may, on a case-by-case, declare a designated informal
gathering or discussion to be a 'confidential informal discussion' where the designated informal
gathering or discussion is:
(i)
(ii)

a planning session of a general or strategic nature; or
a briefing session relating to information or a matter of a confidential nature within the ambit of
section 90(3) of the Act (refer to Attachment A).

An informal gathering or discussion of the Council or a Council Committee, which is not a designated
gathering or discussion for the purposes of the Regulations, will not be open to the public, unless
otherwise determined by the Council or Chief Executive Officer.
Procedures applying to Informal Gatherings or Discussions
The Chief Executive Officer and the Council are responsible for ensuring designated informal
gatherings or discussions are conducted in accordance with the Act.
By their very nature, informal gatherings or discussions (whether designated or not) are not subject to
the procedural meeting requirements of the Act or the Local Government (Proceedings at Meetings)
Regulations 2013.
Designated informal gatherings or discussions will be chaired by the Chief Executive Officer or a
senior Council officer.
Formal minutes will not be recorded for any informal gathering or discussion, whether designated or
not.
If a designated informal gathering or discussion has been declared by the Council or Chief Executive
Officer to be a 'confidential informal discussion', then the designated informal gathering or discussion
may be attended by Elected Members, the Chief Executive Officer and any other person invited to
attend by the Council or the Chief Executive Officer.
If a ‘confidential informal discussion’ declaration has been made in respect to only some of the items
to be discussed at a designated informal gathering or discussion, then these confidential items will be
scheduled to be discussed at the end of the designated informal gathering or discussion. The
designated informal gathering or discussion will be open to the public until immediately prior to the
commencement of any discussion regarding the confidential items.
Where an informal gathering or discussion (whether designated or not) is open to the public, members
of the public are only permitted to attend as an observer, and are not permitted to approach or
otherwise to engage with Elected Members during the course of the informal gathering or discussion,
and are not permitted to ask questions or contribute to the discussion.
Any member of the public that fails to observe these protocols, or is otherwise disruptive during the
course of the informal gathering or discussion, will be asked to leave.
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Publication of Information relating to Designated Informal Gatherings or Discussions
For all designated informal gatherings or discussions, the following information will be published on
the Council's website:
(i) the place, date and time at which the designated informal gathering or discussion will be held;
(ii) the matter that is to be discussed at the designated informal gathering or discussion;
(iii) whether or not the designated informal gathering or discussion is to be held at a place open to the
public; and
(iv) where the discussion is to be held in confidence, the reason.
REVIEW PROCESS
The Council will review this Policy within twelve (12) months of the next Local Government General
Election which is scheduled to occur in 2022. The Council does however have the ability to review this
Policy at any time if considered desirable and necessary.
INFORMATION
For further information in relation to this Policy, please contact the Council’s General Manager,
Governance & Community Affairs, on 8366 4549 or via email: lmara@npsp.sa.gov.au.

ADOPTION OF THE POLICY
This Policy was adopted by Council on 28 November 2016.
The Council reviewed and amended this Policy on 6 May 2019.
The Council amended this Policy on 6 April 2020 in accordance with the Minister for Transport,
Infrastructure & Local Government’s Public Health Emergency: Electronic Participation in Council
Meetings Notice No 1 for the period in which Notice 1 has effect.

TO BE REVIEWED
November 2023
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Attachment A

Information and Matters within the ambit of Section 90(3) of the Local Government Act 1999

(a) information the disclosure of which would involve the unreasonable disclosure of information
concerning the personal affairs of any person (living or dead);
(b) information the disclosure of which:
(i)

could reasonably be expected to confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the
Council is conducting, or proposing to conduct, business, or to prejudice the commercial
position of the Council; and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

(c) information the disclosure of which would reveal a trade secret;
(d) commercial information of a confidential nature (not being a trade secret) the disclosure of which:
(i)

could reasonably be expected to prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied the information, or to confer a commercial advantage on a third party; and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

(e) matters affecting the security of the Council, members or employees of the Council, or Council
property, or the safety of any person;
(f)

information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to prejudice the maintenance of
law, including by affecting (or potentially affecting) the prevention, detection or investigation of a
criminal offence, or the right to a fair trial;

(g) matters that must be considered in confidence in order to ensure that the Council does not
breach any law, order or direction of a court or tribunal constituted by law, any duty of confidence,
or other legal obligation or duty;
(h) legal advice;
(i)

information relating to actual litigation, or litigation that the Council or Council committee believes
on reasonable grounds will take place, involving the Council or an employee of the Council;

(j)

information the disclosure of which:
(i)

would divulge information provided on a confidential basis by or to a Minister of the Crown,
or another public authority or official (not being an employee of the Council, or a person
engaged by the Council); and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

(k) tenders for the supply of goods, the provision of services or the carrying out of works;
(l)

deliberately left blank as there are no provisions under (l).

(m) information relating to a proposed amendment to a Development Plan under the Development
Act 1993 before a Development Plan Amendment proposal relating to the amendment is
released for public consultation under that Act;
(n)

information relevant to the review of a determination of a Council under the Freedom of
Information Act 1991.
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4.

CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING HELD ON
23 MARCH 2020

5.

MAYOR’S COMMUNICATION

6.

DELEGATES COMMUNICATION

7.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

8.

QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE
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8.1

QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE – COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES PROGRAM – IMPLICATIONS OF
THE COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) PANDEMIC – SUBMITTED BY CR KESTER MOORHOUSE

REPORT AUTHOR:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
8366 4549
S/00474
Nil

BACKGROUND
Cr Kester Moorhouse has submitted the following Questions with Notice:
1.

What are the broad implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for the City of Norwood, Payneham and
St Peters’ Community Care Services Program?

2.

What options are there for the Community Care Services Program to evolve, so to address the
changing needs of our community in these challenging times?

3.

With many of our older residents now following Government advice to stay home, how will the
community visitors scheme and the escorted shopping service adapt to social distancing requirements
and to a potential increase in need for these services?

REASONS IN SUPPORT OF QUESTIONS
Nil

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS
PREPARED BY GENERAL MANAGER, GOVERNANCE & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
As Elected Members are aware, the Council’s Community Care Unit delivers a range of Home Support services
and programs to our community. These services and programs are funded through grants which are provided
by the Federal Government’s Department of Health under the Commonwealth Home Support Program and
the State Government’s Department of Human Services through the South Australian Home and Community
Care Services.
The following services and programs are provided by the Community Care Unit:








Domestic Assistance;
Personal Care;
Home Modifications;
Home Maintenance;
Shopping Services (Transport, Escorted Shopping and Shopping Lists);
Social Excursions; and
Social Programs (i.e. Fitness in the Park, Lunch at the Pub, Gentle Exercise, Stepping Out).

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Council’s Community Care Services Unit is responding to the
provision of services in accordance with all of the Federal Government and State Government restrictions and
guidelines, to ensure that essential services can continue to be provided to our citizens. This means that staff
will continue to be flexible, agile and adaptable in terms of how these services are and can be delivered.
The Council’s Home Support Services such as Domestic Assistance, Personal Care, Home Modifications and
Home Maintenance and Shopping Services, are all considered to be essential services and are continuing to
be provided.
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In terms of the programs which are provided to the community, one of the first impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic related to the provision of social programs and social excursions which are provided to citizens.
These social programs (i.e. Fitness in the Park, Lunch at the Pub, Gentle Exercise, Stepping Out, excursions,
etc.), and social excursions have been suspended temporarily in accordance with State and Federal
Government restrictions and the closure of facilities..
One of the services provided by the Council with support from Volunteers is the Community Bus Shopping
service. Initially, this the service continued to be provided by Council staff and Volunteers, however with the
recent social distancing requirements in place, it has been determined that this service cannot continue. Staff
therefore have discussed the provision of this service with individual clients and alternative arrangements have
been put in place with the clients.
These arrangements include the provision of taxi vouchers to clients to ensure that they can visit the
supermarket, post office, bank, chemist, etc. whilst some clients, who have chosen to self-isolate, have sought
assistance from family members.
Some clients who do not have family support and/or have language barriers have been included on the
Council’s Shopping List Service. The Shopping List Service is provided by staff, who undertake the shopping
on behalf of the individual client.
Whilst some older people who have chosen to self-isolate have postponed either their domestic assistance
services and/or their shopping services, there has been a slight increase in the number of requests for
Shopping Services from potential new clients.
One of the services provided by the Council as part of the Shopping Services, is an escorted shopping service
where the client is transported and assisted with their shopping. As a result of the social distancing
requirements and advice that older people should remain at home, staff are in the process of contacting clients
who receive escorted shopping list services, to offer them the opportunity to have a Shopping List service
instead of their usual pick up and escorted service.
The current circumstances have required staff to work differently and creatively. For example, issues reported
by clients relating to difficulty in purchasing essential shopping items such as toilet paper, flour, etc., have
required staff to become familiar with supermarket practices and make arrangements with supermarket
managers to ensure these essential products can be purchased for the clients. Options such as online
shopping services staff are also under consideration.
In terms of the Council’s Community Visitors Scheme, this program has been suspended on the basis that
on Friday, 27 March 2020, all Aged Care Facilities went into lock down with no visitors allowed into the
facilities. The Council’s Community Visitor Scheme Volunteers have been encouraged, where possible, to
maintain contact with their resident via telephone, Skype, etc.
The Federal Government has included provisions in the Funding Agreement with Local Government to
enable Councils to re-allocate funding from one service to another where there is an increase in demand for
particular services. This provision will enable the Council to increase capacity for services if and where
required and continue to provide the essential services required by our citizens.
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8.2

QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE – PROVISION OF SOCIAL WORKERS - COVID-19
(CORONAVIRUS) PANDEMIC – SUBMITTED BY CR SCOTT SIMS

REPORT AUTHOR:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
8366 4549
S/00474
A

BACKGROUND
Cr Scott Sims has submitted the following Question with Notice:
Has there been any investigation into employing social workers by the Council to support the well-being of our
community and the increased need for social services during the COVID-19 pandemic?

REASONS IN SUPPORT OF QUESTIONS
Nil

RESPONSE TO QUESTION
PREPARED BY GENERAL MANAGER, GOVERNANCE & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
No.
The Federal and State Governments are responsible for the provision of mental health services and provision
of social services in Australia. The provision of these services do not fall within the jurisdiction or remit of Local
Government.
On 29 March 2020, the Federal Government announced a package of measures to support the mental health
and wellbeing of Australians, as citizens face the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.
A copy of the Federal Government’s Fact Sheet Coronavirus (COVID-19) National Health Plan which sets out
the various measures is contained within Attachment A.
Following on from the Federal Government’s announcement, on 31 March 2020, the South Australian Premier,
Stephen Marshall MP, released details of new mental health support line as part of first rollout of the South
Australian Virtual Support Network, which will be staffed by trained Lifeline counsellors who will be conducting
wellbeing checks to anyone in the community who is self-isolating and at additional risk.
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9.

DEPUTATIONS
Nil

10.

PETITIONS
Nil

11.

WRITTEN NOTICES OF MOTION
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11.1

EMERGENCY DISASTER DONATIONS POLICY – COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) PANDEMIC –
SUBMITTED BY MAYOR ROBERT BRIA

NOTICE OF MOTION:
SUBMITTED BY:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Emergency Disaster Donations Policy – COVID-19 (Coronavirus) Pandemic
Mayor Robert Bria
S.00232
Nil

Pursuant to Regulation 12(1) of the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013, the
following Notice of Motion has been submitted by Mayor Robert Bria.

NOTICE OF MOTION
That, in accordance with the Emergency Disaster Donations Policy, Council makes a donation of $10,000
comprised of $5,000 to St Vincent DePaul, Norwood and $5,000 to Salvation Army, Norwood for the purpose
of providing capacity for those charities to provide emergency relief to members of the community during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

REASONS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
The Council’s Emergency Disaster Donations Policy is based on a definition of a disaster within the State
Disaster Act (1980):
In particular, a Major Emergency is defined as:
‘Any occurrence, including fire, flood, tempest, earthquake, eruption, epidemic of human, animal and plant
disease, hostilities by an enemy against Australia, and accident, that:
(a) causes, or threatens to cause, loss of life or injury to persons or animals or damage to property; and
(b) that whilst not constituting a disaster should, in the opinion of the State Coordinator, be dealt with under
the Act because of the diverse resources required to be used in response to the emergency, the likelihood
of the emergency escalating into a disaster or for any other reason.’
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) clearly fits in the category of ‘epidemic of human disease’. As such, I am proposing
that the Council makes a donation of $10,000, comprised of $5,000 to St Vincent dePaul, Norwood and $5,000
to Salvation Army, Norwood, for the purpose of providing capacity for those charities to provide emergency
relief to members of the community, particularly low and fixed income earners, who will experience significant
hardship during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Whilst aged and disability support pensioners and other welfare recipients such as carers have, or will receive
an additional supplement payment of $750 from 31 March 2020 (and will receive another such payment of
$750 in July 2020), it is likely that they, and indeed other members of the community, will be forced to seek
emergency relief in the coming months as economic conditions deteriorate. Wherever reasonable and
practicable, the Council should endeavour work with agencies that provide assistance to support vulnerable
people in our community.

STAFF COMMENT
Nil
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11.2

CITY-WIDE 40 KPH SPEED LIMIT – SUBMITTED BY CR FAY PATTERSON

NOTICE OF MOTION:
SUBMITTED BY:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

City-Wide 40 kph Speed Limit
Cr Fay Patterson
S.00232
Nil

Pursuant to Regulation 12(1) of the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013, the
following Notice of Motion has been submitted by Cr Fay Patterson.
NOTICE OF MOTION
That Council commence consultation on a City-wide 40km/h speed limit for residential streets plus The Parade.
REASONS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
Anecdotally, the implementation of a 40km/h zone in Maylands, Stepney and Evandale has been well received.
The issues that this 40km/h zone were intended to address are widespread in the City of Norwood Payneham
and St Peters.
In my experience, the number of requests for traffic management to address increasing issues in Norwood is
high and sustained. It is also unaddressed because, as with Maylands, Stepney and Evandale, there is little
opportunity for targeted and limited construction of traffic control devices to achieve widespread change without
creating winners and losers.
Consultation on The Parade Masterplan has revealed strong support for a 40km/h zone, which would improve
safety in an area that has a history of pedestrian crashes. The soon-to-be realised Beulah Bikeway would be
most effective if complemented with a 40km/h environment.
STAFF COMMENT
The comments set out below are not intended to provide commentary on the merits or otherwise of introducing
a City-Wide 40kph speed limit, but rather to provide information on the Council’s previous decisions and the
merits of the timing of this initiative.
At its meeting held on 2 March 2015, the Council endorsed a recommendation from its Traffic Management &
Road Safety Committee, to engage a consultant to develop a process and framework for community
consultation, regarding the possibility of introducing a City-wide 40 kph speed limit.
McGregor Tan Research was subsequently engaged by the Council to develop and conduct a City-wide
survey, regarding the possibility of the Council introducing a City-wide 40 kph speed limit on all roads under
the care, control and management of the Council (except for The Parade between Portrush Road and Shipsters
Road), analyse the feedback received and produce a report for the Council’s consideration outlining the results.
At its meeting held on 7 September 2015, the Council considered and endorsed a report outlining the survey
which had been developed by the Council’s Consultant and the process to be undertaken in seeking responses
from the community. A comprehensive City-wide survey of all residents, property owners and business
operators was subsequently undertaken at a cost of $60,000.
The consultation process included:


a City-wide mail out of the survey in order to ensure that all residents, property owners and business
operators were provided with the opportunity to participate in the survey;



a display copy of the Survey Form was provided at the Norwood Town Hall and the Council’s three (3)
libraries along with a box in which to place completed Survey Forms;



advertisements in the Messenger Newspapers which are circulated within the City, informing residents,
property owners and business operators of the survey and where further information could be obtained;
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a display copy of the Survey Form on the Council’s website along with information regarding the survey,
the Council’s proposal and the process;



various options for interested citizens and groups to submit surveys, including via a reply-paid envelope,
submitted on-line or dropped into the Norwood Town Hall or three (3) Libraries;



the allocation of a unique identification number to each survey form for quality control purposes and to
eliminate the submission of duplicate completed surveys; and



the translation and printing of survey forms into other languages, which was made available upon
request.

A total of 23,929 Survey Forms were posted or hand delivered to residents, property owners and business
operators.
The Council’s Consultant received 6,035 completed Survey Forms, which is equivalent to a response rate of
26%.
With respect to the survey results, more than two thirds of the survey respondents (67%) indicated that they
were satisfied with the speed limits that currently apply to the residential streets within the City, 21% were
dissatisfied and 12% were neutral, neither satisfied or dissatisfied. In addition, more than three quarters (76%)
of the survey respondents thought that the speed limit of 50 kph that currently applies to the majority of
residential streets within the City “is about right”.
Overall, survey respondents disagreed with the introduction of a City-wide 40 kph speed limit, regardless of
whether traffic calming devices were required or not.
The results of the survey were quite conclusive in that more than two thirds of the survey respondents indicated
that they are satisfied with the speed limits that currently apply to the residential streets within the City.
Accordingly, the Council unanimously determined that on the basis of the results of the comprehensive survey,
there was no warrant or mandate to pursue the matter any further.
Given the comprehensive nature of the survey, its currency and the fact that there has not been any significant
change to traffic conditions that has affected the nature of traffic flows or volumes across the entire city (other
than those associated with COVID-19), the results of the previous survey and the Council’s decision are
considered to remain valid.
Since 2016, the Council has continued to address traffic management issues via projects, addressing specific
complaints and where warranted, through the implementation of Local Area Traffic Management Studies
(LATMs), such as the LATM study that was undertaken and implemented in 2019 in the suburbs of Stepney,
Maylands and Evandale.
Specific projects, such as the City-wide Schools Traffic, Parking & Safety Review, The Parade Master Plan
and the Beulah Road Bicycle Boulevard address traffic issues, including traffic volumes and speed in a tailored
manner, as is relevant to those projects.
In the case of The Parade Master Plan, the Master Plan includes the concept of reducing the speed limit
between Portrush Road and Osmond Terrace to 40 kph as part of an integrated approach to create safer and
more pedestrian friendly retail core. Whilst this aspect of the Master Plan was clearly understood and supported
by the community, it should not be assumed that those who support the creation of a safer and more pedestrian
friendly retail core along The Parade would also support a City-wide reduction of speed to 40 kph on all
residential streets. Some might be supportive but others may not.
Similarly, whilst it is true to say that the 40 kph speed limit introduced as part of implementing the LATM for
Stepney, Maylands and Evandale, has been well received, is it because the changes implemented addressed
long standing traffic management issues within a local area (which related to traffic volumes) and therefore it
is logical that those directly impacted by the change would be supportive of it.
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It is also worth noting that the Council has recently appointed a Manager, Traffic & Integrated Transport, who
is currently analysing traffic trends and issues across the City and building an evidenced based overall picture
of where traffic pressure points exist. Once current conditions and traffic pressure points are well understood,
it is intended that the Manager, Traffic & Integrated Transport will present options to the Council with a range
of options to address traffic issues across the City in an holistic and integrated manner. In this context, to
undertake another community survey regarding the possibility of introducing a City-wide 40 kph speed limit for
all residential streets and The Parade is considered to be premature at this stage.
Notwithstanding any of the above and without discussing the merits of introducing a City-Wide 40kph speed
limit, the timing, cost and value for money of commencing consultation on a City-wide 40km/h speed limit at
this time, is also questioned in light of the COVID-19 Pandemic.
The reality is that many of our citizens and business operators have been significantly impacted by the COVID19 Pandemic and to undertake broad community consultation at this time on significant issues such as this,
would not likely be well received and indeed, would likely be considered insensitive by many citizens and
business operators. In this respect, funding for this initiative would be classified as an Operational Project and
therefore funded from rates. Given the budgetary impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic and the need for the
Council to make significant decisions in respect to Financial Support Packages and rate revenue for 20202021 and in addition, consider other Operational Projects which have been submitted for consideration as part
of the 2020-2021 Budget, it would be inappropriate to proceed with this initiative without consideration of the
2020-2021 Budget as a whole, particularly in light of some difficult decisions which will need to be made in
response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. In addition, as many businesses are closed and many citizens are
working from home, traffic volumes are not ‘normal’ and are unlikely to return to previous ‘normal’ levels for
several months – all things being equal. As such, there is a risk that the number of responses received would
be less than that which could ordinarily be anticipated for a survey of this kind because the community is
focussed on other important health and financial matters and in turn, this highlights a further risk that
undertaking a survey during or in the months immediately following the COVID-19 Pandemic, would likely
provide skewed or ambiguous results, which would make it difficult or indeed impossible for the Council to
make an genuinely informed decision.
For the reasons set out above, the proposal is not supported at this stage.
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12.1

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS CONCEPT PLAN

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development & Strategic Projects Officer
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4512
S/05970
A-F

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to advise the Council of the results of the community consultation and engagement
process associated with the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan contained in
Attachment A and to present the final draft Concept Plan to the Council for its consideration and endorsement.
BACKGROUND
Second Creek is a major creek which traverses the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. It enters the City
in the suburb of Marryatville, and runs through Kensington, Norwood, Stepney and St Peters before entering
the River Torrens just downstream of the St Peters Billabong. For the most part, Second Creek has been
channelized or placed into underground pipes and culverts.
Second Creek runs along the southern boundary of Borthwick Park and is contained in a structure, comprising
of a concrete base and banks lined with dressed stone and large boulders placed along the northern bank.
These original creek works were carried out by the former Eastern Councils Drainage Board in the early 1970’s.
In the mid 1990’s, the Council undertook some creek modification works to lay back the banks on the northern
side of the channel within Borthwick Park. More recently, native plantings have been used by the Kensington
Residents Association to revegetate the northern banks of Second Creek.
The issues of bank erosion and in particular the northern bank, as well as standing stagnant water at Second
Creek within Borthwick Park, were initially raised by the Kensington Residents Association in March 2017. In
their original correspondence to the Council, the Association requested that the Council consider a remediation
solution for what is more commonly referred to as the “beach area”. The request from the Association included
improved creek access for children’s nature play. Since that time, various discussions have been held with the
Association and the Council made an allocation of $10,000 in the 2018-2019 Budget to investigate solutions.
At its meeting held on 2 December 2019 the Council considered a report on the draft Concept Plan and
resolved the following:
1. That the draft Borthwick Park and Second Creek Concept Plan, as contained within Attachment B, be
endorsed in principle for the purposes of undertaking community consultation and engagement in
accordance with the Council’s Community Consultation Policy.
2. That the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make any minor amendments to the draft Borthwick
Park and Second Creek Concept Plan, which are necessary to finalise the document in a form suitable
for release for community consultation and engagement.
3. The Council notes that a report on the results of the community consultation and engagement process,
will be presented to the Council, together with the final draft Borthwick Park and Second Creek Concept
Plan and a preliminary cost estimate at its March or April 2020 meeting.
The Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan was subsequently placed on consultation for a
period of twenty-one (21) days, from 28 January until 17 February 2020. Posters, copies of the survey as well
as copies of the draft Concept Plan were available at the Norwood Town Hall and the Norwood Library. A copy
of all of the consultation material, including background information about the project and the survey (that could
be completed online or in hard copy), were also made available on the Council’s website. A copy of the survey
is contained in Attachment B.
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In addition, postcards were delivered to 800 properties in Kensington in the area bounded by The Parade,
Shipsters Road, Regent Street, Bishops Place, Kensington Road and Portrush Road, as shown on the map
contained in Attachment C. A copy of the postcard, which was distributed to residents is contained in
Attachment D.
In response to the consultation and engagement, a total of twenty-three (23) written submissions have been
received. A copy of all the submissions which have been received as part of the community consultation and
engagement are contained in Attachment E, and a summary of the submissions and the proposed responses
is contained in Attachment F.
This report outlines the results of the community consultation and engagement process, to enable the Council
to consider and endorse the final draft Concept Plan ready for detail design and construction documentation.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The relevant Strategic Outcomes and Objectives related to this report, as set out in the Council’s City Plan
2030 – Shaping Our Future are summarised as follows;
Outcome 4: Environmental Sustainability
A leader in environmental sustainability.
1. Sustainable and efficient management of water, waste, energy and other resources.
2. Healthy and sustainable watercourses.
5. Mitigating and adapting to the impacts of a changing climate.
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The Council allocated $10,000 in the 2018-2019 Budget to deliver the Hydraulic Study associated with this
Project. However, given the nature of the investigations and given that the hydraulic assessment undertaken
by Tonkin (Consultants) was not as expensive as originally estimated, staff progressed to the development of
a draft Concept Plan. The available budget allowed the Council to undertake community consultation and
engagement on the draft Concept Plan. A budget submission has been prepared for the detail design and
construction documentation and the construction stages for consideration as part of the 2020-2021 budget.
Based on the scope of work, it has been estimated that both the detail design and the construction can be
achieved within a budget of approximately $105,000.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Nil
SOCIAL ISSUES
The community values its open space assets, therefore by recognising the contribution of particular assets
and developing these assets to a unique and better standard, the Council is not only providing an asset that
will be well used by its local community, it is progressively improving the quality of life for the whole community.
The proposed upgrade to Second Creek will contribute to Borthwick Park being a quality space which
encourages increased physical activity and a healthier lifestyle through active nature play and access to nature,
as well as a place for people to meet, learn and connect with each other.
CULTURAL ISSUES
The ability to provide well designed open spaces contributes to the fabric of the Norwood Payneham & St
Peters community. The opportunity to undertake these minor changes to the section of Second Creek within
Borthwick Park will not only deliver a more integrated and environmentally sustainable outcome but will also
deliver social and cultural benefits for the community.
More specifically, it will provide an opportunity for creative expression for all age groups through interaction
with nature and nature play.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan proposes to implement some changes which will
result in improved water quality, deliver a better use of water resources, and promote a healthier watercourse
by revegetating the banks with local native species.

RESOURCE ISSUES
The preparation of the draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan is being managed by staff,
however a specialist consultant (Landskäp) was engaged to prepare the draft Concept Plan and associated
illustrations.
Once approved, Council staff will manage the delivery of the detailed design and construction documentation
of the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Project.

RISK MANAGEMENT
The risk of not undertaking this Project is that bank erosion will continue to the “beach area” in Borthwick Park
along Second Creek caused by stormwater flows during larger rain events. Additionally, the problem with the
odour of stagnant water and mosquitos will continue.
Tonkin’s hydraulic assessment identified that the change to the creek alignment could be made without
increased risk of flooding. Tonkin has subsequently reviewed the draft Concept Plan and provided written
advice which confirms that there is no increased likelihood of flooding based upon the proposal.

CONSULTATION


Elected Members
The Council has been provided with several information sessions on the City Wide Flood Mapping
Project. At its meeting held on 4 March 2019 the Council resolved that “the level of service for
stormwater drainage and design parameters, be based, where feasible and practical” on a 20-50 year
standard (existing) for Second Creek upstream of Linde Reserve/Dunstan Grove. The Council formally
considered the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept Plan at its meeting held on 2
December 2019.



Community
In line with the Council’s Community Consultation Policy, the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft
Concept Plan community consultation and engagement process was conducted over a period of twentyone (21) days, commencing Tuesday 28 January 2020 and concluding on Monday 17 February 2020.
Postcards informing people of the process for submitting commentswere distributed to 800 residences
within the area shown on the map contained in Attachment C. Information was also available on the
Council website, Norwood Town Hall and Norwood Library. The survey was made available in electronic
versions and in hard copy.



Staff
Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects
Project Manager, Assets
Project Manager, Urban Design & Special Projects



Other Agencies
Not Applicable
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DISCUSSION
In response to the consultation and engagement process, the Council received a total of twenty-three (23)
submissions. Of the total submissions, nineteen (19) were supportive of the Concept Plan in its current form,
one (1) was undecided and three (3) were not supportive of the Concept Plan. A summary of the responses
to the multiple choice questions in the survey are contained in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1.

DO YOU SUPPORT THE BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS DRAFT
CONCEPT PLAN IN ITS CURRENT FORM?
Yes

No

Undecided

Total

19

3

1

23

The survey also included a question which asked respondents to list the proposed elements which they
considered to be the most important. Respondents were able to select as many of the options as they wished
and as a result, sixty-two (62) selections were made in relation to five (5) predetermined elements (i.e. Creek
Access, Water Quality, Nature Play, Use of Natural Materials and Native Plant Species) and the ‘Other’ option.
In general, the responses were evenly distributed with ‘Native Plant Species’ being the most common response
with fifteen (15) submissions selecting this element. This was followed by ‘Use of Natural Materials’, which
received thirteen (13) responses. The element which was of least importance to those who provided a
submission was ‘Creek Access’, which only received nine (9) responses. A summary of the responses is
contained in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2.

WHAT PROPOSED ELEMENTS ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?
(Multiple could be selected)

Creek Access

Water Quality

Nature Play

Use of Natural
Materials

Native Plant
Species

Other

9

12

11

13

15

2

Respondents were also asked if there were any elements that they did not want included with twenty (20) of
the twenty-three (23) responding ‘No’ to this question. Three (3) ‘Yes’ responses indicated that access to the
creek, especially for children was something that they did not want included as an element of the Concept
Plan.
The main elements that were not listed in the survey, but were identified as potential additional improvements/
inclusions by the community, as contained in Table 3, included, ‘Playground reconfiguration/replacement’,
which was raised in six (6) of the submissions, ‘Toilets in Borthwick Park’, which was raised in four (4)
submissions and ‘Kaurna/Cultural/Educational Elements’, which was raised in three (3) submissions. Other
improvements raised included ‘No Access to the Creek at all’, ‘Wildlife Management’, and ‘Additional BBQ
Facility’. Additional changes/improvements were indicated in thirteen (13) of the twenty-three (23) submissions.
TABLE 3.

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS THAT WERE RECOMMENDED BY COMMUNITY

Toilets in
Borthwick
Park

Playground
reconfiguration /
replacement

No access
to the creek

Kaurna /
Cultural /
Educational
elements

Wildlife
Management

Additional
BBQ facility

4

6

2

3

2

1

It should be noted that twenty (20) of the responders reside in the suburb of Kensington, two (2) are from
Norwood and one (1) did not indicate their address.
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Given the nature of the submissions which have been received, no amendments have been made to the draft
Concept Plan as the majority of issues raised (i.e. inclusion of toilets and playground alteration) are outside
the scope of works for this Project or are issues which will be addressed in the Detailed Design and
Construction stage of the Project (i.e. interpretive signage).
A copy of all the responses which have been received are contained in Attachment E and a more detailed
summary of all submissions together with comments and proposed actions by Council are contained in
Attachment F.
OPTIONS
The Council has three (3) options available to it in respect to the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan. The Council can choose to endorse the draft Concept Plan contained in Attachment A, amend
and then endorse the draft Concept Plan or resolve not to proceed with the project. These three options are
discussed in more detail below.
Option 1 – Endorse the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan
The Council can resolve to endorse the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan as contained
in Attachment A. Given that the majority of the submissions are in support (82.6%) of the Concept Plan and
that the issues raised in the submissions are generally outside the scope of works for this Project, this option
is the recommended option.
Option 2 – Amend and endorse the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan
The Council can resolve to make amendments to the Draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan
based on the submissions received. However, given that the issues raised are outside of the scope of this
Project, making amendments to the Concept Plan would delay the process unnecessarily and amend a
Concept Plan which is already largely supported. It will also increase the extent of work that will be required at
Borthwick Park, which was not the original intent of the Project. On this basis, this option is not recommended.
Option 3 – Not proceed with the Project
Whilst the Council has this option available to it, if the Council wishes to bring to fruition its previous resolutions
relating to the completion of the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements, then the option of not proceeding with
the Project is not a practical or recommended option.
This option is not recommended.
CONCLUSION
It is proposed that the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Project will be delivered in three (3) stages: a
Concept Plan (Stage 1 - completed), followed by Detail Design and Documentation (Stage 2) and Construction
(Stage 3) in the 2020 - 2021 financial year.
COMMENTS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the final draft Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Concept Plan, as contained in Attachment A, be
endorsed.

2.

That the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make any minor amendments to the draft Concept Plan
resulting from the Council’s consideration of this report.

3.

That all participants in the community consultation and engagement process who made submissions on
the draft Concept Plan be informed and advised of the Council’s decision.

4.

The Council notes that the Detail Design and Documentation (Stage 2) and Construction (Stage 3) will
now be prepared for consideration by the Council as part of the Draft 2020 - 2021 Budget.
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Attachment A
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan

A1

Borthwick Park
Creek Improvements
PHASE

CONCEPT PLAN

REF NO.

19.017

CLIENT

CITY OF NPSP

DATE

17.01.2020

ISSUE

FOR CONSULTATION

Urban Design & Landscape Architecture

Draft Concept Plan

A2

Site Context

Site
— Borthwick Park is a 7,500 square metre,
district level open space with a neighbourhood
playground, in the suburb of Kensington.

T H E PA R A D E

— Second Creek runs through the park, east to
west (Bridge Street to Thornton Street).
— The creek is an open channel through the park,
characterised by concrete and stone wall sides.

BRIDGE STREET

THOR NTON STR E ET

P ORTR U S H R OAD

BORTHWICK
PA R K

1

2

K E N S I N GTON R OAD

2

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

1

Borthwick Park

2

Second Creek

FOR CONSULTATION

A3

Site Photos - Second Creek

1

2

4

3

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

3

5

1

View looking downstream towards weir
and Thornton Street culvert

2

View looking upstream showing access
on the left

3

View of existing creek bank with large
rocks

4

View of existing creek bank where
pedestrians access

5

View of upstream channelised flow and
boulder for possible re-use

FOR CONSULTATION

A4

Concept Plan

NEW INFILL TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING
TO REPLACE EXISTING VEGETATION
REMOVAL REQUIRED FOR CIVIL WORKS.

SECTION OF BANK SUBJECT
TO HIGH WATER FLOWS TO BE
STABILISED WITH ROCKS SET
IN MORTAR AND EXPOSED
AGGREGATE CONCRETE.

SALVAGED BOULDERS FROM
UPSTREAM RE-USED TO FORM
NATURALISTIC STEPS AND SEATING
FOR IMPROVED CREEK ACCESS AND
SAFETY.

EXISTING FENCE AND ROCK
WALL RETAINED.

ACCESS
B O R T H W I C K PA R K

ACCESS

SECOND

CREEK

Salvaged boulder
Log stump
Large tree log
New tree
Rocks in mortar
Concrete infill
New planting
Main creek channel
EXISTING TRASH RACK TO BE
RETAINED AND REGULARLY
CLEANED

4

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

EXISTING WEIR TO BE
REMOVED

LARGE STEPPING
BOULDERS LOCATED ON
NORTH SIDE OF BANK.

PROPOSED CONCRETE
INFILL OF DEEPER SECTION
OF CREEK BED TO ELIMINATE
STAGNANT WATER.

MINOR REPAIR WORK TO
EXISTING CREEK WALL.

FOR CONSULTATION

A5

Proposed
Materials

Large natural stone boulders
(re-use existing site boulders where
possibe)

5

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

Natural rocks set in mortar / concrete in
areas of high water flow

Gravel and ballast rock above high water
line

Exposed aggregate concrete paving
Non-slip finish

New planting pockets
Native species

FOR CONSULTATION

A6

Indicative Section
ADDITIONAL PLANTING
AND NEW ROCK STEPS TO
PROVIDE IMPROVED ACCESS,
SAFETY AND SEATING TO
CREEK EDGE.

NEW CREEK ACCESS ZONE
WITH LARGE FIXED BOULDERS,
MORTARED ROCKS AND PLANTING
POCKETS.

EXISTING ROCK WALL
RETAINED AND REPAIRED.

PROPOSED CONCRETE
INFILL OF DEEPER SECTION
OF CREEK BED TO ELIMINATE
STAGNANT WATER.

INDICATIVE HIGH FLOW LEVEL

PROPOSED CREEK BED

EXISTING CREEK BED

SOUTH BANK

6

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

SECOND CREEK

NORTH BANK +
CREEK ACCESS ZONE

BORTHWICK PARK

FOR CONSULTATION

A7

Concept Illustration
For illustrative purposes only

PROPOSED

EXISTING

7

4

5

6
3

1
2

7

BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS

1

Existing wall maintained

2

Proposed concrete infill of creek bed

3

New and salvaged rocks / boulders

4

New stepped access to upper bank

5

Existing fence maintained

6

Existing weir removed

7

Stagnant water held back by existing weir

FOR CONSULTATION

Attachment B
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan

Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Draft Concept Plan
Have your say!

The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
is seeking your comments on the Borthwick
Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept
Plan, which seeks to address community
concerns in relation to bank erosion, water
quality and access to Second Creek at
Borthwick Park, Kensington.

B1

The draft Concept Plan proposes some changes which will create
safe access to Second Creek, stabilise the creek bank, provide
additional native plantings, and eliminate stagnant standing water
during the drier months. The proposed improvements will further
contribute to Borthwick Park being a quality open space by providing
new nature play and passive recreation opportunities and increased
native plant biodiversity and animal habitat.
For further information, to view the draft Concept Plan and to
complete the online survey, visit the Council’s website at
www.npsp.sa.gov.au or the Customer Service Centres:
•
•

Norwood Town Hall, 175 The Parade, Norwood
Norwood Library, 110 The Parade, Norwood

The Council values your opinion and appreciates your comments on
the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements.
Comments must be received by no later than 5.00pm,
Monday 17 February 2020.

Follow us @cityofNPSP

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Facsimile
Email
Website

8366 4555
8332 6338
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au

B2
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept Plan – Have your say!

Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Draft Concept Plan
Survey
First name
Surname
Residential street
Residential suburb
How often do you use Borthwick Park, Kensington?
Never		

Multiple times a year		

Multiple times a month		

Multiple times a week

Keep in touch
If you would like to be kept up-to-date with the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements project as it progresses, please provide your email address:
Email
You can also use this email address to sign up to our bi-monthly eNewsletter, Your NPSP, to stay up to date on the Council’s programs, services,
events and initiatives.
I would like to receive the Council’s eNewsletter:

Yes

No

The draft Concept Plan proposes to:

• Create safe access on the northern bank utilising rocks and logs to create natural steps down to the creek;
• Stabilise the northern bank with rocks set in mortar to prevent erosion;
• Place large rocks as stepping stones near the creek’s edge for nature play;
• Plant new native trees and shrubs on the northern bank above the high water mark to revegetate the disturbed slope
and provide habitat and amenity;
• Remove the existing weir and infill the deep section of the creek bed adjacent the “beach area” to eliminate stagnant
water during the drier months; and
• Undertake minor work to repair damaged or missing stone facing on the existing southern bank.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Facsimile
Email
Website

8366 4555
8332 6338
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au

B3
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept Plan – Have your say!

1. Do you support the draft Concept Plan for the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements as proposed?
Yes		

No		

Undecided

Comment

2. What proposed elements are most important to you? Check all that apply
Creek access

Use of natural materials

Water quality

Native plant species

Nature play

Other (specify)

Comment

3. Are there any proposed elements that you do not want included?
Yes		

No

Comment

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Facsimile
Email
Website

8366 4555
8332 6338
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au

B4
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept Plan – Have your say!

4. Are there any additional improvements/changes that you would suggest for the draft Concept Plan?
Yes		

No		

Comment

5. Do you have any other comments on the draft Concept Plan for the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements?
Yes		

No

Comment

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
All comments and submissions received as part of this consultation will be reviewed, collated and summarised for consideration
by the Council prior to endorsement of the final Concept Plan. Once endorsed by the Council, the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan will be used to undertake the detailed design for future implementation.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Facsimile
Email
Website

8366 4555
8332 6338
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au
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C
The Parade
Shipsters Road

Regent Street

Portrush Road

Bishops Place

Kensington Road

Attachment D
Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan

Have Your Say!

D1

Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Draft Concept Plan

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Facsimile
Email
Website

8366 4555
8332 6338
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au

Have Your Say!

D2

Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Draft Concept Plan
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is seeking your comments
on the Borthwick Park Creek Improvements Draft Concept Plan. The
draft Concept Plan proposes works on Second Creek which aim to:
•

Stabilise the creek bank

•

Improve water quality during the drier months

•

Increase the amount of native plants along the creek

•

Create safer access to the creek.

The proposed improvements will create new opportunities for
recreation and nature play and increase native plant and animal habitat
and biodiversity.
To view the draft Concept Plan and to complete the survey, visit the
Council’s website at www.npsp.sa.gov.au
Alternatively, hardcopies are available at the Norwood Town Hall, 175
The Parade, Norwood or Norwood Library, 110 The Parade, Norwood.
Comments must be received by no later than 5.00pm,
Monday 17 February 2020.
For further information, please contact the Council’s Project Manager,
Jared Barnes on 8366 4506 or email jbarnes@npsp.sa.gov.au
Follow us @cityofNPSP
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Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

E8

E9

E10

E11

E12

E13

E14

E15

E16

E17

E18

E19

E20

E21

E22

E23

E24

E25

E26

E27

E28

E29

E30

E31

E32

E33

E34

E35

E36

E37

E38

E39

E40

E41

E42

E43

E44

E45

E46

E47

E48

E49

E50

E51

E52
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Borthwick Park Creek Improvements
Concept Plan

F1
BORTHWICK PARK CREEK IMPROVEMENTS CONCEPT PLAN - SUMMARY OF WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

Submission
Number

Address

Comments

Response

Action

BPCI1

Support
Concept
Plan
Yes

Regent Street,
Kensington

Area badly needs a toilet, why hasn’t one been
built by now? Difficult if you don’t live in
immediate surrounds have young grandkids or
kids with you, trip home to the toilet is the only
solution. A toilet would make the park more user
friendly.

Noted. A toilet is currently
outside the scope of this project.
The Concept Plan relates
specifically to the improvement
of the creek. Toilet facilities may
be considered in future park
works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI2

Yes

Thornton Street.
Kensington

No comments provided.

N/A

N/A

BPCI3

Yes

Phillips Street,
Kensington

A wonderful plan that hopefully comes to fruition.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI4

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

Be wonderful to have toilets in the park for
children and parents.

Noted. A toilet is currently
outside the scope of this project.
The Concept Plan relates
specifically to the improvement
of the creek. Toilet facilities may
be considered in future park
works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI5

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

Thank you for nurturing this special place.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Nice to see some interpretive signage of the
history of the creek including indigenous history.
Efforts to include dual naming in Kaurna and
English would be appreciated.

Noted. The Kaurna Nation
Cultural Heritage Association
has been advised of the draft
Concept Plan and was invited to
comment. No response has
been received.

Consider some interpretive signage
as part of detailed design.

Make connection with the Kaurna Nation Cultural
Heritage Association to see if there are known
stories of the place or any language and pay a
fee for this service.

Noted. The Kaurna Nation
Cultural Heritage Association
has been advised of the draft
Concept Plan and was invited to

Consider some interpretive signage
as part of detailed design.

F2

comment. No response has
been received.
Have a small community launch of the project.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI6

Yes

Richmond Street,
Kensington

No comments provided.

N/A

N/A

BPCI7

Yes

Unknown

This project shouldn’t be delayed as extreme
weather events will continue to likely impact on
the creek.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Group play equipment together for children of all
ages instead of having two separate areas so
then it is easier for children to be supervised.

Noted. Playground
improvements are currently
outside the scope of this project
but may be considered in future
park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

Native vegetation is a great choice for the park
given how robust it is. Would be great to see this
continued and extended as it will also help with
minimising erosion and they require less water
and attract birds to the park.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI8

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

The provision of toilets (similar to the ones along
Memorial Drive near the golf course) would be
welcome as the park is underutilised by families
due to the lack of toilet facilities. Only people who
live around the park can gain full benefit for this
lovely location which is becoming ‘Elitist’.

Noted. A toilet is currently
outside the scope of this project.
The Concept Plan relates
specifically to the improvement
of the creek. Toilet facilities may
be considered in future park
works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI9

Undecided

Bridge Street,
Kensington

The creek line should be naturalised as much as
possible (e.g. development of an area of swamp
land).

The Concept Plan proposes to
naturalise a small area along the
creek. Additional naturalisation
would require significant
widening of the creek impacting
the usable space within
Borthwick Park. It is not feasible.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI10

Yes

Bridge Street,
Kensington

Opportunity to link the creek nature play area with
the existing play equipment on Thornton Street.
Perhaps through a pathway through existing
plantings with rock or timber features along the
way.

Noted.

Idea to be further considered as part
of the Detailed Design.

F3
Attention of parents is divided between two areas
of play equipment, particularly if they have two
children. Relocate/remove the toddler play
equipment towards the Thornton Street side to
consolidate and integrate the equipment with the
nature play. This is also closer to the Thornton
Street car parking.

Playground improvements are
currently outside the scope of
this project but may be
considered in future park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI11

Yes

Marchant Street,
Kensington

No comments provided.

N/A

N/A

BPCI12

Yes

Edward Street,
Norwood

Would like a second BBQ.

Noted. BBQ facilities are
currently outside the scope of
this project. Additional BBQ
facilities may be considered in
future park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI13

Yes

Phillips Street,
Kensington

Use boulders/rocks to act as a natural weir as
opposed to removing the manmade weir
completely to have some water remain for
children to play in.

A natural weir using unfixed
boulders/rocks would likely be
washed away in heavy flows.
Not recommended.

No change to Concept Plan.
Alternative modifications to
manmade weir to be considered in
Detail Design.

BPCI14

Yes

Richmond Street.
Kensington

No comments provided.

N/A

N/A

BPCI15

Yes

Bridge Street,
Kensington

Evidence that there may have been an Aboriginal
meeting place in the vicinity and this perhaps
should be acknowledged.

Noted. The Kaurna Nation
Cultural Heritage Association
has been advised of the draft
Concept Plan and was invited to
comment. No response has
been received

Consider some interpretive signage
as part of detailed design.

The lawn area needs to be cared for as it has
noticeably decreased in the last five years.

Noted. Council Parks and
Gardens team will be advised to
further inspect and maintain as
needed.

No change to Concept Plan.

Too much emphasis has been given to native
planting and vegetation expansion. There needs
to be a balance between this and the lawn.

The Concept Plan proposal
should have minimal impact to
existing lawn areas.

No change to Concept Plan.

Children growing up in small units and
townhouses or visiting grandparents in retirement
units need to have a local green space to play in.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

F4
BPCI16

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

At least needs to be a toilet facility on site,
especially for families with young children.

Noted. A toilet is currently
outside the scope of this project.
The Concept Plan relates
specifically to the improvement
of the creek. Toilet facilities may
be considered in future park
works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI17

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

No comments provided.

N/A

N/A

BPCI18

No

Regent Street,
Kensington

Understand that the removal of the weir will
alleviate the problem with stagnant standing
water, flood mitigation and the possible
opportunity for vegetation growth, but then
because there will be no ponding there will be no
reason to access the creek and certainly nothing
to justify stepping stones.

Noted. Stepping stones are
proposed to provide access on
the creek bank to the water’s
edge.

No change to Concept Plan.

Be more inclined to redirect funding to replacing
existing playgrounds and equipment.

Noted. Playground
improvements are currently
outside the scope of this project
but may be considered in future
park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

Creeks of Adelaide are now basically conduits for
stormwater and should serve this purpose and
not be accessible as a “play” space.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Improve water flow where possible to minimise
flooding and stabilise the banks with appropriate
flora.

Noted. Proposal will improve
water flow and stabilise the
banks.

No change to Concept Plan.

Park is currently configured to provide ample play
space and amenity without the need to create
access to the stormwater conduit.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Change the current play space and equipment if
the Council wants to but avoid including water
access.

Noted. Playground
improvements are currently
outside the scope of this project
but may be considered in future
park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

BPCI19

No

Alfred Street,
Norwood

F5
BPCI20

BPCI 21

BPCI22

Yes

Yes

Yes

Maesbury Street,
Kensington

Regent Street,
Kensington

Regent Street,
Kensington

What has been done since inception by the
Council and residents is excellent and well used
and deserves to be encouraged and continued.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Inclusion of a small shed or waterproof cupboard
provided on site for storage to prevent the need to
carry long hoses around from Bridge Street and
encourage more “waterers”.

Noted. Not part of the scope of
the project.

Volunteer maintenance to be further
discussed with the Kensington
Residents Association.

Excited that this project opens up opportunities
for educational nature play, art, cultural activities,
an area rich in plant biodiversity including water
plants and enhanced billabong to support wildlife,
a more efficient and sustainable solution to waterborne debris, and the incorporation of fifty or so
rocks that were removed from the creek in 2016.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Like to see minimal damage to existing plantings
during the work as some are 10 years old.

Noted.

Site protection requirements to be
established during detailed design.

Appreciate being able to nominate and plant
replacement locally indigenous species once
work is complete and with Council supplying tubestock.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

Relocate the toddler playground closer to the
more junior playground to make it easier for
parents with multiple children and to make
parking closer and creek access closer. This
allows the area where the toddler playground
currently is to be used to expand ball-sport play
and more native plantings to be incorporated.

Noted. Playground
improvements are currently
outside the scope of this project
but may be considered in future
park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

Support the draft Concept Plan given it seeks to
remediate long standing issues and involves the
incorporation of nature play.

Noted.

No change to Concept Plan.

In implementing the final plan, damage to existing
plantings will be minimised given considerable
effort has been expended in planting, nurturing
and maintaining these plants.

Noted.

Site protection requirements to be
established during detailed design.

BPCI23

No

Thornton Street,
Kensington

F6

Serious consideration be given to the removal of
the toddler playground and the establishment of
some more interesting and imaginative toddler
play equipment that is located together with the
junior play equipment.

Noted. Playground
improvements are currently
outside the scope of this project
but may be considered in future
park works.

No change to Concept Plan.

The stormwater drain is not a place for humans or
dogs due to the risk of breaking bones, drowning,
chemicals and faeces that exist.

Noted. Access restrictions to
humans and dogs is not
practical.

Health and safety issues to be
assessed in Detailed Design.

Fix the stones and the drainage, plant river reeds
but keep the humans and the dogs out.

Noted. The Concept Plan
proposes to fix stones and
drainage issues and plant
natives on the bank.

No change to Concept Plan.

Atrocious that the postcard and website has
images of children playing in a storm water drain
full of toxic chemicals and waste.

Noted. Toxic chemicals and
waste should not be entering the
creek.

No change to Concept Plan.

Irresponsible to promote nature play in a
stormwater drain.

Noted. Several people have
expressed a desire to access the
creek.

No change to Concept Plan.

Wildlife sign in the park discriminates against
Brushtail Possums when the Sugar Glider is the
main issue in the park. The sign doesn’t contain
information about the abundance of Ringtail
Possums in the park.

Noted. Signage to be reviewed
by Council staff.

No change to Concept Plan.
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12.2

COVID-19 FINANCIAL SUPPORT PACKAGE

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Corporate Services
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4585
S.6063
Nil

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Council a range of options to address the financial hardship
which is currently being experienced by the Community as a consequence of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus)
pandemic.

BACKGROUND
The respiratory illness outbreak caused by a new coronavirus, known as COVID-19, was declared a global
pandemic by the World Health Organisation on 11 March 2020.
In response, the State & Federal Governments has implemented a number of measures to minimise the spread
of COVID-19.
The implementation of the restrictions on public gatherings has had significant impact on the community, both
the business sector through the closure of or severe restrictions on the level of trading and citizens of the City
through reduced working hours or loss of employment, cancellation of sporting activities, event etc.
The options outlined in this report have been prepared as part of a Financial Support Package for the three (3)
month period to 30 June 2020. Any ongoing financial support beyond the 30 June 2020 will be considered as
part of the Draft 2020-2021 Budget.

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Not Applicable.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The recommendations associated with the financial support package as set out in this report takes into account
the financial implications for the Council on the 2019-2020 Budget. The consideration of the financial support
which is provided to business, residents and property owners of the City beyond 30 June 2020 will be
considered as part of the 2020-2021 Budget deliberations.
The financial support package presented in this report is a combination of the provision of financial relief from
costs that businesses, community groups and other users of the Councils user pay services would otherwise
incur and the postponement or deferral of the payments associated with the financial commitments which those
businesses, community groups and other users have with the Council.
Where full relief is provided, the financial impact of that relief will have a direct impact on the Council’s 20192020 Budget. The postponement (i.e. deferral) of payments will impact on the Council’s cashflow only. Table
1 outlines the potential impact on the Councils 2019-2020 Budget and associated cashflow of the proposed
financial support package.
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TABLE 1: FINANCIAL IMPACT OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT PACKAGE
Full Relief
Postpone Payment
Parade Separate Rate
$53,750
Outdoor Dining Permits
$24,500
$5,600
Air Rights Permits
$1,150
Lease Agreement*
$60,000
Child Centre Gap Fee
$46,000
HACC Fees
$15,000
Sporting Groups
$20,000
$4,500
Total
$159,400
70,600

EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic has to date, had a significant negative impact on the Australian
economy and the City’s economy and in turn its community. Based on the Federal Governments advice the
immediate impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is anticipated to last for the six months, however this situation is
changing daily. The consequent economic damage of the COVID-19 pandemic however are anticipated to be
felt for some time beyond the end of the pandemic. The Federal Government has released an Economic
Response to the COVID-19 pandemic which includes a number of financial support packages aimed at
supporting workers, small to medium businesses and those on government benefits.
While it is unknown at this stage what the full economic impacts will be, it is imperative that Local Government,
together with the State and Federal Government implement initiatives that will support businesses and the
wider community, so that they are in the best position possible to recover from the pandemics economic
impacts of COVID-19 Pandemic

SOCIAL ISSUES
The COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic has to date a significant impact, with a large number of people now
being unemployed or on reduced income. In considering the Financial Support Package, the Council must
consider the potential social impact of the decisions it makes.

DISCUSSION
The Federal Government has released an Economic Response package to the COVID-19 pandemic which
includes a range of packages aimed at supporting workers, small to medium businesses and those on
government benefits.
The areas and or services which the Council’s proposed Financial Support Package seeks to assist are set
out below

St Peters Child Care Centre & Preschool
The provision of long day-care service is considered to be an essential service, and therefore will continue to
operate until there is a directive from the Federal Government that Child Care Centres are to close.
To minimise the impact on families, the Government have passed a number of legislative amendments which
allow the Minister for Education to:




increase the number of days that a family can continue to claim the Child Care Subsidy in cases where a
child is absent from child care for more than the currently allowable 42 days;
provide a families access to additional absences, without the need for evidence in relation to COVID-19;
waive the current obligation of child care services to require a family to pay gap fees if the service is
forced to close.
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To ensure that child care services remain viable and to enable staff to be paid during any closure, the Centre
will continue to be paid the Child Care Subsidy, which can be up to 85 per cent of the daily cost of a child’s
care, if they are directed to temporarily close, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The extent of the subsidy which is received is dependent upon the number of families enrolled with the Centre.
To ensure that then Centre can maximise the value of the subsidy received, the Centre needs to maintain its
enrollments.
At the time of writing this report, 24 families have withdrawn their children from the Centre, which equates to
54 vacancies across the week and a loss of revenue of $5,454 per week and a further $71,000 loss in revenue
for the June Quarter.
In addition, a further 21 families have retained their space at the Centre however have elected not to send
their children to the Centre. As these families have decided to utilise their allowed absences, the Centre
continues to receive the Child Care Subsidy that these families are eligible to receive. In these circumstances,
the Centre is still required to charge the Gap fee, with the Gap fee being the difference between the Centre’s
daily rate and the Child Care Subsidy that the family is eligible to claim and receive. A further 15 families have
indicated that they may withdraw or suspend care but at this stage their children remain in the care of the
St Peters Child Care Centre & Pre-school.
The Federal Government announced on 2 April 2020, a second support package for the Child Care Industry.
At the time of writing this report the full details of the package have yet to be fully analysed. Subject to the
confirmation of the new support package, at a minimum to assist families which have suspended care due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is proposed that the payment of the Gap fee be deferred to June 2020, with
appropriate payment plans be put in place to ensure that the deferred payments can be re-paid in an
appropriate timeframe, which does not add an unreasonable level of financial stress on the families. Based
on the 21 families which have suspended care, the value of deferred fees is $36,000 for the June Quarter
(1 April 2020 to 30 June 2020). Should the Council elect to apply the fee payment deferral to the date of the
commencement of the suspended care, the value of deferred fees would increase by $10,000 to $46,000.
In respect to the 15 families that have indicated they may either withdraw or suspend care, should these
families withdraw, the loss of additional income for the June quarter is $38,000. Should these families elect to
only suspend their care, the value of deferred gap fees is $21,000 for the June quarter.
Based on the current enrollments, the anticipated income is $449,000, which is in the order of $127,500 down
on the adopted budget. If the Centre was to maintain the current level of enrollments, the value of the Child
Care Centre subsidy is $17,000 per week, which would continue to be received during any forced closure.
The value of lost income (i.e. Gap Fee) during any forced shut down would be $17,600 per week.
On the basis of the current circumstances set out above, it is recommended that:




where families which have suspended care due to COVID-19, be offered to defer the payment of their
respective Gap Fee for a period of three months to June 2020.
where families have continued to utilise the service and are experiencing financial hardship as a
consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, that the payment of GAP fees be deferred for a period of three
months to June 2020.
that the payment arrangements be reviewed at 30 June 2020.

However, it should be noted that notwithstanding the above recommendation, the Council will pass on the full
impact of the Federal Governments support packages that are provided to the Child Care industry.
Outdoor Dining Permits
In recognition of the vibrancy that Outdoor Dining provides to the City, businesses can apply for an Outdoor
Dining Permit. Permits are renewed annually, with the permit fee payable by the business being based on
the number of seats, the location and level of enclosure and whether the area is licensed or not.
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Depending on the location of the outdoor dining area, businesses may be required to install bollards or barriers
to protect diners. From July 2013, for new outdoor dining areas where the installation of bollards are required,
the cost of the bollards installation is at the expense of the Permit holder. For existing outdoor dining areas,
where it was determined that bollards were required to be installed or existing bollards required upgrading, the
cost would be shared 50:50 basis between the Permit holder and the Council, with the Permit holder having
the option to pay for the installation over a ten-year period as part of their respective permit fee. An annual
application fee of $50 is also charged.
For the 2019-2020 financial year, the Council has issued 51 Outdoor Dining Permits, with three (3) businesses
electing to pay for their permits via a payment plan. All other permit holders pay upfront upon receipt of their
annual permit.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Federal Government introduced Stage 1 restrictions on social
gatherings, with the restrictions coming into effective from midday local time on Monday 23 March 2020 with
the following impact:



closure of pubs, registered and licensed clubs (excluding bottle-shops attached to the venue) and hotels
(excluding accommodation); and
restricted restaurants and cafes to the provision of take away or home delivery meals only.

Given that the Stage 1 restrictions obstensively prevents outdoor dining, it is recommended that:




the Outdoor Dining Permit fee be refunded (pro-rata from 23 March 2020 to 30 June 2020) to Permit
Holders that have been paid in full and credited to the Permit Holder where the permit fee has not been
paid in full. The value of the refund will be in the order of $24,500;
where Permit Holders are required to make a payment for the installation of bollards, these payments be
deferred for a period of three (3) months to June 2020; and
the payment arrangements be reviewed at 30 June 2020.

The Parade Separate Rate
As part of the 2019-2020 Budget, the Council declared a Parade Separate Rate. In accordance with the
provisions of Section 154 of the Local Government Act 1999, the revenue collected by the Council as part of
the Separate Rate, is required to be used expressly for the benefit of the area from which it is raised and for
the property owners who pay the Separate Rate.
The revenue raised through the Separate Rate, is used to implement the Parade Precinct Annual Business
Plan, with the intent of the Annual Business Plan being to market and promote the Parade Precinct. For the
2019-2020 financial year, the value of the Separate Rate on the Parade Precinct Traders was $215,000.
Given the Federal Government recommendations on Social Distancing and in particular, the restriction on
indoor mass gatherings, in-particular the 2 square metre rule, a number of initiatives that were outlined in the
Annual Business Plan such as networking events and workshops have been cancelled. In addition, due to the
Government‘s directions regarding the restrictions on non-essential activities, other promotional activities
included within the Plan have been suspended. As such, it is recommended, pursuant to Section 166 (1)(b)
of the Local Government Act 1999, that the Council grant a discretionary rebate, equal to the fourth quarter
payment of the Separate Rate to those businesses within the Parade Precinct who are required to pay the
Separate Rate. The value of the credit is $53,750.
With respect to discretionary rebates beyond 30 June 2020, it is recommended that the Council considers any
further financial support via discretionary rebates as part of the 2020-2021 Annual Budget process.
A report on the Separate Rate for the Parade Precinct is contained in Item 12.5 of this Agenda.
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Tenancies, Leases and Licences
The Council has a number of Council owned properties which are subject to lease, licence or rental
agreements.
In respect to the issue of tenancies, the National Cabinet have agreed to a set of Principles to aid commercial
tenancies which are impacted by the COVID-19 Pandemic. These principles are set out below:








a short term, temporary moratorium on eviction for non-payment of rent to be applied across commercial
tenancies impacted by severe rental distress due to coronavirus;
tenants and landlords are encouraged to agree on rent relief or temporary amendments to the lease;
the reduction or waiver of rental payment for a defined period for impacted tenants;
the ability for tenants to terminate leases and/or seek mediation or conciliation on the grounds of
financial distress;
commercial property owners should ensure that any benefits received in respect of their properties
should also benefit their tenants in proportion to the economic impact caused by coronavirus;
landlords and tenants not significantly affected by coronavirus are expected to honor their lease and
rental agreements; and
cost-sharing or deferral of losses between landlords and tenants, with Commonwealth, state and territory
governments, local government and financial institutions to consider mechanisms to provide assistance.

Given the varying circumstances of the businesses and groups that have lease agreements and rental
commitments to the Council, it is difficult to set a blanket position which is appropriate for all tenants. Therefore
it is recommended that each tenancy is reviewed on a case by case basis, in line with the Council’s current
financial hardship provisions and the principles set out by the National Cabinet.
Based on the scenario of the Council providing full rent relief (excluding outgoings) to all tenants for a period
of three (3) months to 30 June 2020, the financial impact on the 2019-2020 Budget would be in the order of
$60,000.
Sporting Groups
The Council has a number or arrangements in place with sporting groups throughout the City. Due to the
restrictions. imposed by the State and Federal Governments, that are now in place in respect to social
distancing and mass gatherings, the operations of these sporting groups have now ceased. It is therefore
recommended that financial commitments in respect to facilities usage permits be waived for a period of three
(3) months to 30 June 2020 and that financial commitments payable under other arrangements (i.e. Loan
Agreements or Co-contribution Agreements) be deferred for a period of three (3) months to 30 June 2020, with
the arrangements reviewed at 30 June 2020. The financial impact on the 2019-2020 Budget would be in the
order of $20,000.
Home and Community Care Services
The Council provides a number of services to vulnerable and aged residents under the Governments’ Home
and Community Care programs. The Council is continuing to provide these services. For some services, the
recipients are charged a small fee for the services provided, with invoices being issued in the order of $5,000
per month. It is proposed that the invoices continue to be issued, however arrangements will be put in place,
such as deferred payment options for those who are having difficulty in making the payments.
Rates
Rates payments due and payable on 1 June 2020 (Fourth Quarter) is $7 million. In line with the position which
has been taken by other Councils, it is proposed payments for the Fourth Quarter instalments, that interest
and fines be waived on overdue payments.
In respect to outstanding rate payments, the Council’s current approach, allows for ratepayers who are
experiencing financial hardship to apply pursuant to Section 182 of the Local Government Act 1999 for
remission or postponement of rates. It is proposed that the current financial hardship provisions continue on a
case by case basis, albeit with a relaxation on the provision of evidence of hardship required pursuant to
Section 182(5) of the Local Government Act 1999.
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OPTIONS
The Council has a number of options available to it with respect to the financial support it provides in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The recommended financial support package is considered to be a fair and
consistent response to the issues that are being faced by our community.
Applying this package for a three (3) month period will allow the Council to monitor the situation and if
necessary and required extend the package or introduce new components.
CONCLUSION
As previously stated the financial support initiative have been presented to form a Financial Support Package
for the three (3) month period to 30 June 2020. Any ongoing financial support beyond the 30 June 2020 will
be considered as part of the 2020-2021 Budget process. This will allow for the budget to be managed and
adjusted in a prudent manner, taking into account the on-going impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In making decisions regarding the nature of the financial support offered to the City’s business, community
groups, users of the Council Services and the wider community with regard to Rate relief, the Council needs
to ensure that decisions made are consistent across the different groups and the issues they are facing as a
result of COVID-19.
COMMENTS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Financial Support Package associated with managing the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic as
set out below be adopted.
St Peters Child Care Centre & Pre-School Gap Fee
Subject to any additional support packages the Federal Government provides the Child Care industry:
a. that where families that have suspended care due to COVID-19, be offered to defer the payment of
their respective Gap Fee for a period of three months to June 2020;
b. that where families have continued to utilise the service and are experiencing financial hardship as a
result of COVID-19, that the payment of GAP fees be deferred for a period of three months to June
2020; and
c. that the payment arrangements be reviewed at 30 June 2020.
The Parade Separate Rate
a. That pursuant to Section 166 (1)(b) of the Local Government Act 1999, that the Council grant a
Discretionary Rebate, equal to the Fourth Quarter payment of the Separate Rate to businesses
within the Parade Precinct that are required to pay the Parade Separate Rate..
Outdoor Dining Permits
a. That the Outdoor Dining Permit fee be refunded (pro-rata from 23 March 2020 to 30 June 2020) to
Permit Holders that have paid in full and credited to the Permit Holder where the permit fee have not
been paid in full.
b. That where Permit Holders are required to make a payment for the installation of bollards, these
payments be deferred for a period of three (3) months to June 2020, with these payment
arrangements being reviewed at 30 June 2020.
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Lease arrangements
a. That arrangements for the tenancy of all Council building and facilities be reviewed on a case by
case basis, in line with the Council’s current financial hardship provisions and the principles set out
by the National Cabinet.
Sporting Clubs and organisations
a. That financial commitments associated with facilities usage permits be waived for a period of three
(3) months to 30 June 2020.
b. That financial commitments payable under other arrangements (i.e. Loan Agreements or Cocontribution Agreements) be deferred for a period of three (3) months to 30 June 2020
c. That the financial arrangements be reviewed at 30 June 2020.
Home and Community Care Services
a. That where the service recipient is experiencing difficulty in making payment for invoiced services,
the payment be deferred for a period of up to three (3) months to 30 June 2020.
Rates
a. That interest and fines be waived on Fourth Quarter Rate payments that are unpaid.
b. That the current financial hardship provisions continue on a case-by-case basis, albeit with a
relaxation on the provision of evidence of hardship required pursuant to S182 (5).
2.

That the Council notes that a Financial Support Package to manage the impacts of the COVID-19
Pandemic beyond 30 June 2020, will be considered as part of the Draft 2020-2021 Budget.
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12.3

MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT – FEBRUARY 2020
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General Manager, Corporate Services
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4585
S/00697
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with information regarding its financial performance for the
period ended 29 February 2020.
BACKGROUND
Section 59 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), requires the Council to keep its resource allocation,
expenditure and activities and the efficiency and effectiveness of its service delivery, under review. To assist
the Council in complying with these legislative requirements and the principles of good corporate financial
governance, the Council is provided with monthly financial reports detailing its financial performance compared
to its Budget.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS AND POLICIES
Nil
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The information reflected in this report is for the period ended 29 February 2020. Since this date, the Council
and Local Government generally, has been responding to the COVID-19 Pandemic and making decisions on
service delivery that is not reflected in this report. The Third Budget Update will be presented to the Council
at its meeting on the 4 May 2020. This update will reflect the impacts of the Councils responses to the COVID19 Pandemic.
Financial sustainability is as an ongoing priority for the Council. The Council adopted a Budget which forecasts
an Operating Surplus of $834,500 for the 2019-2020 Financial Year. Following the Mid-Year Budget update
which was considered by the Council at its meeting held on 2 December 2019, an Operating Surplus of
$886,038 is now forecast.
For the period ended 29 February 2020, the Council’s Operating Surplus is $2.951 million against a budgeted
Operating Surplus of $2.123 million, resulting in a favourable variance of $0.828 million.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
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RESOURCE ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Not Applicable.
CONSULTATION


Elected Members
Not Applicable.



Community
Not Applicable.



Staff
Responsible Officers and General Managers.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
For the period ended 29 February 2020, the Council’s Operating Surplus is $2.951 million against a budgeted
Operating Surplus of $2.123 million, resulting in a favourable variance of $0.828 million.
As previously advised, a final determination from the Australian Energy Regulator was issued late in 2019,
which resulted in a one-off payment being received from SA Power Networks relating to prior year over
charges. The receipt of this payment ($229,000) is the primary driver for the favourable variance in Other
Income.
User Charges are unfavourable to the budget ($109,000) driven primarily by lower attendances than
anticipated at the Councils Swimming Centres ($50,000).
The variance in Employee Expenses is driven by the combination of the difference in the budgeted hours
worked compared to the actual hours worked, which is primarily driven by the timing of staff taking Annual
and/or Long Service Leave, compared to the allowance made in the Budget and the careful utilisation of
contracted and causal staff when temporarily backfilling positions.
There are no other individually significant variations to highlight, with variances primarily caused by timings
against the budget.
The Monthly Financial report is contained in Attachment A.
OPTIONS
Nil
CONCLUSION
Nil
COMMENTS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That the February 2020 Monthly Financial Report be received and noted.
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Attachment A
Monthly Financial Report - February 2020

A1

CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
LYTD Actual
$'000
23,219
1,261
2,478
1,373
142
818
29,292
10,074
6,166
512
461
169
456
566
202
4,350
429
2,659
26,045

Financial Performance for the period ended 29 February
YTD Adopted
YTD Actual
Budget
$'000
$'000
Revenue
Rates Revenue
Statutory Charges
User Charges
Grants, Subsidies and Contributions
Investment Income
Other
Total Revenue
Expenses
Employee Expenses
Contracted Services
Energy
Insurance
Legal expense
Materials
Parts, Accessories and Consumables
Water
Depreciation, Amortisation and Impairment
Finance Costs
Sundry
Total Expenses

3,247 Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

$'000

Summary of Net Cost of Divisions for the period
Var

Var %

Division

YTD Actual YTD Budget

$'000

24,180
1,305
2,414
1,213
73
902
30,087

24,184
1,287
2,522
1,210
80
641
29,924

(4)
18
(109)
3
(7)
261
163

(0%)
1%
(4%)
0%
(8%)
41%
1%

10,473
6,448
391
467
151
370
535
299
4,750
370
2,883
27,136

10,801
6,569
418
466
164
413
620
274
4,750
403
2,944
27,821

328
120
28
(1)
13
43
84
(25)
33
61
685

3%
2%
7%
(0%)
8%
10%
14%
(9%)

2,951

2,103

848

Chief Executive Office
Corporate Services
Governance and Community Affairs
Urban Planning and Environment
Urban Services
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
(before Rate Revenue)
Rate Revenue

OPERATING COSTS BY MONTH (ACTUAL)

4,000

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

8%
2%
2%

$'000
(2,630)
(8,061)
(1,230)
(1,348)
(8,813)
(22,082)

24,180

24,184

2,951

Adopted Operating Surplus
First Budget Update Adjustments
* Additional Carry Forward Operating Project
* Bonus Distributions from Local Government
Finance Authority and Local Government Risk
Services
Revised Operating Surplus

-

$'000
(2,494)
(8,044)
(1,076)
(1,225)
(8,389)
(21,229)

2,103

Var

Var %

$'000
136
16
154
122
424
852

5%
0%
12%
9%
5%
4%

(4)

0%

848
$835,000

($101,500)
$153,000

$51,500
$886,500

40%

$'000

NON-RATE REVENUE BY MONTH (ACTUAL)

1,200

3,500

1,000

3,000
800

2,500
2,000

600

1,500

400

1,000
200

500
-

-

Employee costs

Materials

Contract Expenses

Other Expenses

Statutory charges

User charges

Grants, subsidies and contributions

Other income

40%

A2

CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
Project Summary for period ended 29 February 2020

SERVICE INITIATIVES (inc. Carry Forwards)

Operating Projects
Income
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Income
Expenses
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Expenses
Net Cost of Operating Projects

YTD Actual

YTD Budget

Remaining Annual Budget

$'000

$'000

$'000

Corporate Management

Economic Prosperity

12
3
18

3
18

470
7
0
0
(0)

33

21

477

169
199
139
62
55
623

252
207
141
10
53
664

638
322
189
37
48
1,233

(590)

(643)

(756)

Cultural Vitality

Environmental Sustainability

Social Equity

-

100

200

YTD Budget

300

400

500

Remaining Budget

600

700

YTD Spend

800

900

1,000
$'000

NEW ASSETS & RENEWALS (inc. Carry Forwards)
Corporate Management

Capital Projects
Income
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Income
Expenses
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Expenses

154
154

6,133
6,133

7,106
320
0
0
0
7,426

7,119
497
37
0
129
7,783

8,684
411
20
6
178
9,300

14,079
4,600
290
10
307
19,286

Net Cost of Capital Projects

(7,629)

(3,167)

(11,860)

Economic Prosperity

Cultural Vitality

Environmental Sustainability

Social Equity

-

2,000

4,000

YTD Budget

Key areas to highlight:
Delivery of the Capital Works Program is in line with budget forecast and timings.
Completed projects include;
- Installation of Automatic External Defibrillation Devices on the Parade and at Felixstow Reserve;
- Installation of Norwood Concert Hall Backstage Live Feed;
- Installation of promotional TV Screens at Payneham Memorial and Norwood Swimming Centres; and
- Various projects identified as part of the Civil Works Renewal Program.

6,000

8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000 22,000 24,000

Remaining Budget

YTD Spend

$'000

While Operating Project spend is ahead of budget, this is due to timing differences against budget with
respect to the following projects
- Queensland Box Sweeping Program, which was budgeted to commence from January 2020;
- Raising the Bar Event. Event was delivered within budget; and
- Registration fee for hosting Stage Start of the 2020 Tour Down Under.
Felixstow Maintenance budget is overspent due to additional maintenance works requested by the Council.
Budget adjustment for the additional works will be included in the Mid Year Budget review.
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CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%

5.00%
0.00%

Long Term Borrowings

814
814

55,222
423,620
478,842

$'000

Short Term Borrowings

Borrowing Ratio

BORROWING FACILITIES

32,000
28,000
24,000
20,000
16,000
12,000
8,000
4,000
-

Approved Borrowings - Undrawn

Borrowings Drawn Down

Cash Advance Facilities - Undrawn

Cash Advance Facilities - Used

Feb-20

57,359
423,620
480,979

25.00%

Jan-20

58,173
423,620
481,792

5,388
1,203
1,429
8,020
18,825
478,842

30.00%

Dec-19

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus
Asset Revaluation Reserves
TOTAL EQUITY

73
73
(2,886)
813

9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
Oct-19

5,388
2,151
1,348
8,887
30,552
480,979

6,272
1,781
2,752
10,805

Nov-19

5,388
2,224
1,348
8,960
27,666
481,792

(2,755)
(131)
(73)
(2,959)

Borrowing ratio =
Borrowings /Rates
Revenue

OUTSTANDING BORROWINGS

Sep-19

18,833
876
1,956
21,665

$'000

ANZ General

Jul-19

16,078
745
1,883
18,706

LGFA - 11am

Aug-19

136
2,890
479,542
482,569
497,666

Jun-19

1,114
1,114
(2,072)

Apr-19

136
2,890
481,302
484,328
511,531

May-19

136
2,890
482,416
485,443
509,458

Feb-19

12,152
3,218
(272)
15,097

Mar-19

888
(4,075)
(3,187)

Jan-19

10,373
17,102
(272)
27,202

Dec-18

$'000

11,262
13,027
(272)
24,016

Non-current Liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions
Investments in Joint Ventures
Total Non-current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
NET ASSETS

Key areas to highlight YTD :

$'000

Nov-18

$'000

CASH

16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
-

Oct-18

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Total Current Liabilities

$'000

$'000

Sep-18

Non-current Assets
Financial Assets
Investments in Joint Ventures
Infrastructure, Property, Plant and Equipment
Total Non-current Assets
Total Assets

Actual

June 2019

Aug-18

ASSETS
Current Assets
Bank and Cash
Accounts receivables
Less : Provision for Bad Debts
Total Current Assets

Actual

Movement

Jul-18

Statement of Financial position as at 29 February 2020
Feb-20
Jan-20
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12.4

DRAFT 2020 RECURRENT BUDGET

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Corporate Services
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4585
S/05
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present and obtain “in principle” endorsement of the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent
Budget.
BACKGROUND
Section 123(8) of the Local Government Act 1999, requires the Council to adopt an Annual Business Plan and
a Budget for the ensuing financial year after 31 May and except in a case involving extraordinary administrative
difficulty, before 31 August.
In accordance with the Council’s agreed strategy, the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget is prepared in
isolation of the decision regarding Rates Revenue and the Projects and Capital Works component of the
Annual Budget.
The preparation of the Recurrent Budget prior to consideration of the Operating Projects ('discretionary’ budget
items), enables the value of funds available for Operating Project programs and services, to be quantified and
a ‘priority’ list of these items to be established for inclusion in the Annual Budget, based on available funding,
need and priority.
The Projects expenditure components are scheduled to be considered at a Special Meeting of the Council on
22 April 2020. The Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan (which incorporates all components of the 20202021 Budget), will be considered at the Council Meeting scheduled on 4 May 2020. The Draft 2020-2021
Annual Business Plan and Budget will be released for public consultation for a period of twenty-one (21) days
as required by the Local Government Act 1999.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
The Council’s long term strategic direction is outlined in City Plan 2030: Shaping our Future. The Draft 20202021 Annual Business Plan and supporting Draft 2020-2021 Budget, sets out the proposed services and
programs and explains how the Council intends to finance its continuing activities which are proposed to be
undertaken during the year.
The Council’s Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP), is a key document in the Council’s Planning Framework. It
is the primary financial management tool which links the Council’s Strategic Plan, City Plan 2030 – Shaping
our Future, Whole-of-Life Assets Management Plans and the Annual Business Plan and Budget.
Financial sustainability underpins the Council’s Financial Goals and Outcomes, which are set out in the Long
Term Financial Plan. In general terms, financial sustainability is ensuring that the Council has the financial
resources to meet the long term service and infrastructure needs of the community, without any sharp
increases in rate revenue or cuts in service provision and standards.
From an operational perspective, financial sustainability is being able to manage the conflict between keeping
rate revenues increases to a reasonable level, maintaining existing service standards and spending on new
services and major capital investments.
The Draft 2020-2021 Budget is developed on the basis of ensuring that it will assist in delivering on the Councils
Long Term Strategic direction and financial objectives set out in the LTFP.
The LTFP is due to be reviewed by November 2020, the financial projections set out in the LTFP will be based
on the adopted 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan and Budget.
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FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
For the 2020-2021 Financial year, the 2018-2028 LTFP (updated for the 2019-2020 budget) sets out a
Recurrent Operating Surplus of $2.205 million, based on a Rate Revenue increase of 3.8%.
To ensure that the Council can deliver on its financial objectives as set out in the Council’s Long Term Financial
Plan, the Draft Recurrent Budget should be developed within the budget parameters which were adopted by
the Council at its meeting held on 21 January 2020 and on this basis targets a Recurrent Operating Surplus in
the order of $1.114 million (prior to any Rate Revenue increase).
In line with the Councils Budget Framework, the Draft Recurrent Budget is considered and endorsed “in
principle” prior to the inclusion of Rate Revenue increases and the impact of Operating Projects.
The Council will consider the Operating Projects, along with the potential Rate Revenue increase at the Special
Council Meeting scheduled for 22 April 2020.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Given the current economic climate as a result of COVID-19, the decisions made by the Council with respect
to the draft 2020-2021 Budget and rating decisions will have a financial impact on property owners and
suppliers of goods and services to the Council. The level of which will be dependent on the final decisions
taken in respect to the service levels and the level of income required to meet the agreed service levels.
SOCIAL ISSUES
No Applicable.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RESOURCE ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RISK MANAGEMENT
As a result of the ever changing health, economic and financial impacts associated with COVID-19, the Federal
Government announced that its 2020-2021 Budget will be deferred to October 2020 (usually handed down in
May 2020). As a result of the Federal Governments decision, the State Budget has also been deferred from
June 2020 to November 2020.
As a result and unless and until determined otherwise by the State Government (ie that Local Government
budgets are to be deferred or that fees are charges will not be increased) the Recurrent Budget presented in
this report, has been developed on the following assumptions;






that Financial Assistance Grants, comprising of the General Assistance Grant and the Road Funding
Grant, will be provided based on the current funding arrangements of four (4) quarterly installments, with
the value of funding being indexed by 2%;
supplementary Road funding to South Australia will not be re-instated;
State Government Charges, which are set by Legislation, i.e. parking expiation fines, development fees,
will increase by 2%;
no further increase in the Solid Waste Levy beyond the current fee of $140 per tonnes; and
no new fees and charges will be introduced.
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Given that the Federal and State Budgets will not have been delivered by 6 July 2020, (the current date set
for the Council to adopt the 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan and Budget), there is a possibility that the Council
will not be in a position to deliver its proposed budgeted Operating Surplus.
Notwithstanding the uncertain times that are currently being faced, the preparation of the Annual Business
Plan and Budget will be prepared to ensure the Council meets its legislative responsibility in accordance with
the requirements of the Local Government Act 1999 and the Local Government (Financial Management)
Regulations 2011.
CONSULTATION


Elected Members
An overview of the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget was provided to Elected Members at an
Information Briefing held on 18 March 2020.



Community
The community will have input into the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget through public consultation on
the Draft Annual Business Plan.



Staff
The preparation of the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget has been completed with the involvement of
the Chief Executive Officer, General Managers and council staff responsible for budget management.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
The Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget is based on the continuation of existing services and priorities being
appropriately resourced and that the Council can maintain the service standards for its existing services to
support the delivery of the Strategic Objectives outlined in the Council’s CityPlan 2030:Shaping our Future and
that those services receive appropriate funding. It is acknowledged however, that given the current and
anticipated economic conditions resulting from COVID-19, the draft 2020-2021 Budget and funding
requirements need to be balanced with ensuring that the community does not face significant increases in their
annual rates contribution.
The key driver therefore is to develop a Recurrent Budget that not only contributes to the Council’s broader
strategic objectives of delivering Community Well-being, but also ensures that the Council is managing its
financial resources in a sustainable and equitable manner and to ensure that future financial shocks can either
be avoided or managed in a measured way. Whilst at the same time ensuring that the Budget address the
impacts of COVID-19.
Budget Parameters/Assumptions
As in previous years, no increase in rate revenue has been accounted for in the preparation of the Draft
Recurrent Budget. Rate revenue increases will be determined once the Council has endorsed the non-rate
revenue and expenditure components of the Draft Budget and considered the proposed initiatives (Operating
Projects) to be introduced or undertaken during 2020-2021.
In developing the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget, the following principles and assumptions have been
applied:





the Recurrent Operating Budget be prepared based on the provision of existing services, programs and
activities;
the cost escalation for Material, Contracts and Other Expenses be set at a maximum of 2.0%;
Wages and Salaries increases are based on the Council’s Enterprise Agreements; and
fees and charges not set by Legislation are increased by 2.0% at a minimum.

The Target Recurrent Operating Surplus (which has been determined by reference to the 2017-2018-20272028 LTFP), prior to any Rate Revenue increase, is $1.114 million.
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2020-2021 Recurrent Budget Overview
The Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget provides for an Operating Surplus, before Rate Revenue increases
and Operating Projects, of $1.306 million. A copy of the Draft Recurrent Budget is contained in Attachment A.
The key components of the Target Budget compared to the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget, excluding rate
revenue, are shown in Table 1 below:
TABLE 1 – 2020-2021 DRAFT BUDGET vs 2020-2021 TARGET BUDGET
Draft
Budget

2020-2021
Target Variance
Budget Fav/(Unfav)

Variance
Fav/(Unfav)

$’000

$’000

$’000

%

34,900

34,900

0

0.00%

8,653

8,685

-32

(0.37%)

175

265

-91

(34.15%)

Total Income

43,727

43,850

-123

(0.28%)

Recurrent Expenditure
Employee Expenses
Contracts, Material & Other Expenses
Finance Costs
Depreciation

15,821
16,366
500
9,734

16,105
16,026
441
10,164

284
(340)
(59)
430

1.77%
(2.18%)
(13.38%)
4.23%

Total Expenditure

42,421

42,711

315

0.74%

1,306

1,114

192

17.27%

2.99%

2.54%

Rate Revenue *
Non Rate Revenues
Interest Income

Recurrent Operating Surplus
Recurrent Operating Surplus Ratio

It should be noted that Finance Cost’s detailed in Table 1 above, are based on the interest cost on existing
borrowings. The extent of new borrowings which are required and the subsequent financing costs, will be
determined once the 2020-2021 Capital Expenditure Budget has been finalised and endorsed by the Council.
In setting the general parameters for the preparation of the Draft 2020-2021 Budget, the Council endorsed a
budget parameters which set the maximum combined increase in the overall budget of 2.1%. Overall, the
Recurrent Operating Expenditure compared to the 2019-2020 Adopted Recurrent Budget, exclusive of
Ownership Costs is 3.5%. It should be noted that the Draft Recurrent Budget as presented includes the
transfer of funding associated with the Queensland Box sweeping program and maintenance costs for
Felixstow Reserve, which were accounted for in the 2019-2020 Operating Project Budget. Adjusting for these
increases, the Recurrent Operating Expenditure is a 2.6% increase on the 2019-2020 Recurrent Operating
Budget.
The increase in expenditure beyond the 2.1% is driven by the following factors:






full year impact of the increase in the Solid Waste Levy from $110 to $140 per tonne;
proposed increase in Gate Fee for disposal of Kerbside Recyclables ($80 per tonne to $98 per tonne);
increase in rates on Service Contracts entered into during 2019-2020;
increased costs in tree planting, due to change in tree planting protocols and tree pruning/ removals due
to increased number heat stressed trees;
increased water usage due to anticipate low rainfalls continuing.
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The total recurrent expenditure is $42.421 million, with just over $32.187 million (76%) of the total expenditure
being more readily influenced the decisions made as part of the budget process. The remaining $10.2 million
(24%) of expenditure relates to Ownership costs, which are a result of past investment decisions. While the
level of expenditure cannot be influenced or changed in the current year, the future ownership costs can be
influenced by the decisions made with respect to the amount of expenditure incurred in 2020-2021 on
investment in new and upgraded assets.
As detailed in Figure 1 below, services, programs and activities delivered within the Recurrent Budget, can be
classified into Traditional Services, which are the provision a range of services, programs and infrastructure to
meet the needs of the community. A number of these services are a responsibility of the Council by virtue of
the Local Government Act 1999 and other relevant legislation. Other services, which are classified into Cultural
and Community, are provided by the Council in response to the Community’s interest and or need. Together,
these services represent 60% ($25.3 million) of the draft Recurrent Budget. These services, programs and
activities are support by the Councils’ Governance and Administration structure. These support services
represent 16% ($6.9m) of the draft Recurrent Budget. The final component of the Recurrent Budget is
Ownership Costs ($10.2m). These costs are a result of past investment decision in long term assets, as such
the Council has little influence over the value of these costs for the current year. The Council can however
influence the future costs with the decision that are made with respect to the level of capital investment in new
and upgraded assets, when the Projects budget is considered at the Special Council meeting scheduled to be
held on 22 April 2020.

FIGURE 1: COMPONENTS OF DRAFT RECURRENT BUDGET

20%

24%

16%
40%
Total Expenditure
$42,420,698

2.85%

Traditional Services, 16,976,254
Cultural and Community Services,
8,315,299

Ownership, 10,234,338
Governance & Adminstration,
6,894,807

The cost elements of the Recurrent Budget as detailed in Figure 2 below, are Employee Expenses, which
represent 39%, Material, Contracts & Other Epenses, which represent 37%, Depreciation which represents
23% and Finance Costs (excluding any new borrowings) which represent 1 % of the total draft Recurrent
Budget. Over the past five years, the share of each cost element of the total budget has been consistent. The
overall Recurrent Budget increase for 2020-2021 is 2.85%.
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FIGURE 2 : COST ELEMENTS
$45,000,000
$40,000,000
$35,000,000
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$2017

2018

Material, Contracts & Other Expenses

2019

2020

Employee Expenses

Depreciation

2021
Finance Costs

Rate revenue is the Councils major source of income and funds in the order of 79% of the Council’s recurrent
expenditure. The balance is funded from non-rate revenue which is predominately made up of User Charges
(45%) which incorporate Child Care Centre fees, Swimming Centre, Hire and lease fees associated with
Council facilities, HACC Services; Grant Income (27%) and Statutory Charges (20%) which incorporates Dog
Registration fees, Parking Infringements, Residential Parking permits, Planning & Development fees, Hoarding
Licences, Outdoor Dining permits. Non-rate revenue represents 19.5% of the Council’s total revenue, with the
draft Recurrent Budget estimating $8.645 million being raised.

FIGURE 3: BREAKDOWN OF NON-RATE REVENUE

2%
Total Non-Rate Revenue $8,827,037

7%

2.4%

45%
26%
User Charges, 3,940,667
Statuatory Charges, 1,809,000

20%

Grant Income, 2,295,417
Other Income, 607,453
Interest, 174,500

Revenue derived from the Council’s main sources of non-rate revenue (statutory and user charges) has
remained stable over the last five (5) years. The static and /or diminishing nature of other revenue sources
means that the Council is increasingly dependent on Rate revenue to fund the provision of services and
programs.
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User Charges includes fees payable for the use of the Council’s discretionary services and facilities, with 86%
of the Council’s User Charges income is sourced from the St Peters Child Care Centre & Pre-school, the
Swimming Centre’s and the Norwood Concert Hall.
Statutory Charges includes fees and charges that are set by legislation. In some circumstances, such as
parking infringements, the fees charged are set at a fixed rate outlined by the respective legislation, where as
other legislation allows the Council to charge a fee with the value of the fee determined by the Council, up to
a maximum limit as set out in the legislation (i.e. Dog Registration Fees). Income earned from parking
expiration fees is the main source (57%) of Statutory Charges Income.
Table 2 below sets out additional information on the Recurrent Operating Budget by functional area.
TABLE 2 – DRAFT 2020-2021 RECURRENT BUDGET BY FUNCTION
Expenditure

Income

Net Operating
Surplus /
(Deficit)

-

34,684,859

34,684,859

16,976,254

3,053,333

(13,922,921)

Infrastructure Management

4,162,439

361,000

(3,801,439)

Trees Parks, Sport & Recreation

4,829,584

632,578

(4,197,006)

4,229,156

30,000

(4,199,156)

3,755,075

2,029,755

(1,725,320)

8,315,299

4,585,704

(3,729,595)

900,015

27,500

(872,515)

Libraries & Community Facilities

2,795,292

944,985

(1,850,307)

Community Services Health Aged & Youth Services

4,619,992

3,613,219

(1,006,773)

6,894,807

1,234,500

(5,660,307)

Governance

1,869,608

360,000

(1,509,608)

Administration

4,409,176

874,500

(3,534,676)

616,023

-

(616,023)

Ownership & Financing

10,234,338

168,500

(10,065,838)

Total

42,420,698

43,726,896

1,306,198

Function
General Rates
Traditional Service

Waste management
Economic Development,
Environment & Planning

Regulatory

Services,

Cultural and Community
Community Events, Arts & Heritage

Governance, Administration & Communications

Communications

Additional information relating to the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget by Function is contained in
Attachment B.
OPTIONS
The Council has the following options in respect of this issue noting that the 2020-2021 Recurrent Operating
Budget may change as a result of discussions and decisions regarding the impact of COVID-19 on expenditure,
lost income, rating strategy and COVID-19 financial assistances packages:


endorse 'in principle' the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Operating Budget as contained in Attachment A; or



amend the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Operating Budget as contained in Attachment A, as it sees fit.

Option 1 is recommended as it meets the financial targets set out in the Council’s LTFP and is in line with the
Budget Parameters and Guidelines adopted by the Council at the meeting held on 20 January 2020.
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CONCLUSION
The draft Recurrent Budget as presented in this report, is based on the Council continuing to deliver its existing
services, program and activities. The impact, if any, of the economic impact of COVID-19, have not been
accounted for in the draft Recurrent Budget as presented in this report.
The impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic will have a number of consequent impacts on the draft 2020-2021
Budget. At the time of preparing the 2020-2021 Budget parameters and draft 2020-2021 Budget, the
consequences of these impacts were largely unknown and are constantly changing. The recommended
strategy therefore, at this stage, based upon the uncertainties and as staff work through the implications of the
COVID-19 Pandemic on both the budget and in light of the current community and economic/financial impacts,
it is that any proposed changes to the draft Recurrent Budget be considered as part of the discussions on the
Operating Projects Budge which is scheduled for 22 April 2020. Discussion on how the Council choses to
manage its rating strategy (i.e. rate revenue, rate capping etc) and its financial assistance package to assist
property owners who are facing financial hardship, funding assistance, etc will also be considered as part of
the discussions associated with projects component of the Budget.
Despite the uncertainties that exist, the Council should continue to develop the draft Budget based on its
commitment to the attainment of Financial Sustainability and its financial outcomes outlined in the LTFP, albeit
the targets it sets for the short term may be adjusted. Ensuring the principles of the LTFP are adhered to, will
assist in minimizing the future economic impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic.
To ensure that a responsible budget is set, the Council adopted a series of Budget Parameters, to guide
Council Staff in preparing their respective budget estimates. As detailed in this report, the Draft 2020-2021
Recurrent Budget has been delivered reference to these guidelines and where the parameters have not been
achieve, the reasons have been provided.
COMMENTS
If Elected Members have any questions in relation to specific budget items or proposed allocations, please do
not hesitate to contact the General Manager, Corporate Services on 8366 4585, prior to the meeting as these
discussions may assist in resolving any enquiry prior to the meeting.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Draft 2020-2021 Recurrent Budget, as contained in Attachment A, be endorsed “in principle”,
subject to the presentation and adoption of a consolidated report for the Council’s consideration on the
2020-2021 Annual Business Plan and Budget.

2.

The Council notes that amendments to the Draft 2020-2021 recurrent Budget may be necessary as a
result of the outcome of the Council’s consideration of Operating Projects (scheduled for 22 April 2020),
including decisions which are made in respect to the Councils Rating Strategy (ie rate revenue, rate
capping) and its financial assistance package to assist property owners who are facing financial
hardship and other funding allocations during the COVID-19 Pandemic.

3.

The Council notes that a report on the adoption of the 2020-2021 Budget be prepared for the Council’s
consideration in accordance with the 2020-2021 Budget timeframe.
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Attachment A
Draft 2020 Recurrent Budget

A
2020-2021 Draft Recurrent Budget
2019-2020

2020-2021

Adopted
Budget
34,900
1,738
3,860
2,302
600
120
43,520
15,590
15,510
644
9,500
41,244
2,275
5.2%

Draft
Budget
Rate Revenue
Statutory Fees & Charges
User Fees
Grant Income
Other Income
Investment Income
Total Income
Employee Expenses
Contracts, Material & Other
Expenses
Finance Costs
Depreciation
Total Recurrent Expenditure
Recurrent Operating Surplus
Operating Surplus Ratio

Target
Budget

Variance

Variance

Fav/(Unfav)

Fav/(Unfav)

34,900
8,653
175
43,727
607
175
43,727
15,821

34,900
8,685
265
43,850

0
-32
-91
-123

0.00%
(0.37%)
(34.15%)
(0.28%)

265
43,850
16,105

-91
-123
284

(34.15%)
(0.28%)
1.77%

16,366

16,026

(340)

(2.18%)

500
9,734
42,421
1,306

441
10,164
42,711
1,114

(59)
430
315
192

(13.38%)
4.23%
0.74%
17.27%

3.0%

2.5%

Budget Parameters
Key Indicator

Target Budget
Budget Parameter

Draft Budget

Achievement
of Budget
Parameter





$1.139m

$1,306m

2.50%

3.0%

Salary and Wages Growth

2.0%

1.5%

Contracts, Material & Other Expenditure*

2.0%

2.60%



Combined Salaries and Contracts, Material &
Other Expenditure*
Revenue from User Fees

2.10%

2.85%



2.10%

2.1%



Recurrent Operating Surplus
(LTFP)

Recurrent Operating Surplus Ratio
(LTFP)

* Increase on 2019-2020 Adopted Budget, adjusted for Queensland Box Sweeping Program and Felixstow
Reserve Maintenance.

http://onenpsp/sites/teams/shareddocuments/EM Communications Documents/Council Reports/Corporate Services/2020/4. April
2020/Council Report - Draft Recurrent Budget.docx

Attachment B
Draft 2020 Recurrent Budget

B1
TRADITIONAL SERVICES
Services, programs and infrastructure to meet the needs of the community. A number of these services are
a responsibility of the Council by virtue of the Local Government Act 1999 and other relevant legislation.

Expense

Net Cost
/(Surplus)

Income

Infrastructure Management
Asset Management & Projects

1,160,476

1,000

1,159,476

Footpath , Kerb & Water Table Maintenance

878,681

-

878,681

Public Lighting

595,000

-

595,000

Road & Traffic Management

465,080

360,000

105,080

Storm water Network

114,202

-

114,202

Streetscape Maintenance

948,949

-

948,949

4,162,439

361,000

3,801,388

2,223,812

-

2,223,812

465,020

102,504

362,516

Street Trees

1,127,680

6,398

1,121,282

Swimming Centres

1,013,071

523,676

489,395

4,829,584

632,578

4,197,006

326,482

-

326,482

174,748

-

174,748

Waste Collection

1,957,926

30,000

1,927,926

Waste Disposal

1,770,000

-

1,770,000

4,229,156

30,000

4,199,156

827,157

229,755

597,402

1,818,996

397,500

1,421,496

Total - Infrastructure Management
Trees Parks, Sport & Recreation
Reserve Maintenance
Sporting & Recreational Facilities

Total - Trees Parks, Sport & Recreation
Waste Management
Hard Waste, E Waste & Illegal Dumping
Public Litter Bin

Total - Waste Management
Economic Development, Regulatory Services,
Environment & Planning
Economic Development
City Planning
Environmental Management
Regulatory Services
Total - Economic Development, Regulatory
Services, Environment & Planning
Total – Traditional Services

393,733

49,500

344,233

715,189

1,353,000

(637,811)

3,755,075
16,976,202

2,029,755
3,053,333

1,725,320
13,922,869

http://onenpsp/sites/teams/shareddocuments/EM Communications Documents/Council Reports/Corporate Services/2020/4. April
2020/Council Report - Draft Recurrent Budget.docx

B2
Cultural & Community Services
Services, programs and activities provided by the Council in response to the Community’s interest and or
need.
Expense
Income
Net Cost
/(Surplus)
Community Services Health Aged &
Youth Services
Child Care Centre
2,391,269
2,417,402
-26,133
Home Care & Community Programs

1,367,173

1,188,417

178,756

Health Services

590,000

0

590,000

Volunteer Services

151,904

0

151,904

119,646

7,400

112,246

4,619,992

3,613,219

1,006,773

328,769

83,590

245,179

215,249

241,525

-26,276

1,923,561

153,500

1,770,061

327,713

466,370

-138,657

2,795,292

944,985

1,850,307

938,429
178,250

51,827
5000

886,602
173,250

Community Events

555,050

22,500

532,550

Heritage

166,715

0

166,715

900,015

27,500

872,515

8,315,299

4,585,704

3,729,595

Youth Services
Total Community Services Health Aged
& Youth Services
Libraries & Community Facilities
Community Facilities
Facilities for Lease
Library Services
Norwood Concert Hall
Total - Libraries & Community Facilities
Community Events, Arts & Heritage
Community Arts

Total - Community Events, Arts & Heritage
Total - Cultural and Community

http://onenpsp/sites/teams/shareddocuments/EM Communications Documents/Council Reports/Corporate Services/2020/4. April
2020/Council Report - Draft Recurrent Budget.docx

B3
Governance, Administration & Communications
Services and activities, which support the delivery of the Council’s Traditional and Cultural and Community
Services, programs and infrastructure

Ownership
The ongoing costs as a result of past investment decision in long term assets
Expense

Income

Net Cost
/(Surplus)

Corporate Governance
Administration

1,869,608

360,000

1,509,608

Council Administration

713,730

775,000

(61,270)

Customer Service

451,941

-

451,941

Financial Management & Services

825,143

-

825,143

HR & Employee Services

672,249

-

672,249

1,370,259

-

1,370,259

375,854

79,500

296,354

4,409,176

854,500

3,554,676

616,023

20,000

596,023

6,894,807

1,234,500

5,660,307

9,734,338

-

9,734,338

500,000
10,234,338

168,500
168,500

668,500
10,033,245

Governance, Administration & Communications
Governance

Information Management & Services
Rates
Total – Administration
Communications
Total - Governance, Administration &
Communications
Ownership
Depreciation
LT Financing
Ownership & Financing

http://onenpsp/sites/teams/shareddocuments/EM Communications Documents/Council Reports/Corporate Services/2020/4. April
2020/Council Report - Draft Recurrent Budget.docx
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12.5

THE PARADE PRECINCT SEPARATE RATE

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4616
S.01916
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Council, an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Separate Rate,
which has been applied to the properties within The Parade Precinct and to seek the Council’s approval to
undertake consultation on the extension of the Separate Rate for a further three (3) year period.

BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on 14 June 2017, the Council resolved the following:
1.

That the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct, (as shown on the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
map contained in Attachment B), be endorsed for a further three (3) years commencing on 1 July 2017.

2.

That the Separate Rate based upon achieving revenue of $205,000 in the first year (2017-2018), which
is then increased annually by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), for the following two (2) years (i.e. 20182019 and 2019-2020) be implemented.

3.

That the Council apply a discretionary rebate of 50% of the amount payable to offices and consulting
rooms within The Parade Precinct.

4.

That at the end of the three (3) year period, a review evaluating the effectiveness of the Separate Rate
on The Parade by undertaken.

The purpose of this Report is to advise the Council of the review which has been undertaken and to provide
the Council with a report (in accordance with Part 4 above), which sets out the request of a review and
evaluation of the programs and initiatives using the revenue which has been raised from the Separate Rate
over the last three (3) financial years (2017-2018, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020).
At its meeting held on 17 March 2020, the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee (NPPC) considered a report
regarding the extension of the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct and resolved the following:

1. That the Committee advises and recommends to the Council that it supports the continuation of the
Separate Rate for The Parade for a further three (3) year period.
2. That the Committee supports the amount of revenue raised by the Separate Rate on The Parade to be
set at $215,000 for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 financial years.
At that the same Meeting the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee highlighted the importance of continuing
the marketing and promotion of The Parade, particularly given these unprecedented times with the economic
impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic. It should be noted, that at the time that the Committee considered this
matter, all businesses were still open and operating, albeit it with a reduced number of customers. The Federal
Government’s Level 1 and Level 2 restrictions in response to the COVID -19 Pandemic had not yet been
implemented. Notwithstanding this, the clear message from the Committee was that post the Pandemic the
business and economic sector, and in this case The Parade Precinct, will need significant support to help these
sectors rejuvenate and progress to normal conditions.
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RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The relevant Objectives and Strategies contained in CityPlan 2030 are outlined below:
Outcome 3: Economic Prosperity
A dynamic and thriving centre for business and services.
Objective 3.1:

A diverse range of businesses and services.

Strategy 3.1.1: Support and encourage small, specialty, independent and family-owned businesses.
Strategy 3.1.2: Attract diverse businesses to locate in our City.
The NPPC Annual Business Plans for the past three (3) years have contained initiatives to achieve all of these
strategies including:
 advertising in a number of publications and online platforms including SA Life, SA Style Magazine, City
Brief, CityMag, Clique Mag, The Messenger and The Advertiser.
 the Adelaide Fashion Festival/ Parades on Norwood Parade to promote existing businesses and attract
more fashion businesses to locate on The Parade; and
 advertising in various tourism publications such as Destinations Australia and Welcome To Australia, as
well as major Bus Advertising Campaigns to help bring more tourists and visitors to The Parade.
Objective 3.2:

Cosmopolitan business precincts contributing to the prosperity of the City.

Strategy 3.2.1: Retain and enhance the unique character of all our City’s business precincts.
Strategy 3.2.3 Promote the City as a tourist destination.
Strategy 3.2.4: Encourage community support for and promote awareness of all businesses in our City.
The NPPC Annual Business Plans for the past three (3) years, have contained initiatives to achieve these
strategies to capture and reflect the essence of The Parade.
Objective 3.5:

A local economy supporting and supported by its community.

Strategy 3.5.2: Support opportunities for people to collaborate and interact in business precincts.
Strategy 2.4:
Retain accessible local shopping.
The NPPC Annual Business Plans for the past three (3) years have contained initiatives to achieve these
strategies including support for events such as the Parades on Norwood Parade and A Day of Fashion, in
order to attract locals and visitors to the Precinct, as well as advertising to encourage the local community to
support their local businesses by ‘shopping local’ and spending more time on The Parade.
The NPPC also supports events such as the Tour Down Under and Art on Parade.
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The revenue which has been raised through the Separate Rate over the last three (3) years, has been based
on $205,000 in its base year (2017-2018) which has been increased in line with the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) annually, resulting in total revenue of $209,715 being collected in 2018-2019 and $215,000 in 20192020.
To assist the Council in its consideration of this matter, Table 1 shows a comparison of the Separate Rate for
similar mainstreet precincts within metropolitan Adelaide.
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TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF THE SEPARATE RATE COLLECTED FOR SIMILAR MAINSTREET
PRECINCTS IN METROPOLITAN ADELAIDE
Year
Mainstreet / Precinct
Separate Rate Revenue
2019-2020

Village Heart, Prospect Road

$19,500

2019-2020

Goodwood Road, Goodwood

$57,225

2019-2020

Unley Road, Unley

$113,395

2019-2020

King William Road, Hyde Park

$147,400

2019-2020

The Parade, Norwood

$215,000

2019-2020

Jetty Road, Glenelg

$578,088

The comparison demonstrates that the current rate which is collected from The Parade Precinct, is
commensurate for the size and significance of the Precinct and the number of businesses which are located
within the Precinct.
Should the Council resolve to extend the Separate Rate for a further three (3) years, it is recommended that
the Separate Rate be set at $215,000 for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 financial years and that
given the prevailing short, medium and longer term economic condition likely to result from the COVID-19
Pandemic, the CPI not be applied at any stage during this three (3) year term. This proposal would ultimately
result in a zero revenue increase for the next three (3) consecutive years which is a change from the current
model, which resets the base year and then apply a CPI increase over the following two (2) years. The
proposed amount will still enable to Committee to deliver The Parade Precinct’s Annual Business Plan and
enable the Council to continue to market and promote The Parade at this most critical time.
This Separate Rate model for The Parade has been designed to ensure that The Parade Precinct remains
viable in an increasingly competitive market, whilst bearing in mind the additional cost to the property owners
and businesses.
Reducing the rate would result in less revenue to implement initiatives and to market The Parade Precinct. At
the same time, increasing the Separate Rate would add additional financial burden to property owners and
subsequently business owners (ie tenants), in the instances where the additional levy is passed on. Given that
the Council through the NPPC has been able to deliver a significant number of marketing and promotional
initiatives with an annual budget of between $205,000 and $215,000 over the last three (3) years, as outlined
in Attachment A, it is considered that the proposed total revenue of $215,000 annually over the next three (3)
years is considered sufficient.
On this basis, it is recommended that retaining the Separate Rate at the current level of $215,000 would ensure
that the NPPC is still able to deliver significant initiatives for the size and diversity of the businesses and
properties within the Precinct.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 Pandemic has already had a significant negative impact on the global economy, including the
Australian economy. The economic damage caused by this Pandemic will continue for some time and it is
likely that it will escalate before society and the economy resume some form of normality.
Both the Federal and State Governments have acted quickly and decisively to introduce a number of initiatives
and financial packages to support the economy and in particular, small businesses during the COVID-19
Pandemic. The Federal Government has released an Economic Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic which
contains a range of packages aimed at supporting workers, small to medium businesses and those on
Government benefits.
Whilst the full economic effects and impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic will not be known for some time, it is
important that the Council thinks strategically about the measures that need to be put in place in the short to
medium term (and potentially the long term) to enable the rejuvenation of the business sector and in particular,
the retail and hospitality sectors. Some predictions estimate that depending on the length of the COVID-19
Pandemic, as many fifty percent of businesses in these sectors may not be in a financial position to re-open
their doors, which has significant implications for main streets such as The Parade.
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In particular, the City’s retail precincts will require significant support from the Council once the COVID-19
Pandemic restrictions are lifted. Therefore it is essential that the Separate Rate revenue continues to be raised
even if the Council resolves to defer its collection and/or implementation in the short term.
In accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1999, the Separate Rate revenue must be
used expressly for the benefit of the area from which it is raised and for the property owners who pay the
Separate Rate. The Council, through the activities of the NPPC, aims to attract high quality businesses and
services to locate on The Parade thus contributing to the diversity of businesses and services available.
The NPPC Annual Business Plans contain strategies to attract residents and visitors to The Parade and are
aimed at enhancing the prosperity and sustainability of The Parade by maintaining and enhancing a pleasant
environment for residents and visitors. This in turn is likely to attract additional business opportunities to the
area with the spinoff effect of increasing local employment opportunities.
Due to the significant affects that the COVID-19 Pandemic has and will continue to have, on The Parade
businesses, the draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan, which is being presented to the Council as a separate
report as part of this Agenda, has explicitly stated that the budget allocations set out in the document are
flexible and that funds can be re-allocated at the Committee’s discretion.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Economic and social issues are invariably intertwined. Business and economic development impacts on both
the business sector and the local community, and the future development of key business precincts such as
The Parade also impacts on the broader community. The collection of a separate rate that enables a range of
incentives to be delivered will not only assist in delivering economic benefits but will also assist in developing
social capital and substantially contribute to the ongoing development of a vibrant local community.
The NPPC is working to maintain and enhance The Parade as “the CBD of Adelaide’s east” providing a single
precinct where residents and visitors can access a variety of services including all major banks and credit
unions as well as a Centrelink Office. The continued success and viability of The Parade moving forward will
be critical from a social perspective. As the country recovers from COVID-19 restrictions, the community will
seek to re-engage with the places that they are familiar with and emotionally attached to, in order to re-instate
a level of normality.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Many of the initiatives delivered as part of the Annual Business Plan aim to enhance the unique character of
The Parade and its sense of place and reinforces its critical significance.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RESOURCE ISSUES
The full Separate Rate revenue is used to deliver the various initiatives and programs outlined in the Annual
Business Plan. The Council provides all of the required staffing to meet the needs of the Committee and to
deliver various initiatives and programs that the Committee has approved within its funding from the Separate
Rate levy of the Norwood Parade businesses. The resourcing provided by the Council includes Economic
Development Staff, Communications Staff (including Social Media, Website, and Graphic Design) and Event
Management Staff.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Prior to implementing a Separate Rate, the Council must comply with the provisions of the Local Government
Act 1999, in respect to the consultation requirements regarding a Separate Rate. For this reason it is important
that the Council undertakes comprehensive consultation with the business and property owners regarding the
extension of the Separate Rate before resolving to extend the application of a Separate Rate. More detail
regarding the proposed consultation process is outlined in the Discussion Section of this Report.
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CONSULTATION
Elected Members
Mayor Robert Bria and Councillors Sue Whitington, Fay Patterson, John Callisto and Kester Moorehouse,
are Members of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee and they are aware of this issue.


Business Community
If the Council resolves to continue to collect a Separate Rate, consultation is required to be undertaken
with the key stakeholders (The Parade businesses and property owners) in accordance with the
provisions set out in the Local Government Act 1999.
To ensure that all affected stakeholders are informed of the Council’s intentions, a variety of different
platforms will be used to communicate with the key stakeholders, including advertisements in the local
Messengers (if and when it resumes), written information packs sent to all business and commercial
property owners located in the affected area (map contained in Attachment B), information posted on
both The Parade and the Council’s websites. In addition, the monthly Electronic Direct Marketing (EDM)
newsletter, “News on Parade”, will also be used to inform The Parade Businesses of the Council’s
intentions.
It should be noted that in addition to the consultation regarding the Separate Rate, The Parade business
and commercial property owners are consulted annually on the development of the Annual Business Plan.
The draft 2020-2021 NPPC Annual Business Plan will be released for consultation at the same time as
the Separate Rate, to demonstrate what the Council proposes to do with the revenue which is collected
through the separate rate.



Staff
General Manager, Corporate Services
Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects
Strategic Projects & Economic Development Officer.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable

DISCUSSION
In accordance with the provisions of Section 154 of the Local Government Act 1999, the revenue collected by
the Council as part of the Separate Rate, is required to be used expressly for the benefit of the area from which
it is raised and for the property owners who pay the Separate Rate.
More specifically, the revenue raised through the Separate Rate, is allocated by the Council to the Norwood
Parade Precinct Committee (NPPC), which was established to perform the following functions.







To develop and recommend to the Council in each financial year, an Annual Business Plan and Budget
for The Parade Precinct.
To develop a budget in conjunction with the Annual Business Plan, which meets the objectives set out in
the Annual Business Plan, for the Council’s approval.
To oversee the implementation of the Annual Business Plan as approved.
To oversee the implementation of the approved Marketing and Promotional Plan for The Parade.
To assist in the development and promotion of a vibrant cultural and leisure tourism destination for
businesses, residents and visitors.
To facilitate and encourage networking and communication.

Each financial year, the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee is required to present an Annual Business Plan
to the Council for its approval, outlining how the Committee intends to use the Separate Rate revenue to
market and promote The Parade Precinct. An overview of the key programmes and initiatives that were
delivered by the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee using the Separate Rate, in each financial year of this
three (3) year Separate Rate period (2017-2018, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020), is contained in Attachment A.
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In general, each of the NPPC Annual Business Plans contain strategies to promote and market The Parade
with the overarching objecting of attracting more people to The Parade, which will ultimately enhance the
prosperity and sustainability of The Parade. This in turn is likely to attract additional business opportunities,
which contributes to the diversity of the businesses and services available and has the spinoff effect of
increasing local employment opportunities.
Over the last three (3) years the NPPC, has implemented a range of initiatives designed to promote the
Norwood Parade Precinct and support the diverse range of businesses on The Parade. Whilst the majority of
these initiatives are difficult to measure quantitatively, the anecdotal evidence suggests that The Parade is a
successful mainstreet both through the low vacancy rates, the feedback which is received as well as the
number of visitors to Precinct each day and the overall vibrancy of the Precinct. Obviously, this has changed
in the short term in light of the COVID-19 Pandemic and the enforced closure of businesses due to social
distancing and gathering requirements.
Through the establishment of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee and the revenue collected from the
Separate Rate, the Council is ensuring that The Parade continues to maintain its status as one of Adelaide’s
Premier Mainstreets as well as enhance The Parade as “the CBD of Adelaide’s east” - which provides a single
precinct where residents and visitors can access a variety of services and entertainment options. Achieving a
dynamic and thriving commercial centre in turn creates a community hub and a sense of pride for residents.
As outlined earlier in this Report, in June 2017, the Council requested that a review evaluating the effectiveness
of the Separate Rate on The Parade be undertaken to assist it in determining whether to extend the Separate
Rate for a further three (3) year period. To assist the Council in considering whether to continue with the
Separate Rate, it is worthwhile reflecting on why both the Council and the NPPC, supported the proposal of a
Separate Rate for The Parade in the first instance. A summary of these reasons is set out below.


The Parade is facing increased competition from single landlord, off-street shopping centres such as the
Westfields, Burnside Village, Mitcham Shopping Centre and even Marryatville and Firle. These centres
enjoy co-ordinated single centre management structure, which includes a compulsory marketing levy
along with maintenance of centre infrastructure and management of retail mix. Whilst the charm and
unique character of mainstreets like The Parade act as a significant drawcard, they simply cannot
continue to compete in this increasingly competitive retail environment without a more coordinated
marketing approach.



At the same time, it is important that the unique charm, character and ‘sense of place’ of The Parade, is
carefully managed – to do otherwise would be counterproductive to what the Council and indeed the
property owners, tenants and the community wish to achieve. In this respect, it should be noted that the
Council is very cognisant of this fact.



The unique charm, character and ‘sense of place’ has been recognised for a long time by Adelaide’s
other major mainstreet precincts including Unley Road, King William Road, Prospect Road, Jetty Road
Glenelg and Rundle Mall, which are considered to be The Parade’s principle competitors and are
themselves undertaking major marketing, promotion and development program in order to stay
competitive in metropolitan Adelaide’s retail environment.



Historically, the Council has supported The Parade through grant funding over a number of years,
however it is clear that The Parade must contribute to its own marketing, promotion and development, in
order to stay competitive today and into the future, particularly in light of the fact that the Council has an
obligation to consider how it can support other significant business precincts in the City such as Magill
Road, Payneham Road and the Glynde Corner.

Consultation
Section 151(5) of The Local Government Act 1999 requires that the Council consult all stakeholders before
declaring a Separate Rate. The consultation program is an important process and must ensure that all
commercial property and business owners located within the Precinct are well informed and have ample
opportunity to comment.
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If the Council proceeds with extending the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct, it is required to provide
details of what the revenue would be used for. At its meeting held on Tuesday 17 March 2020 the NPPC
endorsed a Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan for recommendation to the Council based on a Separate
Rate of $215,000, for the following three (3) financial years, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023.
Normally, once the Council endorses the extension of the Separate Rate for The Parade, staff undertake
consultation as soon as practicable to stay in line with the Council’s general budget setting process. However,
given the current circumstances and the financial difficulties that the business and economic sector is
experiencing, the timing and method of consultation will need to be carefully considered.
It is proposed that should the Council endorse the extension of the Separate Rate, consultation will comprise
of an advertisement in the two (2) Messenger newspapers announcing consultation on the proposed Separate
Rate and providing details of the consultation program. It is also proposed that information will be distributed
to both The Parade business owners and to each of the business and commercial property owner potentially
affected by the proposed Separate Rate, outlining the following information:





what is a Separate Rate/Trader Levy;
where the proposed Separate Rate would be applied;
how much revenue would be raised through the Separate Rate ($215,000);
what the revenue raised from the Separate Rate would be used for (enclose Draft NPPC 2020-2021 Annual
Business Plan);
 for what period the Separate Rate would apply (three (3) years);
 the likely impact of the Separate Rate on traders (ie. the sample effect figures); and
 details of the consultation programme, how to access further information and how to provide written
feedback on the proposal (available on the Council website and The Parade website).
In line with the Council’s Consultation Policy and Section 151(7)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, it is
proposed that a consultation period of at least twenty-one (21) days will be applied to ensure, as far as possible,
that all stakeholders have the opportunity to participate.
In addition, all business and property owners will be given the opportunity to discuss via a phone call with
Council Staff to obtain more information and discuss any concerns.
Implementing the Separate Rate
At the conclusion of the consultation period a report will be prepared for the Council’s consideration. If the
Council resolves to extend the Separate Rate on The Parade, it will become part of the Council’s overall Annual
Business Plan and Budget.
It should be noted that the Local Government Act 1999 requires details of the Separate Rate to be listed
separately on the relevant rates notices, including information about what that rate revenue will be used for.
COVID-19 Implications
Given the consequences of the COVID-19 Pandemic and in particular, the trading restrictions and closure of
businesses due to social distancing and restrictions on gatherings, many businesses within The Parade
Precinct are facing significant financial impacts.
Whilst some of the consequences of these impacts are being dealt with by the State and Federal Government,
through a number of initiatives, the imposition of a Separate Rate at this time, is a decision which is contrary
and indeed ‘out of step’ with the financial packages which seek to reduce costs and provide incentives which
are being offered by the State and Federal Governments.
Whilst there is some argument that Council should be responding to the COVID-19 Pandemic with marketing
and promotion to assist those businesses which are still operating, given the ongoing request by the State and
Federal Governments for citizens to remain at home unless they must go out for shopping of consumables,
work or medical appointments, it is difficult to quantify what impact marketing will have.
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However, at the same time it is considered that marketing of the City’s businesses is important. This is being
pursued by our Economic Development and Communication Staff and will be ramped up over the next few
weeks. If marketing and promotion is to be undertaken, then under the current environment, there is a strong
and compelling argument that this should be funded directly by the Council rather than imposing a Separate
Rate at this time.
Pursuant to Section 154 of the Local Government Act 1999, the Council can impose a Separate Rate at any
time, following a consultation process. As such, there is no pressing requirement to undertake the process in
tandem with the setting of the 2020-2021 Budget. Whilst undertaking the Separate Rate process in tandem
with the setting of an Annual Budget is obviously the preferred method for planning and logistical reasons,
given the COVID-19 Pandemic, alternative arrangements can and should be put in place.
Post the COVID-19 Pandemic and when society and the economy resume to some form of normality, there
will be a need for Local Government to play an active role in the economic recovery of the State and the Nation.
When this occurs, the Council can resume its economic development activities and either fund the activities
contained in the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan for The Parade Precinct directly (an issue for
discussion as part of the draft 2020-2021 Budget and the associated COVID-19 implications) or seek to apply
the Separate Rate at that time.
In short, it is recommended that the Council not pursue the implementation of the Separate Rate at this time
and that any funding required for the promotion and marketing of The Parade Precinct (and indeed for
businesses across the City) be considered for funding directly by the Council as part of the 2020-2021 Budget.
OPTIONS
The Council has a number of options available to it, including determining that a Separate Rate should no
longer be collected.
Notwithstanding the current economic situation, the Council can resolve to implement the Separate Rate for a
period of three (3) years commencing on 1 July 2020. Under this scenario the model that currently exists does
not change and the property owners will be charged as per normal through their rates notices in the 20202021 financial year.
Alternatively, the Council can resolve to implement the Separate Rate for a period of three (3) years
commencing on 1 July 2020 and resolve to defer payment for a period of time. Under this scenario the Council
would simply defer the payment with the intent that it will collect the total amount of the Separate Rate at a
later date.
The Council can also resolve to implement the Separate Rate for a period of three (3) years commencing on
1 July 2020 and resolve to apply a discretionary rebate (ie subsidise payments) of 50% or 100% for the first
year of the three (3) year period to assist property owners and businesses with some of their ongoing costs.
Under this scenario it would be expected that in instances of hardship, the landlord would pass the rebate
saving onto their tenants.
Alternatively, the Council can resolve to defer consideration of the Separate Rate for twelve (12) months and
consider the matter of a Separate Rate again in early 2021.
Finally, the Council can endorse the extension of the Separate Rate ‘in principle’ but defer the consultation
and implementation of the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct until the full financial and community
impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic are known.
Should the Council resolve to apply a discretionary rebate, defer the Separate Rate for period of time (ie
twelve (12) months), or endorse the Separate Rate in principle but defer its consultation and implementation,
it is critical that the Council ensures that a budget of $215,000 is allocated (which would otherwise be
collected) in the first year to enable the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee to deliver its Annual Business
Plan.
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CONCLUSION
Nil.
COMMENTS
Nil.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct, (as shown on the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee Map in Attachment B), be endorsed ‘in principle’.

2.

That consultation and implementation of the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct be temporarily held
in abeyance as result of the financial and community impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic.

3.

That the Council notes that a COVID-19 Pandemic Financial Package, which will include the promotion
and marketing of The Parade Precinct (and other business precincts in the City) will be considered as
part of the Draft 2020-2021 Budget.
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Attachment A
The Parade Precinct Separate Rate

A1
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Key Achievements
July 2017 - February 2020
2017 – 2018 Financial Year
Hosted Fashion on Parade event as a part of the 2017 Adelaide Fashion Festival.
Sponsored the Slowdown in September 2017.
Contributed to the Wooden Christmas Tree art project in conjunction with local schools which saw the
installation of decorated wooden Christmas trees on Osmond Terrace throughout the festive season.
Installed the ‘Christmas on Parade’ decorations suite on The Parade.
Delivered the Summer Sundaes campaign.
Assisted in the delivery of the Eastside Startup Series.
Delivered the Keep Cup initiative and distributed Parade branded coffee cups to businesses within the
Precinct.
Hosted the Tour Down Under Street Party together with the Council.
Installed new Parade branded stickers to the bins located on the footpaths along the street.
Advertised in a number of publications and online platforms including SA Life, SA Style Magazine,
City Brief, City Mag, Clique Mag, The Advertiser and Destination Australia.
Sponsored Art on Parade that took place in April 2018.
Delivered The Parade’s annual competition to win a Caroma Bathroom Makeover.
Delivered four (4) business training growth workshops including social media and planning for
business innovation.
Monthly EDM delivered to The Parade trader database.
Funded Social Media presence.

A2
2018 – 2019 Financial Year
Hosted Fashion on Parade event as a part of the 2018 Adelaide Fashion Festival.
Sponsored the Adelaide International Film Festival (AIYFF) in August 2018.
Hosted a networking breakfast in September 2018 for The Parade traders and property owners, with
guest speaker and author Richard DeCrespigny. The event was held at Martini Ristorante and
attracted over 60 attendees.
Delivered the Christmas Gift Wrapping Station in Norwood Place from Monday 17 – Monday 24
December 2018 and raised over $900, with all of the proceeds contributing to the Salvation Army
Christmas Day Lunch.
Sixteen (16) local schools participated in the wooden Christmas tree art project, decorating sixty-two
(62) wooden Christmas trees for display on Osmond Terrace over the festive season.
Installed the Christmas on Parade decorations suite on The Parade.
Hosted the Tour Down Under Street Party together with the Council.
Designed and introduced a blog function on the website and engaged a copywriter to deliver three (3)
articles per month.
Designed and introduced a subscriber pop-up function on the website so that customers receive
updates on offers and events on The Parade.
Advertised in a number of publications and online platforms including Adelady Magazine, SA Life, SA
Style Magazine, City Brief, City Mag, Clique Mag, The Advertiser and Destination Australia.
Sponsored Art on Parade that took place in April 2019. The event included twenty-five (25) retailers
and over one hundred (100) pieces of art, ranging from sculptures, paintings and photography.
Delivered four (4) business training growth workshops including social media and planning for
business innovation. Sixty-two (62) attendees across all four (4) workshops.
Five (5) Parade Precinct businesses were recognised for excellence at the 2019 Eastside Business
Awards. Including Outdoors on Parade - Hall of Fame (over 20 years), ORBE Hair & Beauty – Best
Hair and Beauty, Shouz - Best Fashion Retailer, Brick + Mortar Creative – Best Coffee and The
Odeon Theatre - Best Entertainment Venue.
Monthly EDM delivered to The Parade trader database.

A3
July 2019 – January 2020 Financial Year
Hosted the ‘Summer in Sorrento’ competition launch. The six (6) week competition received over
4,452 entries.
Assisted in the delivery of the Raising the Bar Adelaide and Raising the Bar Entrepreneurship events
hosted in August and October 2019.
Launched The Parade as Plastic Free Precinct as a part of the State’s Plastic Free SA initiative.
Hosted A Day of Fashion in October 2019.
Ten (10) local schools participated in the wooden Christmas tree art project, decorating wooden
Christmas trees for display on Osmond Terrace over the festive season.
Installed the ‘Christmas on Parade’ decorations suite on The Parade, including the most recent and
final decoration of the package, the 3m x 3m star.
Hosted the Business Networking Christmas Drinks in December 2019 for business and property
owners.
Hosted the Tour Down Under Street Party together with the Council.
Continued to produce and deliver three (3) articles per month for The Parade blog.
Advertised in a number of publications and online platforms including Adelady Magazine, SA Life, SA
Style Magazine, City Brief, City Mag, Clique Mag, The Advertiser and Destination Australia.
Sponsorship of Art on Parade that will take place in April 2020.
Designed the business training growth workshop series that includes five (5) events with topics
including digital marketing, social media and business development.
Continue to deliver monthly EDMs to The Parade trader database.
Continue to support the 2020 Eastside Business Awards program.
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NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT COMMITTEE DRAFT 2020-2021 ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN
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Economic Development & Strategic Projects Officer
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4512
S/01916
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to seek endorsement from the Council to release the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee’s (NPPC) Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan, for consultation for a period of twenty-one (21)
days.

BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on 17 March 2020, the NPPC considered the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan and
resolved the following:
That the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan be endorsed as being suitable to present to the Council for
endorsement and approval to be released for consultation with The Parade Precinct business community for
a period of twenty-one (21) days.
It should be noted that at the time the Committee considered this matter, all businesses were still open and
operating, albeit it with a reduced number of customers. The Committee did recognise that it was inevitable
that restrictions due to the COVID-19 Pandemic would be implemented by the State and Federal Governments
and that a complete lock-down, similar to that which is happening overseas, was more than likely. At the
meeting, the Committee also recognised that a strong focus on marketing, promotion and activation will be
critical to ensure The Parade’s recovery following the COVID-19 Pandemic.
The Draft Plan is based on revenue which the Council collects from The Parade Separate Rate. A copy of the
Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan is contained in Attachment A.

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan is structured to implement the strategies relevant to The Parade,
Norwood which are contained in the Council’s Business & Economic Development Strategy 2008-2013, as
well as working towards achieving the Vision for the City outlined in the CityPlan 2030 and translated into the
four (4) Outcomes of Cultural Vitality, Social Equity, Environmental Sustainability and predominantly Economic
Prosperity.
The Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan also seeks to implement the strategies contained in the Strategic
Plan for The Parade & Magill Road Precincts.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The proposed budget which has been allocated for the 2020-2021 financial year, is $215,000 which reflects
the amount of revenue which is currently collected by the Council through The Parade Separate Rate. A
separate report regarding the extension of The Parade Separate Rate has been prepared for the Council’s
consideration as part of this Agenda.
At the conclusion of the 2019-2020 financial year, a report outlining the achievements and outcomes of the
past year will be provided to the Council.
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EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
The Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan, includes strategies and initiatives which are intended to improve
the economic development and sustainability of the Norwood Parade Precinct in areas including, but not limited
to:









increasing diversity of businesses and services;
prosperity and development of The Parade precinct;
attracting investment and business opportunities to the area;
increasing local employment opportunities;
development and support of appropriate industry clusters;
building community support;
attracting tourism visitors to The Parade; and
creating a cohesive brand for The Parade.

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic, which is significantly and severely impacting on the global economy,
has and will continue to have an impact on business sustainability and longevity. At this present time, it is the
single biggest disruptor to economic conditions and human health in the 21st Century. This cannot be ignored
and its impact on The Parade Precinct (and indeed other Council precincts and businesses collectively) will
be substantial and flexibility to the current and short to medium term circumstances will be necessary. Whether
or not a Separate Rate is collected in 2020-2021, the Council’s retail precincts will need significant economic
support. Regardless of how the strategies outlined in the Annual Business Plan are funded, they will need to
be implemented. To ensure that the best outcomes are achieved, the Annual Business Plan will need to be a
fluid document to allow funds to be re-allocated to alternate strategies as required, in order to provide
necessary and valuable support to the Precinct.

SOCIAL ISSUES
The future development of key business precincts such as The Parade, Norwood impacts positively on the
City. A vibrant local economy contributes significantly to creating a vibrant local community and assists in
developing social capital. The COVID-19 situation will severely impact on the vibrancy of the Precinct, but as
the period of restrictions slowly start to reduce, this goal will become vital and the Council’s role in supporting
the Precinct will become even more critical.

CULTURAL ISSUES
The Draft Plan contains strategies for activities and events to enhance and express creativity. In particular, the
use of street decorations will enhance the unique character and ‘sense of place’ for The Parade.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.

RESOURCE ISSUES
The implementation of the 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan will be
undertaken by the Economic Development Coordinator and the Economic Development & Strategic Projects
Officer and managed by the Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects. Input and involvement
from other Council staff and/or external contractors will be sought as required.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Not Applicable.
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CONSULTATION


Elected Members
Mayor Robert Bria and Councillors Sue Whitington, Fay Patterson, John Callisto and Kester Moorehouse,
are Members of the NPPC and are aware of and have had input into the Draft Plan.



Community
Following endorsement by the Council, the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan will be released for
consultation for a period of twenty-one (21) days. The timing of the consultation will be determined upon
the Council’s Financial Support Package.



Staff
Not Applicable.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
The Vision for The Parade in the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan has been identified as:
A vibrant meeting place and business precinct where residents and visitors can experience and enjoy a place
to eat, meet, shop and do business.
In addition to the Vision, the Draft Plan has been developed around four (4) clear Objectives:





Attract new customers.
Promote the Precinct.
Build on the Precinct’s unique atmosphere, culture and ‘sense of place’.
Strengthen relationships amongst businesses and provide support.

Sitting below the overarching Objectives are five (5) Strategies all of which contain a number of Deliverables
detailing the Strategies and more broadly how the Objectives will be achieved.
The five (5) Strategies are listed in Table 1 below:

TABLE 1: STRATEGIES CONTAINED IN DRAFT PLAN
Strategy
Budget
Events & Activations
$35,000
Marketing & Communication
$80,000
Identity & Brand
$90,000
Business Development
$9,000
Administration
$1,000
TOTAL
$215,000

At its meeting held on 17 March 2020, The Norwood Parade Precinct Committee discussed the current (17
March 2020) economic crisis that both Australia and the world is currently facing as a result of the COVID-19
Pandemic. The Committee expressed a strong desire to include wording in the Draft 2020-2021 Annual
Business Plan that related to the Committee’s ability to alter the current budget for each strategy to be reflective
of The Parade Precinct’s immediate needs. The Committee elaborated that post COVID-19 (whenever that
may be), there will likely be a strong need for activations and marketing of the Precinct to provide an immediate
boost to local businesses, the economy and employment, given it is likely to be heavily impacted upon through
the COVID-19 Pandemic period.
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The proposed wording to allow the necessary flexibility is as follows and has been incorporated into the draft
document contained in Attachment A:
It must be noted that the 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan was established during a time of economic
uncertainty. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and the significant affects that it has had, and will continue to
have on The Parade businesses, the budget allocations set out in this document will need to be flexible and
funds may be re-allocated at the Committee’s discretion to deliver appropriate outcomes for The Parade.
The Council is now required to endorse the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan, in principle, in order for it
to be released for consultation with The Parade business community.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
In light of the COVID-19 Pandemic and its consequent impacts on the economy and the financial impacts
which have been caused by the forced closure of much of the commercial tenancies within The Parade
Precinct, it is recommended that whilst the draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan can be endorsed ‘in
principle’, consultation should not be undertaken at this stage.
In this respect, implementation of the Plan requires the Separate Rate to be applied for the next three (3)
years, commencing from the 2020-2021 financial year. A separate report addressing the matter of the Separate
Rate has been prepared for the Council’s consideration as part of this Agenda (refer to Agenda Item 12.5).
Given the financial impact on the business sector as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the imposition of a
Separate Rate at this time, is not recommended as it would add an extra cost to a sector which is already
facing significant and unprecedented financial impacts and potential long term sustainability, particularly post
COVID-19, should the businesses survive.
As such, it is recommended that both consultation and implementation of the Annual Business Plan be
temporarily placed on hold. Following its endorsement ‘in principle’ it can, if necessary, be released for
consultation at any stage. In respect to the funding of the Plan’s implementation through the Separate Rate,
this issue is dealt with separately under Item 12.5 contained in this Agenda.
OPTIONS
The Council can choose to either endorse this Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan as presented, and
release it for consultation, or alternatively, the Council can amend the contents of the Draft 2020-2021 Annual
Business Plan, including the reference to the Separate Rate, prior to releasing it for consultation.
CONCLUSION
Nil
COMMENTS
It is recognised that the current economic situation is difficult for all businesses and residents and therefore
there needs to be a level of sensitivity applied in relation to all of the Council’s economic development
initiatives.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan as approved by the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee,
be endorsed ‘in principle’ for the purposes of consultation with The Parade business community for a
period of twenty-one (21) days.

2.

That consultation of the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan be temporarily suspended in light of the
COVID-19 Pandemic.
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Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
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2020-2021 DRAFT
ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN
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OVERVIEW

PURPOSE

The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters established the
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee pursuant to Section 41of
the Local Government Act 1999. The Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee is governed by Terms of Reference, which were adopted
by the Council on the 3 December 2018.

The purpose of the 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan is to promote
and capitalise on the current retail and commercial activity generated
within The Parade Precinct to ensure future growth and the potential
of the Precinct.

The Norwood Parade Precinct Committee is responsible for
delivering exciting initiatives to develop and promote The Parade,
Norwood as a vibrant cultural and leisure tourism destination for
businesses, residents and visitors.
The Committee consists of the Mayor, four Elected Members
and eight independent members who represent the interests of
commercial landlords and business owners trading within the
Norwood Parade Precinct.
The key role of the Committee is to develop and recommend to the
Council an Annual Business Plan and Budget for The Parade Precinct,
while overseeing its implementation once approved by the Council.

This Business Plan focuses on developing marketing and promotional
activities to stimulate visitation, activate the area and encourage retail,
services, leisure and dining patronage to The Parade.
The Business Plan outlines a series of objectives and strategies that
will achieve The Parade’s overall vision.
It must be noted that the 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan was
established during a time of economic uncertainty. Due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic and the significant affects that it has had,
and will continue to have on The Parade businesses, the budget
allocations set out in this document will need to be flexible and
funds may be re-allocated at the Committee’s discretion to deliver
appropriate outcomes for The Parade.

The Committee also facilitates networking and communication
between The Parade business community and the Council.
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A VIBRANT MEETING
PLACE AND BUSINESS
PRECINCT WHERE RESIDENTS
AND VISITORS CAN
EXPERIENCE AND ENJOY
A PLACE TO EAT, MEET,
SHOP AND DO BUSINESS.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the 2020-2021
Annual Business Plan are to:
–

Attract new customers.

–

Promote the Precinct.

–

Build on the Precinct’s unique
atmosphere, culture and ‘sense of place’.

–

Strengthen relationships amongst
businesses and provide support.

BUDGET
The total budget for the 2020-2021 Annual
Business Plan is $215,000 which is the amount
the Council will collect through Separate Rate.
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ALLOCATED
SPEND

ITEM NUMBER

STRATEGY

ALLOCATED FUNDS

1.1

Events & Activations

$35,000

2.1

Website

$10,000

2.2

Social Media

$20,000

2.3

Advertising

$50,000

3.1

Sponsorship

$10,000

3.2

Signage & Street Decorations

$55,000

3.3

Merchandise

$5,000

3.4

Competitions & Promotions

$20,000

4.1

Networking

$4,000

4.2

Business Training

$5,000

5.1

Catering

$800

5.2

Print, Post & Distribution

$200

TOTAL

$215,000

WWW.THEPARADENORWOOD.COM
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STRATEGY 01

EVENTS &
ACTIVATIONS

01

Develop, support and implement events and activations on
The Parade to attract customers, provide a unique experience
and grow the Precinct’s reputation as a leading cultural Precinct.
1.1 EVENTS &
ACTIVATIONS
Support the Council’s current major events
held on The Parade including; Tour Down
Under, Norwood Christmas Pageant and
an annual fashion event and investigate
options to host smaller events and
activations throughout the year.

BUDGET — $35,000

WWW.THEPARADENORWOOD.COM
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STRATEGY 02

MARKETING &
COMMUNICATION

02

Implement a range of marketing initiatives that communicate and
promote the positive strengths of The Parade to all markets.

2.1 WEBSITE

2.3 ADVERTISING

Regularly maintain and promote The
Parade’s website and improve functionality.
Ensure that all businesses within the
Precinct have a presence on the website and
continue to update their information and
utilise the ‘offers’ page to advise customers
of any special promotions in store.

Develop and implement advertising
campaigns promoting The Parade across
a wide variety of mediums to increase
visitation from the wider Adelaide region.

BUDGET — $50,000

BUDGET — $10,000

2.2 SOCIAL MEDIA
Develop a social media strategy to maximise
effectiveness of current social media
channels, increase engagement with current
followers and attract new ones.

BUDGET — $20,000

— 12

2020–21 ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN

A13

STRATEGY 03

IDENTITY &
BRAND

03

Further develop The Parade’s brand and implement initiatives
that define and communicate The Parade’s identity and raise the
community’s appreciation of the Precinct.
3.1 SPONSORSHIP
Provide targeted sponsorship to external
events and activities aimed at increasing
patronage to The Parade for the benefit of
all businesses in the Precinct.

BUDGET — $10,000

3.2 SIGNAGE & STREET
DECORATIONS
Implement signage and street decorations
to promote specific campaigns, events and
activities associated with the Precinct, in
particular during the Christmas period.

BUDGET — $55,000

3.4 COMPETITIONS &
PROMOTIONS
Coordinate a major competition for The
Parade that engages businesses and
encourages community participation.

BUDGET — $20,000

3.3 MERCHANDISE
Investigate options and purchase
appropriate branded merchandise and
distribute to businesses.

BUDGET — 5,000

WWW.THEPARADENORWOOD.COM
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STRATEGY 04

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

04

Foster improved business presentation, appearance and cooperation
and support business capability and sustainability through education,
training and networking.
4.1 NETWORKING

4.2 BUSINESS TRAINING

Host networking forums for Parade
businesses and property owners to build and
strengthen relationships. Focus on increasing
numbers through the use of informative
speakers, topics and venues.

Develop a business training and workshop
program for businesses to educate traders
on a range of topics such as marketing,
social media and customer service.

BUDGET — $4,000

— 14

BUDGET — $5,000

2020–21 ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN

STRATEGY 05

ADMINISTRATION

A15

05

Ensure the ongoing and effective administration of the Committee.

5.1 CATERING
Catering for Committee and special
meetings.

TIMELINE — ONGOING
BUDGET — $800

WWW.THEPARADENORWOOD.COM

5.2 PRINT, POST &
DISTRIBUTION
BUDGET — $200

15 —
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2018–19 ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN
PLA N

A17

MEASUREMENT
In order to assess the success of the
2020-2021 Annual Business Plan, the various
Strategies need to be measured. Methods of
measurement may include:

WWW.THEPARADENORWOOD.COM

–

Recording attendance numbers at events.

–

Analysing data from competition entries.

–

Conducting feedback surveys.

–

Evaluating the performance of businesses
after a major activity or event.

–

Website and social media reports.

17 —

A18
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Economic Development & Strategic Projects Unit
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Stacey Evreniadis
Economic Development Coordinator
T: 08 8366 4616
E: sevreniadis@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.theparadenorwood.com

#ParadeNorwood
@ParadeNorwood
/TheParadeNorwood
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12.7

DEED OF VARIATION – COMMONWEALTH HOME SUPPORT PROGRAM

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Manager, Community Services
General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
8366 4600
S04052
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Council for its endorsement, the Australian Government’s Deed
of Variation for services and programs delivered by the Council under the Commonwealth Home Support
Program (CHSP).

BACKGROUND
The Council currently receives funding from the Federal Government’s Department of Health, to deliver a
range of home support services to older citizens living in the City, through its Commonwealth Home Support
Program. The current Grant Agreement terminates on 30 June 2020 and a new Deed of Variation and Grant
Agreement has been issued by the Australian Government’s Department of Health to extend the funding until
30 June 2022.
The funds will continue to be used to support the co-ordination and delivery of home support services (i.e.
Domestic Assistance, Home Maintenance, Personal Care and Home Modifications) and social support
programs (i.e. Shopping Transport, Excursions and Gentle Exercise) to older citizens living in the City.
A copy of the Deed of Variation is contained within Attachment A. The Deed of Variation requires the Council’s
endorsement and ratification.

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Outcome 1 Social Equity
A connected, accessible and pedestrian-friendly community.
Objective 1.1 Convenient and accessible services
Strategy: Maximise access to services, information and activities.
Older citizens and their Carers will be able to gain access to services and programs to support them to remain
in their homes and remain connected to the community, through funding provided by the Australian
Government.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Funding provided by the Federal Government for the Council’s Home Support Program, is directly allocated to
services and programs. The Council will receive an estimated $1,963,639.05 for the period 1 July 2020 –
30 June 2022.
The receipt of the funding by the Council is subject to the Federal Government’s Department of Health
receiving a signed and sealed Deed of Variation.
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DISCUSSION
The Council’s current Grant Agreement for its home support services covering the period 1 July 2018 – 30 June
2020. A new Grant Agreement and Deed of Variation has now been issued to the Council for the period 1 July
2020 - 30 June 2022.
The new Grant Agreement provides greater flexibility and will enable the Council to re-allocate up to 50% of
its funding across services types to meet demand if demand. In this regard, the Council will be able to reallocate
funds from services which have had a decline in demand to other services where demand is increasing without
requiring the approval from the relevant Department of Health Grant Manager, which is currently the case.
To ensure that the Council continues to receive funding support for these important services, the Service
Agreement must be signed and sealed in accordance with the Federal Government’s Department of Health
requirements.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer be authorised to sign and seal the Australian Government’s
Department of Health’s Deed of Variation, as contained within Attachment A.
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Attachment A
Deed of Variation
Commonwealth Home Support Program

A1

Department of Health
Organisation ID:

1-5U9-46

Agreement ID:

4-7SAKE7N

Program Schedule ID:

4-7SY14SD

Deed of Variation in relation to Home Support
1. Date
This Deed is made on 6 March 2020.

2. Parties
This Deed is made between:
1. The Commonwealth, as represented by Department of Health, ABN 83 605 426 759 (the
‘Commonwealth’); and
2. City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, ABN 11 390 194 824 (the ‘Grantee’).

3. Context
A. The Parties entered in an agreement on 7 May 2018 under which the Commonwealth gave a Grant
to the Grantee for Home Support (the ‘Agreement’).
B. The Parties have agreed to amend the Agreement on the terms and conditions contained in this
Deed.

4. Amendments
With effect from the date of execution of this Deed, the Agreement is amended:
Funding for existing Activities under this Agreement is adjusted as per the table below. This table shows
only those existing Activities with funding varied under this Deed:
Activity Name

Activity Id

Financial
Year

Personal Care - Community and
Home Support

4-7WHPZSH

2018-2019

$14,610.65

$0.00

$14,610.65

Personal Care - Community and
Home Support

4-7WHPZSH

2019-2020

$14,829.81

$0.00

$14,829.81

Personal Care - Community and
Home Support

4-7WHPZSH

2020-2021

$0.00

$15,052.26

$15,052.26

Personal Care - Community and
Home Support

4-7WHPZSH

2021-2022

$0.00

$15,308.15

$15,308.15

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020

Current
Grant
Amount
(excl. GST)

Variation
Amount (excl.
GST)
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New Total
Grant Amount
(excl. GST)

A2
Social Support - Group Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVAP

2018-2019

$62,617.08

$0.00

$62,617.08

Social Support - Group Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVAP

2019-2020

$63,556.34

$0.00

$63,556.34

Social Support - Group Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVAP

2020-2021

$0.00

$64,509.69

$64,509.69

Social Support - Group Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVAP

2021-2022

$0.00

$65,606.35

$65,606.35

Social Support - Individual Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVK2

2018-2019

$26,799.93

$0.00

$26,799.93

Social Support - Individual Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVK2

2019-2020

$27,201.93

$0.00

$27,201.93

Social Support - Individual Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVK2

2020-2021

$0.00

$27,609.96

$27,609.96

Social Support - Individual Community and Home Support

4-7WKLVK2

2021-2022

$0.00

$28,079.33

$28,079.33

Transport - Community and Home
Support

4-7WKLVSV

2018-2019

$133,583.09

$0.00

$133,583.09

Transport - Community and Home
Support

4-7WKLVSV

2019-2020

$135,586.84

$0.00

$135,586.84

Transport - Community and Home
Support

4-7WKLVSV

2020-2021

$0.00

$137,620.64

$137,620.64

Transport - Community and Home
Support

4-7WKLVSV

2021-2022

$0.00

$139,960.19

$139,960.19

Domestic Assistance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WJL25Z

2018-2019

$580,406.65

$0.00

$580,406.65

Domestic Assistance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WJL25Z

2019-2020

$589,112.75

$0.00

$589,112.75

Domestic Assistance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WJL25Z

2020-2021

$0.00

$597,949.44

$597,949.44

Domestic Assistance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WJL25Z

2021-2022

$0.00

$608,114.58

$608,114.58

Home Maintenance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK235O

2018-2019

$110,623.50

$0.00

$110,623.50

Home Maintenance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK235O

2019-2020

$112,282.85

$0.00

$112,282.85

Home Maintenance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK235O

2020-2021

$0.00

$113,967.09

$113,967.09

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020
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A3
Home Maintenance - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK235O

2021-2022

$0.00

$115,904.53

$115,904.53

Home Modifications - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK6LIV

2018-2019

$16,341.40

$0.00

$16,341.40

Home Modifications - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK6LIV

2019-2020

$16,586.52

$0.00

$16,586.52

Home Modifications - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK6LIV

2020-2021

$0.00

$16,835.32

$16,835.32

Home Modifications - Community
and Home Support

4-7WK6LIV

2021-2022

$0.00

$17,121.52

$17,121.52

Total

$1,904,139.34

$1,963,639.05

$3,867,778.39

The Activity/s included in this Deed (other than the provision of any final reports) end on 30 June 2022,
which is the Activity/s New Completion Date.
The Agreement ends on 31 October 2022 or when the Grantee has provided all of the reports and repaid
any Grant amount as required under this Agreement.
Revised payment amounts, reporting milestones and other detailed amendments resulting from this Deed
are described in the Program Schedule, including any attachments, enclosed.

5. Entire agreement and interpretation
5.1 The parties confirm all the other provisions of the Agreement and, subject only to the amendments
contained in this Deed, the Agreement remains in full force and effect.
5.2 This Deed and the Agreement, when read together, contain the entire agreement of the parties with
respect to the parties' rights and obligations under the Agreement.
5.3 Unless otherwise specified or the context otherwise requires, terms that are defined in the Agreement
have the same meaning in this Deed.

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020
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A4
Signatures

Organisation ID:

1-5U9-46

Agreement ID:

4-7SAKE7N

Program Schedule ID:

4-7SY14SD

Executed as a deed
Signed, sealed and delivered for and on behalf of the Commonwealth of Australia by the relevant Delegate,
represented by and acting through Department of Health, ABN 83 605 426 759 in the presence of:

(Name of Departmental Representative)

(Signature of Departmental Representative)
…./…./……

(Position of Departmental Representative)

(Name of Witness in full)

(Signature of Witness)
…./…./……

Signed, sealed and delivered by City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, ABN 11 390 194 824 in
accordance with its rules, and who warrants that he/she is authorised to sign this Deed:

(Name and position held by Signatory)

(Signature)
…./…./……

(Name and position held by second
Signatory/Name of Witness)

(Signature of second Signatory/Witness)
…./…./……

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020
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A5
Explanatory notes on the signature block


If you are an incorporated association, you must refer to the legislation incorporating the
association as it will specify how documents must be executed. This process may differ between
each State and Territory. If an authorised person is executing a document on behalf of the
incorporated association, you should be prepared to provide evidence of this authorisation upon
request.



If you are a company, generally two signatories are required – the signatories can be two Directors
or a Director and the Company Secretary. Affix your Company Seal, if required by your
Constitution.



If you are a company with a sole Director/Secretary, the Director/Secretary is required to be the
signatory in the presence of a witness (the witness date must be the same as the signatory date).
Affix your Company Seal, if required by your Constitution.



If you are a partnership, the signatory must be a partner with the authority to sign on behalf of all
partners receiving the grant. A witness to the signature is required (the witness date must be the
same as the signatory date).



If you are an individual, you must sign in the presence of a witness (the witness date must be the
same as the signatory date).



If you are a university, the signatory can be an officer authorised by the legislation creating the
university to enter into legally binding documents. A witness to the signature is required (the
witness date must be the same as the signatory date).



If you are a trustee of a Trust, the signatory must be a trustee (NOT the Trust) – as the trustee is
the legal entity entering into the Agreement. If requested by you, the words ‘as trustee of the XXX
Trust’ could be included at the end of the name.

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020
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Schedule – Amendments to the Agreement


The Program Schedule 4-7SY14SD is deleted and replaced with the updated Program Schedule 4-7SY14SD
enclosed.

Commonwealth Deed of Variation – Version 3 – January 2020
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12.8

ELECTION - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA GREATER
ADELAIDE REGION ORGANISATION OF COUNCILS (GAROC) - CASUAL VACANCY

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
S/03716
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of the postal ballot required to be undertaken in order to
determine the Casual Vacancy for membership of the Local Government Association of South Australia
Greater Adelaide Region Organisation of Councils (the GAROC).
BACKGROUND
In January 2020, the LGA forwarded correspondence to the Council advising that, as a result of the resignation
of Cr Tim Pfeiffer, (City of Marion), there is now a vacant position on the GAROC (Casual Vacancy).
The current members of the GAROC are as follows:








Mayor Karen Redman, Chair of GAROC (Town of Gawler);
Councillor Christel Mex (City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters);
Mayor Gillian Aldridge (City of Salisbury);
Mayor Kevin Knight (City of Tea Tree Gully);
Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom (Adelaide Hills Council);
Mayor David O’Loughlin (City of Prospect); and
Lord Mayor Sandy Verschoor (City of Adelaide).

However, as the Council currently has a representative serving as a Member of the GAROC (ie Cr Mex), the
Council could not nominate another Elected Member from the Council for appointment to the GAROC.
Therefore, following consideration of the invitation from the LGA, the Council, at its meeting held on 3 February
2020, declined the invitation to submit a nomination to the Local Government Association for the Local
Government Association Board as a Member representing the Greater Region of Adelaide (GAROC).
Notwithstanding the above, at the close of nominations, the LGA received a total of nine (9) nominations from
councils for the position. In accordance with the Terms of Reference for the GAROC, an election now needs
to be conducted to determine the successful candidate to be appointed to the GAROC. The nominee with the
highest number of votes (ie “first past the post”), will be appointed to the GAROC.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
DISCUSSION
The role of the GAROC is to provide regional advocacy, policy initiation and review, leadership, engagement
and capacity building in the region(s).
The Council must determine by resolution which candidate it wishes to elect and the voting must be recorded
on the Ballot Paper. The Ballot Paper must be returned to the LGA by Thursday, 16 April 2020.
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The nominees, as they appear on the Ballot Paper are as follows:










Mayor Kris Hanna (City of Marion);
Councillor Kym McKay (City of West Torrens);
Mayor Jill Whittaker (Campbelltown City Council);
Councillor Helga Lemon (City of Burnside);
Mayor Elizabeth Fricker (Town of Walkerville);
Mayor Claire Boan (City of Port Adelaide Enfield);
Councillor Don Palmer (City of Unley);
Mayor Erin Thompson (City of Onkaparinga); and
Mayor Heather Holmes-Ross (City of Mitcham).

A copy of the Candidate Information for each Candidate is contained within Attachment A.
The counting of the votes will take place at Local Government House on 17 April 2020.
Mr Stephen Hains, Acting Chief Executive Officer, City of Onkaparinga, has written to the Council seeking the
Council’s support of Mayor Erin Thompson’s nomination.
A copy of the email which was sent to the Council on 17 March 2020 by Mr Hains, is contained within
Attachment B.
RECOMMENDATION
The Council determines to vote for the following candidate for appointment to the Greater Region of Adelaide
Organisation of Councils:
---------------------------------------------------
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Attachment A
Election
Local Government Association of South Australia
Greater Adelaide Region Organisation of Councils (GAROC)
Casual Vacancy

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

A12

A13

A14

A15

A16

Attachment B
Election
Local Government Association of South Australia
Greater Adelaide Region Organisation of Councils (GAROC)
Casual Vacancy

B1

B2
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12.9

NOMINATIONS TO EXTERNAL BODIES – SOUTH AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
GRANTS COMMISSION AND ADELAIDE CEMETERIES AUTHORITY BOARD

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
S/00022
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of the call for nominations by the Local Government
Association of South Australia (LGA) for appointments to the following bodies:
1. South Australian Local Government Grants Commission; and
2. Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board.
Details relating to these appointments are set out below.

South Australian Grants Commission
The LGA is seeking nominations for a Local Government Member to be appointed to the South Australian
Grants Commission (the Commission), for a term commencing on 23 May 2020.
The Commission is established pursuant to the South Australian Local Government Grants Commission Act
1992.
The primary role of the Commission is to:



provide recommendations to the Minister for Local Government regarding the distribution of untied
Commonwealth Financial Assistance Grants to councils, and
perform the role of the Local Government Boundaries Commission – the independent body that
assesses and investigates council boundary change proposals and make recommendations to the
Minister for Local Government.

Appointments are for a period of up to 5 years.
The term of the current Local Government representative, Mayor Dave Burgess of Mid Murray Council, is due
to expire on 22 May 2020. Mayor Burgess is eligible to apply for re-appointment.
Members receive an annual income of $13,570 for attendance at meetings. The Board meets approximately
15 times a year.
A copy of the Selection Criteria and Nomination form is contained within Attachment A.

Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board
The LGA is seeking nominations for a Local Government Member to the Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board
(the Board), commencing upon appointment by the Minister.
The Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board (the Board) is a statutory corporation to which the provisions of the
Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Act 2001 apply.
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The primary functions of the Board are:






the administration and maintenance of the following as public cemeteries: Cheltenham Cemetery, Enfield
Memorial Park and West Terrace Cemetery;
the administration and maintenance of any other cemetery established or acquired by the Authority;
the burial or other disposal of human remains in an Authority cemetery;
activities associated with the heritage or historical significance of an Authority Cemetery; and
any other function assigned to the Authority by or under the Act, or by the Minister.

Appointments to the Board are for a period of three (3) years.
Members receive an annual income of $12,383 for attendance at meetings.
The Board meets on a monthly basis at least ten times per year.
The current Local Government representative, Ms Sue Clearihan, has resigned from the Board.
A copy of the Selection Criteria and Nomination form is contained within Attachment B.

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Not Applicable.
RECOMMENDATION 1 – SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GRANTS COMMISSION
1. The Council notes the report and declines the invitation to submit a nomination to the Local Government
Association for the South Australian Grants Commission.
or
2. The Council nominates _________ to the Local Government Association for the South Australian Grants
Commission.
RECOMMENDATION 2 – ADELAIDE CEMETERIES AUTHORITY BOARD
1.

The Council notes the report and declines the invitation to submit a nomination to the Local Government
Association for the Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board.

or
2. The Council nominates __________ to the Local Government Association for the Adelaide Cemeteries
Authority Board.
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Attachment A
Nominations to External Bodies
South Australian Local Government Grants Commission
and Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board

A1

A2

A3

Attachment B
Nominations to External Bodies
South Australian Local Government Grants Commission
and Adelaide Cemeteries Authority Board

B1

B2

B3
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12.10

NOMINATIONS TO EXTERNAL BODIES - APPOINTMENT OF COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE TO
MARDEN SENIOR COLLEGE GOVERNING COUNCIL

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
S/0310
Nil

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of an invitation which has been received from the Marden
Senior College for the Council to nominate an Elected Member for appointment to the Marden Senior College
Governing Council.
BACKGROUND
Nil
DISCUSSION
The Principal of the Marden Senior College has written to the Council requesting the appointment of a
representative from the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters to the College’s Governing Council.
The Constitution of the College’s Governing Council has provision for the appointment of three (3) Community
Members, including representatives from the University of South Australia and the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is currently represented by Councillor Garry Knoblauch.
Councillor Knoblauch has advised that he would like to continue as this Council’s representative.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
RECOMMENDATION
That Councillor __________ be appointed as the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’ representative to
the Marden Senior College Governing Council.
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ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE MINUTES

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
Not Applicable
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to present to the Council the Minutes of the following Committee Meetings for the
Council’s consideration and adoption of the recommendations contained within the Minutes:


Norwood Parade Precinct Committee – (17 March 2020)
(A copy of the Minutes of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee meeting is contained within
Attachment A)

ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE MINUTES


Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
That the minutes of the meeting of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee held on 17 March 2020, be
received and that the resolutions set out therein as recommendations to the Council are adopted as
decisions of the Council.
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A1

Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
Minutes
17 March 2020

Our Vision
A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity,
sense of place and natural environment.
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable
and socially cohesive, with a strong community spirit.

A2

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Minutes of the Meeting of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee held on 17 March 2020
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VENUE

Mayors Parlour, Norwood Town Hall

HOUR

6.15pm

PRESENT
Committee Members

Mayor Robert Bria (Presiding Member)
Cr Sue Whitington
Cr Fay Patterson
Cr John Callisto
Mr Mario Boscaini
Mr Tom McClure
Mr Joshua Baldwin
Mr Ross Dillon

Staff

Keke Michalos (Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects)
Stacey Evreniadis (Economic Development Co-ordinator)
Rosanna Francesca (Economic Development & Strategic Projects Co-ordinator)
Tyson McLean (Economic Development & Strategic Projects Officer)

APOLOGIES

Cr Kester Moorhouse
Ms Annie Lovejoy
Mr Terry Dalkos
Mr Sebastian Joseph
Ms Elizabeth Donaldson

ABSENT

Nil

TERMS OF REFERENCE:
The Norwood Parade Precinct Committee is established to fulfil the following functions:
 To develop and recommend to the Council in each financial year, an Annual Business Plan and Budget for The Parade Precinct.
 The Budget developed by the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee must be considered in conjunction with the Annual Business
Plan. The amount recommended to the Council, to be approved by the Council, should meet the objectives set out in the Annual
Business Plan.
 To oversee the implementation of the Annual Business Plan as approved.
 To oversee the implementation of the approved Marketing and Promotional Plan for The Parade.
 To assist in the development and promotion of a vibrant cultural and leisure tourism destination for businesses, residents and
visitors.
 To facilitate and encourage networking and communication.

1.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT COMMITTEE
MEETING HELD ON 26 NOVEMBER 2019
Cr Patterson moved that the minutes of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee meeting held on
26 November 2019 be taken as read and confirmed. Seconded by Mr Ross Dillon and carried.

2.

PRESIDING MEMBER’S COMMUNICATION
Nil

3.

NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT NEWS
Nil

4.

STAFF REPORTS
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4.1

CITY WIDE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development & Strategic Projects Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4524
S.01916 S.05882
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee, with an update on the
progress of the City Wide Economic Development Strategy.
BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on 21 May 2019, the Business & Economic Development Committee endorsed the
following four (4) priority areas of economic development as the key focus areas for the Council’s City Wide
Economic Development Strategy:





Food Manufacturing
Retail
Cultural & Creative Industries
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

The decision to prioritise these sectors was based on research and statistics undertaken by staff and
presented to the Business & Economic Development Committee. The Business & Economic Development
Committee resolved that the Education and Health Sectors also be recognised in the Strategy as important
sectors due to their significant contribution to Community Well-being but not as two (2) of the Council’s
priority areas.
At its meeting held on Tuesday 25 February 2020, the Business & Economic Development Committee
endorsed a draft set of Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis for the finalisation of the draft CityWide Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025, which will be presented to the Committee for its
consideration in April.
The Council’s previous Business & Economic Development Strategy 2008-2013 was developed to align with
the Council’s Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future and makes reference to the
objectives contained in CityPlan 2030 under the heading of Economic Prosperity: A dynamic and thriving
centre for business and services. The Strategy was based on five (5) themes each of which contained a
number of Objectives and Strategies
Given that the Council’s Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan 2030, represents the Vision to 2030, it is
important that the new City Wide Economic Development Strategy also references this document closely.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The following Strategic documents are considered to be of significance in the development of the Economic
Development Strategy.





CityPlan 2030:Shaping Our Future
Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 2020 - 2025
30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
The Size, Structure and Growth of the Eastern Regions Alliance’s Economy

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The Council has allocated $7,000 to develop the City Wide Economic Development Strategy 2020 – 2025.
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RESOURCE ISSUES
This project requires a significant amount of research, analysis and consultation with businesses due to the
size and scope of the Strategy, the majority of which will be undertaken by Council staff.
DISCUSSION
In seeking to establish the strategic framework for the development of the Economic Development Strategy
and to ensure that the Strategy appropriately addresses the wide range of issues relating to economic
development in the City, the following key stages were identified for the development of the City Wide
Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025:









Review of the Business & Economic Development Strategy 2008 – 2013
Utilise REMPLAN to research and collect data at a City, ERA and State level
Development of four (4) sector discussion papers
Host visioning workshops with local business operators
Develop a draft City Wide Economic Development Strategy for endorsement by the Business &
Economic Development Committee and Council
Community consultation
Revise and amend the draft Strategy
Present the final draft Strategy to the Business & Economic Development Committee and Council for
final endorsement

Whilst the four (4) sector Discussion Papers provide a solid foundation upon which to develop the Economic
Development Strategy, a best practice review of other Economic Development Strategies was also
undertaken to assist in establishing the strategic framework for economic development in the City. The
review of strategies from local, national and international cities has revealed several common cross-cutting
themes including: the transformational impact of digital technology, the accessibility to both transport and
business services, and the need to mitigate the impacts of climate change.
To further support the desktop research undertaken to-date, visioning workshops were held with business
operators located within the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. The purpose of each workshop was to
identify and gain a better understanding of the strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats that each
business, sector, and more generally the City’s business sector is likely to encounter over the next five (5)
years.
Approximately two-hundred and forty (240) business operators were invited to attend one (1) of five (5)
workshops, which were held during November 2019. Business owners and operators were contacted via
email and telephone, which resulted in forty-three (43) participants attending the workshops. Whilst the final
number of participants was below the expected target, those who did attend were actively engaged in the
process and provided staff with useful information that will assist in developing the draft Strategy.
Workshops were themed around the four (4) key sectors of food and beverage, cultural and creative, retail
and professional and scientific, with an additional multi-sector workshop held comprising business operators
from a cross-section of the economy.
The workshops asked business owners and operators to explore the strengths, weaknesses, challenges and
opportunities of operating a business in the Council, and to identify specific actions that could be undertaken
by the Council to improve the economic environment for businesses. A summary of common themes
identified in the workshops is outlined below.
Strengths
 Proximity to CBD.
 Diverse business mix.
 The Parade – A well-recognised retail strip.
 Affluent customer base.
 Sense of community.
 Good mix of business and residential.
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Weaknesses
 Not well promoted.
 Red tape – council processes, development applications, grant restrictions.
 Limited parking.
 Insufficient signage.
 Individual property ownership.
 Lack of shaded areas.
Threats
 Loss of heritage buildings.
 Retail disruption.
 Competition from neighbouring Council areas and in particular other centres and mainstreets.
 Increasing cost of doing businesses (e.g. rents, taxes).
 Traffic congestion.
Opportunities
 Cross sector collaboration.
 Utilisation of empty spaces.
 Promotion and advertising of destinations.
 Outdoor activations, live music and art.
 The Creative Sector.
 Small bars.
 Extended trading hours.
 Strengthen the identity and promotion of precincts.
 Grow the number of small businesses exporting.
 Regular events and networking.
Action for Council

Training programs.

Short term activation program.

Marketing and promotions.

Maintain attractive street amenity.

Increase population.

Improved transport infrastructure and public transport.

Interactive directional/information booths.

Increase availability of parking.

Sustainability/recycling/re-using for business

Encourage residents to support local businesses
It should be noted that whilst a number of themes can and will be addressed in the draft Economic
Development Strategy, a number of the abovementioned themes, such as management of congestion, will
be addressed by the Council through other strategies and programs and will be not included in the City Wide
Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025.
Subsequent to the conclusion of the five (5) workshops, staff have consolidated the thoughts and ideas
presented by the various participants and have used the information, together with previous research which
has been undertaken, to inform the development of the high level draft Outcomes, Strategies and Objectives
for the City Wide Economic Development Strategy 2020 – 2025. These are outlined below:
Outcome 1: A City with thriving business sectors
Objective: To support the growth and viability of sectors with competitive strength and strategic priority.
1.1
Focus on the support and growth of the City’s priority sectors:
 Food & beverage manufacturing sector
 Cultural & Creative Sector
 Professional, Scientific & Technical Services Centre
 Retail Sector
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1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Support the Education Sector and Health Sector as key contributors to community well-being.
Monitor land use activity and economic growth to identify emerging trends and opportunities.
Promote collaboration across the sectors.
Identify and promote local competitive advantages.

Outcome 2: A destination with dynamic, vibrant and attractive precincts
Objective: To increase the number of people who live, work and visit the City and enhance the community
well-being of existing residents, workers and visitors.
2.1
Showcase and promote the City’s attractions and events to facilitate growth in visitation and
spending.
2.2
Support the City’s vibrant mainstreet precincts.
2.3
Promote the role of key precincts as focal points for the evening and night time economy.
2.4
Facilitate the activation of key spaces in the City.
2.5
Continue to work with local business operators to strengthen the viability of precincts and enhance
the customer experience.
Outcome 3: An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment
Objective: To attract and maintain competitive businesses with the capacity for ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.
3.1
Maximise new investment and growth opportunities
3.2
Recognise businesses that make a significant contribution to the City.
3.3
Facilitate communication, education and networking programs.
3.4
Embrace new and emerging technologies that will enhance business productivity.
Outcome 4: A Council that understands the needs of business
Objective: To remove barriers and make it easy for business owners to start, run and grow a business.
4.1
Ensure that Council processes are business friendly and contribute to a well-functioning City.
4.2
Embed economic outcomes in decision-making across the organisation.
A summary of the draft Outcomes, Strategies and Objectives that were endorsed by the Business &
Economic Development Committee is contained in Attachment A. Indicative actions have also been
included in Attachment A to demonstrate how the above Strategies can be delivered and Outcomes
achieved. The actions are based on feedback received at the workshops, together with desktop research
undertaken by staff.
CONCLUSION
The draft Outcomes, Strategies and Objectives outlined in this report have been endorsed by the Business &
Economic Development Committee and will form the economic framework which will be used to inform the
further development of the draft City Wide Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025. The establishment
of a City Wide Economic Development Strategy will reflect the priorities and challenges for the City’s
business and economic sector, and set a roadmap for delivering economic growth in the City ensuring a
healthy economy and subsequently a healthy community.
RECOMMENDATION
That the report be received and noted.

Cr Patterson moved:
That the report be received and noted.
Seconded by Mr Mario Boscaini and carried.
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4.2

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2019-2020 ANNUAL BUSINESS
PLAN

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4616
S.01916
A-H

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee (NPPC), with a progress
report on the implementation of the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan.
BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on Tuesday 28 May 2019, the Committee endorsed the Draft 2019-2020 Annual
Business Plan for the Norwood Parade Precinct and resolved to forward it to the Council for its
endorsement. Subsequently, the Council endorsed the Annual Business Plan as being suitable for
implementation at its meeting held on Monday 3 June 2019.
Subsequent to the endorsement of the Annual Business Plan, investigations have progressed in respect to a
number of the deliverables. This report provides an update of the key strategies and deliverables that have
been progressed by staff. A summary of the overall budget and expenditure to date is contained in
Attachment A.
DISCUSSION
1. STRATEGY: EVENTS & ACTIVATIONS
1.1 NORWOOD CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 2019
The Norwood Christmas Pageant was held on The Parade, between Woods Street and Queen Street, on
Saturday 23 November 2019, starting at 10.00am and finishing at approximately 11.30am. There were
seventy-four (74) floats including:





local bands, school bands;
commercial business;
local schools and kindergartens; and
community groups.

The Council-owned floats that were featured in the line-up, included Father Christmas, Pageant Princess,
Norwood Town Hall, Rocket Ship and the newest float of the fleet, the Gingerbread House.
Norwood Place continued the celebrations by hosting the ‘Pageant After Party’ that ran until 2.00pm with
free entertainment, face painting, glitter tattoos, a photobooth, live music, giveaways and special retail offers.
1.2 TOUR DOWN UNDER 2020
The Norwood on Tour Street Event
The Norwood on Tour Street Event was held on Thursday 23 January 2020 from 5.00pm – 10.00pm at The
Parade Norwood, between Edward Street and George Street (excluding intersections). The three (3) main
components of the event included entertainment, food and beverage stalls and kids activities.
The weather reached a pleasant temperature of 23 degrees, which was significantly cooler than previous
years and made it easier for suppliers and businesses during bump-in and busy service periods.
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The businesses that were involved in the Norwood on Tour Street Event include:



















Amadio Wines
Ben & Jerrys (Hoyts Cinemas)
BikeSportz
CW Wines
Ferg’s Stepney
Fine & Fettle
Gelato Bello
Honey Puff Lads
Jeanneret Wines
Lambrook Wines
Little Bang Brewing Company
Moorooroo Park Vineyards
Norwood Cycling Club
Pan & Vine
Rustic Gourmet
Signature Wines - Ginscato
VDR on the Parade
Vineyard Road Cellar Door

Over the last twelve (12) months there have been several new Cellar Doors that have opened in the City and
joined the Council’s Eastside Wine & Ale Trail. Of the twelve (12) brands that are a part of the Trail, ten (10)
were interested in participating in the Norwood on Tour Street Event. This number encouraged the Council’s
Event Coordinators to dedicate a section of the street to these businesses, creating an Eastside Wine & Ale
Trail ‘tasting area’. This allowed stallholders the opportunity to offer wine and ale tastings, as well as sell
product for consumption on the night. This concept worked extremely well, with the majority of traders selling
out of stock. The food businesses that served warm dinner dishes also performed well, with the gelato and
dessert products performing slightly lower due to the temperature being cooler.
The Stage 4 Race Start, started from the Norwood Town Hall the following day on Friday 24 January 2020
and attracted a great number of attendees.
2. STRATEGY: MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
2.1 SOCIAL MEDIA
From 21 November 2019 – 10 March 2020, The Parade’s Facebook page impressions increased by 71%
from the previous period, with 386,717 impressions. The top performing posts by engagement are, an article
written by Glam Adelaide on a new sushi restaurant in Parade Central named Hanamura Restaurant, the
unfortunate closure of Windmill Educational Toys and Supplies and a Gelatissimo competition.
The Parade blog articles continue to attract users and gain interaction on the platform with the top three (3)
blogs during this period, ‘School Holiday Activities’, ‘Bakmi Lim Restaurant Open’ and ‘Sustainable Gift
Giving Guide’. Further information is detailed in the social media report contained in Attachment B.
2.3 PLASTIC-FREE PRECINCT PILOT PROGRAM
At its meeting held on Tuesday 27 August 2019, the Committee was informed that The Parade Precinct was
one (1) of the four (4) precincts selected to participate in the Plastic Free SA Pilot Program, an initiative of
Boomerang Alliance, with funding from Green Industries SA (GISA).
The Minister for Environment and Water, the Hon David Spiers MP, officially launched the program on
Saturday 14 December 2019, at Brick + Mortar Creative and awarded them with the first ‘Plastic Free
Champion’ certificate. Brick + Mortar Creative offer and accept reusable cups and containers, provide 100%
compostable packaging for takeaway, actively reduce food waste in their kitchen, and compost all food and
organic waste.
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The program State-wide has a total of 45 members, within four (4) precincts and is continuously growing.
There are six (6) businesses that have been certified as ‘Plastic Free Champions’ with another ten (10) that
will reach this status once all remaining stock has been used.
Of the 45 members who have signed up to the program, eight (8) businesses are located on The Parade
including two (2) Plastic Free Champions, namely:









Argo on The Parade;
Brick + Mortar Creative (Champion);
Chapter Two;
La Madeline;
Manto Café;
Norwood Concert Hall (Champion);
Paul’s on The Parade; and
Sfizio Cucina.

The Council continues to work closely with the Project Coordinator, Ms Taryn Hansen to promote the
program and assist where required. Due to the great response from the business community in such a short
time, Plastic Free SA have contracted a second Coordinator, Kelly Smith, who started in February 2020.
Kelly will work alongside Taryn on the pilot precincts, and will reach out to other precincts, following the
announcement by MP David Spiers that the project will be expanding in the coming months.
Council Staff will continue to work with the Project Coordinators to advocate and promote the free program
and its benefits. Council Staff will also continue to ensure that general information on the Council and
Parade Norwood websites are relevant and up to date. All other information, including the project overview,
Plastic Free SA Plan, and general enquiries will be managed by Plastic Free SA.
For more information on the program visit:




Plastic Free SA website: www.plasticfreesa.org;
Plastic Free SA Instagram: @plastic.free.sa; and
Plastic Free SA Facebook: @plasticfreesouthaustralia

A copy of the Media Release dated Saturday 14 December 2019, from the Minister for Environment and
Water, the Hon David Spiers MP is contained in Attachment C.
2.4 SPENDMAPP PROPOSAL
The opportunity exists to subscribe to an online platform called ‘Spendmapp’, which provides expenditure
activity in, to and from a region. It does this by taking bank transaction (EFTPOS and credit/debit) data and
applying a proprietary data transformation to capture virtually all economic activity within a region.
The data shown in Spendmapp provides an accurate, up-to-date, and detailed picture of expenditure activity
for the region. It does this by taking real banking transaction data and transforming it to create a
comprehensive representation of the City’s economy. These steps ensure that Spendmapp is detailed,
trustworthy, and, most importantly, safe. There is a complex process of ensuring outlier transactions don't
skew the data and to maintain the privacy of merchants and cardholders by applying a degree of
randomisation when there are small transaction volumes. The data is presented in the form of an online
dashboard that provides several standard reports and takes into account a cash component which is
informed by a RBA survey.
Spendmapp uses data that is provided by the Westpac Group, which includes Westpac, St. George, Bank of
Melbourne, Bank SA, BT and RAMS. Through these brands the Group serve over 13million customers. The
Westpac Group has approximately 20% market share of the Australian banking sector, which represents a
fifth of the total data available and is a seen as a significant proportion (and statistically viable) and therefore
a suitable reflection of total spend.
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The economic activity presented by Spendmapp can be split into five (5) main types of expenditure:






Resident Local Spend refers to expenditure by cardholders and businesses located in the region
spending at merchants also located in the region;
Visitor Local Spend refers to expenditure by cardholders and businesses located outside the region
and spend at merchants located inside the region, representing the amount of external demand met by
local supply;
Total Local Spend refers to all spend (Resident and Local Spend, including international visitor spends)
in the region at local merchants;
Resident Escape Spend refers to spend based on cardholders and businesses based in the region,
spending outside of the region. This is useful for capturing and recognising the amount of local demand
that is not adequately served by local supply; and
Resident Online Spend refers to the spend by local cardholders and businesses on online goods and
services. As supply chains globalise and the cost of online shopping and e-commerce decreases, this
figure is already forming a significant part of local expenditure activity and is likely to keep rising.

Some of the benefits include, but are not limited to:







Better understanding of the economic impact of major events and other activities on The Parade;
Better understanding of escape expenditure of residents and identifying investment attraction
opportunities;
Better understanding of expenditure by time of day to encourage businesses to open longer or operate
on different days;
Better understanding of expenditure between City residents and neighbouring councils;
Identification of gaps and opportunities for businesses; and
Provide better reporting to the Committee and local business community.

The cost for a twelve (12) month subscription is approximately $17,500 (ex GST), and includes:







Spendmapp Suburbs (SSC) level breakdown for local analytics;
Spendmapp SA2 level breakdown which is a higher level geography than the SSC;
Category analysis tab (15 spend categories);
Location analysis tab, SSC or SA2;
Performance measure (impact of change in spending on full time equivalents and floor space by
expenditure category); and
Daily tracker (spend by day, location and category).

The package starts with fifteen (15) months of historical data and is updated monthly usually within 6-8
weeks (e.g. January data becomes available by mid-March).
The City of Adelaide and City of Holdfast Bay are currently using the application and have found the tool
useful. The Council Staff foresee that Spendmapp can assist the Committee and Council to make informed
decisions on projects and initiatives. It will also help to provide a better understanding of the Precincts target
market, which will assist in future targeted marketing.
The reason behind the Council Staff seeking this application is because currently, economic data is sparsely
available and time consuming to gather. The application will have the potential to drive more informed and
responsive economic strategies and projects for The Parade Precinct.
It should be noted that Spendmapp is an annual purchase, which the Committee can select to renew or
simply purchase as a once off. It will help the Committee to establish a better understanding of The Parade’s
customers and the amount of money that is being spent and when.
Based on the research, it is recommended that funds be allocated from the 2019- 20 Budget to purchase
Spendmapp for implementation in July 2020.
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3. STRATEGY: IDENTITY & BRAND
3.1 CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
On Tuesday 19 November 2019, the three (3) large illuminated Christmas trees, in addition to the twenty
(20) light pole decorations and Christmas branded banners were installed along The Parade, Norwood. To
complement the decorations along The Parade, the Council installed decorations along the windows of the
Town Hall and in the three (3) street trees that surround the Norwood Town Hall. One (1) on George Street
and the other two (2) located on The Parade.
The most recent and final decoration that was purchased and installed as a part of the Council’s Christmas
Decoration package was the 3metre x 3metre illuminated 3D Silver LED Star.
Images of the Star situated on The Parade at the front of the Norwood Town Hall Arch are contained in
Attachment D.
The decorations remained in place for a period of seven (7) weeks over the Christmas period and were
removed on Monday 6 January 2020 and delivered to storage.
For the fourth year running, the Council installed decorated wooden Christmas trees on Osmond Terrace to
create an outdoor gallery for the public to enjoy. ‘Merry Christmas’ signage was installed in the same vicinity
to complement the twenty-three (23) decorated wooden Christmas trees. The Council’s Youth Development
Officer worked closely with the local schools to deliver this initiative.
Education institutes that were involved in this initiative include:











Agnes Goode Kindy;
East Marden Primary School;
East Torrens Primary School;
Felixstow Community School;
Marryatville Out of School Hours Care (OSHC);
Norwood Primary School;
St Ignatius College Junior School;
St Peter’s Childcare Centre
St Peter’s College Junior School; and
Trinity Gardens Primary School.

The Festive Gallery on Osmond Terrace was available for the public to enjoy between Thursday
14 November 2019 and Friday 3 January 2020. As part of this initiative, the community were invited to visit
and walk through the display on Osmond Terrace taking in the creative sights before voting for their favourite
Christmas tree in the People’s Choice competition on The Parade Facebook page.
The photograph that gained the most likes and the winner of the Festive Gallery on Osmond Terrace
Competition was Felixstow Community School. The prize was a $250 voucher to Dillons Norwood Bookshop
for the school, plus $1,000 to a charity of choice. Felixstow Community School chose to donate $1,000 to
Kickstart for Kids.
KickStart For Kids is a not-for-profit organisation that helps disadvantaged school children in South Australia
achieve positive educational outcomes and increased self-esteem through school breakfast and lunch
programs, mentoring programs and the Camp KickStart school holiday care program. On Tuesday 10 March
2020, the Council’s Economic Development Coordinator received a thank you letter from Ian Steel OAM, on
behalf of the Committee.
A copy of the letter, including a photograph of the winning tree is contained in Attachment E.
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3.2 2020 ART ON PARADE
The 2020 Art on Parade event will provide an opportunity to encourage creative expression and invite new
audiences to The Parade whilst at the same time supporting local artists and promoting The Parade as an
arts-friendly precinct.
All businesses within The Parade Precinct were invited during the months of January, February and March
2020 to express their interest in being a host venue for the Art on Parade event. Due to the success of last
year’s event and positive contribution made by curator and artist Kerry Reid, the Council has engaged a
curator again in 2020. This year the Council has engaged Evy Moschakis to curate the trail, as Kerry was
unavailable.
Evy will be the liaison between the businesses that have expressed their interest and the artists that are
showcasing their work. Evy is currently in the process of matching artworks to venue spaces that are
appropriate logistically and are visually complementary. There is currently twenty-seven (27) businesses that
have signed up to participate in Art on Parade.
The 2020 Art of Parade launch event will be held on Monday 20 March 2020 at the Collective Haunt Inc.
located at Level 1, 68 the Parade, Norwood. A copy of the invitation is contained in Attachment F.
3.3 ANNUAL COMPETITION
At its meeting held on Tuesday 20 August 2019, Mr Marcus Rolfe facilitated a workshop with the Committee
and the Members agreed on the theme and destination for this year’s annual competition to be ‘Norwood to
New York’. Since that time, Council Staff have investigated and met with several travel businesses on The
Parade to seek sponsorship for the competition. As you are aware, the travel sector is currently going
through significant challenges and restrictions due to the Coronavirus outbreak, and therefore businesses
are unable to provide this type of prize.
In lieu of a major prize that has included a holiday along with gift cards and accessories in recent
competitions, the Council Staff propose that the Committee gather a selection of prizes from various Parade
businesses to create a generic ‘Shop on The Parade to Win’ competition. This competition will be Parade
branded and will allow a greater mix of prizes, with multiple winners.
The competition will run in the same format as previous years. To enter the competition, shoppers will be
required to spend a minimum of $25 at any participating business within The Parade Precinct, hold onto their
receipt and enter online via The Parade Norwood website (www.theparadenorwood.com) Shoppers can
enter as many times as they like. One entry per receipt.
Due to the type of competition, it is proposed that the competition runs for four (4) weeks, in the month of
July and that the budget allocated to this competition be reduced from $20,000 to $17,000.
4. STRATEGY: BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
NETWORKING
4.1 MID-YEAR BUSINESS NETWORKING DRINKS
The Council-run business networking events continue to be popular and well attended by business and
property owners across the Council area. For each event, the Council staff aim to host the event at a
different business, in a different location, and utilise different local suppliers where possible.
The details of the Mid-Year Business Networking Drinks event are as follows:
Date: Tuesday 23 June 2020
Time: 6.00pm – 8.00pm
Venue: Adelaide Appliance Gallery, 155 Payneham Road, St Peters.
The invitations to the event will be distributed in April 2020.
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At its meeting held on 2 September 2019, the Council endorsed the Mayor’s Business Commendations
Awards as a part of the Civic Recognition Policy. The commendation awards is a new awards program that
recognise small businesses that contribute to the City’s unique cosmopolitan lifestyle and sense-of-place,
which makes the City so liveable.
Applications are now open for small businesses who have reached the following milestones in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters:





10+ years Bronze Commendation
25+ years Silver Commendation
50+ years Gold Commendation
3+ generations Generational Family Business Commendation

Businesses can self-nominate at:
https://www.npsp.sa.gov.au/business_and_economy/supporting_local_business/mayors_business_commen
dation_awards.
The Mayor’s Business Commendation Awards will be announced at the Mid-Year Networking Event on
23 June 2020.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
4.2 GROWTH WORKSHOPS
The Council Staff have sourced four (4) external facilitators, three (3) of which are businesses that are
located within the Council area and with backgrounds in digital marketing, social media and business
development to host five (5) workshops during the year.
The workshops have been scheduled for the following dates and will run from 6.00pm – 8.00pm.
Topic
Marketing 101

Date
Tuesday
24 March 2020

Location
Bendigo Bank, Norwood

Facilitators
Steve Osborne

Utilising Social Media’s Digital
Capabilities for Business

Tuesday
5 May 2020

Brick + Mortar Creative,
Norwood

Georgi Roberts

Instagram for Business

Tuesday
16 June 2020

Aura Objects, Stepney

Chloe Grayling

What is Intellectual Property and
How Best to Protect it

Wednesday
19 August 2020

Mezzanine 55, Kent Town

Drazen Lesicar

Facebook – Are you Getting the
Most out of It

Tuesday
15 October 2019

Australian Dance Theatre,
Norwood

Georgi Roberts

The Growth Workshops have and will continue to be promoted to all businesses within the Council area via
social and digital channels including target electronic newsletters and printed collateral.
For more information on the Growth Workshops and to book a spot, visit www.npsp.eventbrite.com. The
workshops are free and bookings are essential.
A copy of the postcard is contained in Attachment G.
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4.4 2020 EASTSIDE BUSINESS AWARDS
The 2020 Eastside Business Awards are a partnership between the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
and News Corp and have been established to:









recognise and celebrate the success of businesses within the City;
raise the profile of the Council’s business sector;
provide a platform for businesses that fall both within and outside of the Council’s business precincts the
opportunity to be promoted;
highlight the “hidden gems”;
encourage exceptional customer service from businesses;
make the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters a destination of choice for shopping, dining and
services;
increase patronage for businesses within the City; and
associate the Council with a high profile awards program.

These awards celebrate excellence across the following twelve (12) categories which remain unchanged
from the 2019 to 2020 program:












Hall of Fame (20+ years in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Best Café
Best Restaurant
Best Coffee
Best Pub/Bar
Best Hair/Beauty Salon
Best Customer Experience
Best Fashion Retailer
Best Entertainment Venue
Best Emerging/Startup Business
Best Food/Beverage Manufacturer

The Awards Program was launched on Wednesday 5 February, with three (3) weeks of general marketing
and promotion to generate awareness of the Awards, prior to the voting stage open. During this time, the
Council communicated to the business community via The Parade, Magill Road and Council’s websites,
associated social media platforms and via electronic direct mail (EDM), to inform and prepare businesses for
the voting stage. The Council has made printed collateral available to all businesses, and has encouraged
business owners and employees to collect and display the material within their business. To complement the
printed collateral, digital assets are available to download and use online.
Whilst it is important to notify and educate the City’s businesses of the Awards Program, it is just as
important to promote it to the community. The community is where the majority of the customers lie, and they
have a significant influence and weight on a businesses’ success.
The Council, in association with The Messenger Newspaper has designed an extensive campaign including
print and digital advertising, editorial and social media. The campaign delivers a clear and direct message,
followed by a quick, user friendly voting process that can be completed online at:
www.eastsidebusinessawards.com.au. To encourage public vote, the Council has engaged with People’s
Choice Credit Union to sponsor the ‘Voters Competition’, by donating a $250 voucher for Discover South
Australia.
Voting is open from Wednesday 26 February – Wednesday 25 March 2020. At the conclusion of the voting
stage, the top four (4) businesses in each category with the highest number of votes become the finalists.
The finalists are judged by a panel including Mayor Robert Bria, together with two (2) Newscorp
representatives.
The winner of each category will be announced at an Awards Night on Tuesday 21 April 2020 at the St
Peters Banquet Hall and each winner will win a slice of the $18,000 prize pool to put towards business
marketing with The Messenger.
A copy of the 2020 Eastside Business Awards marketing collateral is contained in Attachment H.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That the Committee notes the status of the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan Budget contained in
Attachment A.

3.

That the Committee allocates funds from the 2019- 20 budget to purchase Spendmapp for
implementation in July 2020.

4.

That the budget allocated to the annual competition be reduced from $20,000 to $17,000.

Cr Callisto moved:
1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That the Committee notes the status of the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan Budget contained in
Attachment A.

Seconded by Cr Whitington and carried unanimously.

Cr Patterson moved:
That staff prepare a report regarding the annual competition with a cash prize allocation to be spent by
winners on The Parade and that the report be presented to the Committee at the May 26 2020 meeting.
Seconded by Cr Whitington and carried unanimously.
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4.3

EXTENSION OF THE SEPARATE RATE FOR THE PARADE PRECINCT

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4616
S.01916
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to seek the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee’s endorsement (NPPC) to
continue to levy a Separate Rate on The Parade Precinct for a further three (3) years.

BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on 14 June 2017, the Council resolved the following:
1.

That the Separate Rate for The Parade Precinct, (as shown on the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee map contained in Attachment B), be endorsed for a further three (3) years commencing on 1
July 2017.

2.

That the Separate Rate based upon achieving revenue of $205,000 in the first year (2017-2018), which
is then increased annually by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), for the following two (2) years (i.e. 20182019 and 2019-2020) be implemented.

3.

That the Council apply a discretionary rebate of 50% of the amount payable to offices and consulting
rooms within The Parade Precinct.

4.

That at the end of the three (3) year period, a full review evaluating the effectiveness of the Separate
Rate on The Parade by undertaken.

In accordance with Part 4 above, a report will be prepared for the Council’s consideration at its 6 April 2020
meeting. The report will include a review and evaluation of the programmes and initiatives which have been
undertaken with the revenue which has been raised from the Separate Rate over the last three (3) financial
years (namely 2017-2018, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020).
The purpose of this report is to advise the Committee that the Separate Rate is up for review and to seek the
Committee’s endorsement to extend the Separate Rate on The Parade for a further three (3) year period.
The Committee’s recommendations will then be presented to the Council for consideration as part of the
evaluation report.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The revenue collected from the Separate Rate on The Parade Precinct is currently based on raising
$205,000 in its base year (2017-2018) which has been increased in line with the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) annually, resulting in total amount of revenue of $209,715 collected in 2018-2019 and $215,000 in
2019-2020.
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To assist the Committee, Table 1 shows a comparison of the Separate Rate for similar mainstreet precincts
within metropolitan Adelaide.

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF THE SEPARATE RATE COLLECTED FOR SIMILAR MAINSTREET
PRECINCTS IN METROPOLITAN ADELAIDE
Year
Mainstreet / Precinct
Separate Rate Revenue
2019-2020

Village Heart, Prospect Road

$19,500

2019-2020

Goodwood Road, Goodwood

$57,225

2019-2020

Unley Road, Unley

$113,395

2019-2020

King William Road, Hyde Park

$147,400

2019-2020

The Parade, Norwood

$215,000

2019-2020

Jetty Road, Glenelg

$578,088

The comparison demonstrates that the quantum of rates collected from The Parade Precinct is
commensurate for the size of the Precinct and the number of businesses that fall within the Precinct.
Should the Separate Rate be extended for a further three (3) years, it is recommended that the Separate
Rate be set at $215,000 for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 financial years. This proposal would
ultimately result in a zero revenue increase for the next three (3) consecutive years which is a change from
the current model, which would reset the base year and then apply a CPI increase over the following two (2)
years. The proposed amount will still enable to Committee to deliver The Parade Precinct’s Annual Business
Plan.
This Separate Rate model for The Parade has been designed to ensure that the Precinct remains viable in
metropolitan Adelaide’s increasingly competitive market, whilst bearing in mind the additional cost to the
property owners and businesses.
Reducing the rate would result in less revenue to implement initiatives and less capacity to market The
Parade. In contrast however, increasing the Separate Rate would add additional financial burden to property
owners and subsequently business owners, in the instances where the additional levy is passed on. Given
that the Committee has been able to deliver a significant number of marketing and promotional initiatives
with an annual budget of between $205,000 and $215,000 over the last three (3) years, as outlined in
Attachment A, it is considered that the proposed total revenue of $215,000 annually over the next three (3)
years is considered sufficient.
On this basis, it is recommended that retaining the Separate Rate at the current level would ensure that the
Committee is still able to deliver significant initiatives for the size and diversity of the businesses and
properties within the Precinct.
RESOURCE ISSUES
The full Separate Rate revenue is used to deliver the various initiatives and programs outlined in the Annual
Business Plan. The Council provides all of the required staffing to meet the needs of the Committee and to
deliver various initiatives and programs that the Committee has approved within its funding from the
Separate Rate levy of the Norwood Parade businesses. The resourcing provided by the Council includes
Economic Development Staff, Communications Staff (including Social Media, Website, and Graphic Design)
and Event Management Staff.
CONSULTATION
It is anticipated that should the Council resolve to continue to collect a Separate Rate, the Council will
consult with the key stakeholders (The Parade businesses and property owners) in accordance with the
provisions outlined under the Local Government Act 1999.
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To ensure that all affected stakeholders are well informed of the Council’s intentions, a variety of different
platforms will be used to communicate with the key stakeholders, including advertisements in the local
Messengers, written information packs sent to all business and commercial property owners located in the
affected area and information posted on both The Parade and the Council’s websites. In addition, the
monthly Electronic Direct Marketing (EDM) newsletter, “News on Parade”, will also be used to inform The
Parade Businesses of the Council’s intentions.
It should be noted that in addition to the consultation regarding the Separate Rate, The Parade business and
commercial property owners are consulted annually on the development of each Business Plan.
DISCUSSION
In accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1999, the revenue collected by the Council
as part of the Separate Rate, has been and will continue to be used expressly for the benefit of the area from
which it is raised and for the property owners who pay the Separate Rate.
More specifically, the revenue raised by the Separate Rate is allocated by the Council to the Norwood
Parade Precinct Committee (NPPC), which was established to perform the following functions.
 To develop and recommend to the Council in each financial year, an Annual Business Plan and Budget
for The Parade Precinct.
 To develop a budget in conjunction with the Annual Business Plan that meets the objectives set out in the
Annual Business Plan, for the Council’s approval.
 To oversee the implementation of the Annual Business Plan as approved.
 To oversee the implementation of the approved Marketing and Promotional Plan for The Parade.
 To assist in the development and promotion of a vibrant cultural and leisure tourism destination for
businesses, residents and visitors.
 To facilitate and encourage networking and communication between the businesses.
As Committee Members are aware, each financial year, the Committee is required to present an Annual
Business Plan to the Council for its approval, outlining how the Committee intends to use the Separate Rate
revenue to market and promote The Parade Precinct. An overview of the key programmes and initiatives
that were delivered by the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee using the Separate Rate, in each financial
year of this three (3) year Separate Rate period, is contained in Attachment A.
In general, each of the NPPC Annual Business Plans contain strategies to promote and market The Parade
with the overarching objective of attracting more people to The Parade, which will ultimately enhance the
prosperity and sustainability of The Parade. This in turn is likely to attract additional business opportunities,
which contributes to the diversity of the businesses and services available and has the spinoff effect of
increasing local employment opportunities.
Over the last three (3) years the NPPC, through its Annual Business Plans has implemented a range of
initiatives designed to promote the entirety of the Norwood Parade Precinct, including the east and west
ends and support the diverse range of businesses on The Parade. Whilst the majority of these initiatives are
difficult to measure quantitatively, the anecdotal evidence suggests that The Parade is a successful
mainstreet both through the low vacancy rates, the primary feedback received as well as the number of
visitors observed in the precinct each day and the overall vibrancy of the precinct.
Through the establishment of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee and the revenue collected from the
Separate Rate, the Council is ensuring that The Parade continues to maintain its status as one of Adelaide’s
Premier Mainstreets as well as enhance The Parade as “the CBD of Adelaide’s east” - which provides a
single precinct where residents and visitors can access a variety of services and entertainment options.
Achieving a dynamic and thriving commercial centre in turn creates a community hub and a sense of pride
for residents.
As outlined earlier in this report, the Council has requested a review for the purpose of evaluating the
effectiveness of the Separate Rate to assist it in determining whether to extend the Separate Rate for a
further three (3) year period. In considering whether to recommend the extension, the Council must consider
why both it and the NPPC, supported the proposal of a Separate Rate for The Parade in the first instance. A
summary of these reasons is set out below.
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The Parade is facing increased competition from master planned, off-street shopping centres such as
the Westfields, Burnside Village, Mitcham Shopping Centre and even Marryatville and Firle. These
centres enjoy co-ordinated centre management, which includes a compulsory marketing levy along with
maintenance of centre infrastructure and management of retail mix. While the charm and unique
character of mainstreets like The Parade act as a significant drawcard, they simply cannot continue to
compete in this increasingly competitive retail environment without a more coordinated marketing
approach.



At the same time, it is important that the unique charm, character and ‘sense of place’ of The Parade, is
carefully managed – to do otherwise would be counterproductive to what the Council and indeed the
property owners, tenants and the community wish to achieve. In this respect, it should be noted that the
Council is very cognisant of this fact.



The unique charm, character and ‘sense of place’ has been recognised for a long time by Adelaide’s
other major mainstreet precincts including Unley Road, King William Road, Prospect Road, Jetty Road
Glenelg and Rundle Mall, which are considered to be The Parade’s principle competitors and are
themselves undertaking major marketing, promotion and development programmes in order to stay
competitive in metropolitan Adelaide’s retail environment.



Historically, the Council has supported The Parade through grant funding over a number of years,
however it is clear that The Parade must contribute to its own marketing, promotion and development,
in order to stay competitive today and into the future, particularly in light of the fact that the Council has
an obligation to consider how it can support other significant business precincts in the City such as
Magill Road, Payneham Road and the Glynde Corner.

OPTIONS
The Committee has a number of options available to it in terms of the recommendations that it makes to
Council, including recommending that a Separate Rate no longer be collected. However, given that a
Separate Rate has now been applied for three (3), three (3) year periods (i.e. nine (9) years) each time
following comprehensive consultation with The Parade business community, the option of no longer
collecting the Separate Rate is not recommended, particularly given that the previous consultation
experiences have been quite positive, with business owners generally appreciating the direct benefit to their
business of paying the Separate Rate to fund the initiatives of the NPPC, which focus strongly on promoting
the Precinct as a whole.
Recommending to eliminate the Separate Rate would be detrimental to the long term survival and
sustainability of The Parade particularly given that nearby centres (which contain both retail and office uses)
are undergoing, or have recently undergone, major redevelopments and The Parade’s mainstreet peers
have all implemented a Separate Rate for many years.
As such, it is recommended that the Committee recommend to the Council that it support the proposal to
extend the Separate Rate for a further three (3) years and that The Parade business community again be
consulted with regard to again declaring a Separate Rate on the precinct for a further three (3) year period.

CONCLUSION
The Separate Rate enables the Council to raise sufficient revenue to ensure high impact marketing and
promotion programmes for The Parade, whilst minimising the impact on individual ratepayers who will
experience the benefits of these programmes through increased patronage. A safeguard has been built in
with the three (3) year timeframe, at which time the Separate Rate will be evaluated for effectiveness and
business and property owners themselves can determine its value to their businesses.

COMMENTS
Nil.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Committee advises and recommends to the Council that it supports the continuation of the
Separate Rate for The Parade for a further three (3) year period.

2.

That the Committee supports the amount of revenue raised by the Separate Rate on The Parade to be
set at $215,000 for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 financial years.

Cr Patterson moved:
1.

That the Committee advises and recommends to the Council that it supports the continuation of the
Separate Rate for The Parade for a further three (3) year period.

2.

That the Committee supports the amount of revenue raised by the Separate Rate on The Parade to be
set at $215,000 for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 financial years.

Seconded by Mr Ross Dillon and carried.
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4.4

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 2020-2021 NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT COMMITTEE ANNUAL
BUSINESS PLAN

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development & Strategic Projects Officer
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4512
S/01916
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee the Draft 2020-2021
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan, for its consideration and approval.

BACKGROUND
Pursuant to the Committee Terms of Reference, which have been set by the Council, The Norwood Parade
Precinct Committee is required to prepare an Annual Business Plan prior to each financial year, to guide its
programmes and initiatives for the ensuing financial year and to assist in determining the funding
requirements for consideration and approval by the Council.
The purpose of this report is to present to the Committee, the Draft 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee Annual Business Plan, for consideration and endorsement. Following the Committee’s
endorsement of the Draft 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan, the
document will be presented to the Council for endorsement and approval as being suitable for consultation
with The Parade Precinct business community.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan was based on a budget of $215,000, which was the amount collected
by the Council through The Parade Separate Rate.
The budget which has been allocated in the Draft Annual Business Plan for the 2020-2021 financial year is
again $215,000. This figure reflects the amount which is proposed to be collected by the Council through
The Parade Separate Rate in 2020-2021.
At the conclusion of the 2019-2020 financial year, the Committee and the Council will be provided with a
report outlining any carry forward amounts and will be provided with the opportunity to allocate these
additional funds into the 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan.
As such, the Draft 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan is based on a
total budget of $215,000.

RESOURCE ISSUES
The implementation of the 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan will be
undertaken by Council staff and managed by the Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects.
Input and involvement from other Council staff and/or external contractors will be sought as required.

CONSULTATION
Once the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan is endorsed by the Committee, the draft document will be
presented to the Council for its endorsement, prior to being released for consultation with The Parade
Precinct business community for a period of twenty-one (21) days.
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DISCUSSION
The Vision for The Parade has been identified as:
A vibrant meeting place and business precinct where residents and visitors can experience and enjoy a
place to eat, meet, shop and do business.
Based on the Vision, staff have identified the following four (4) Objectives, which form the basis of the draft
2020-2021 Annual Business Plan:





Attract new customers.
Promote the Precinct.
Build on the Precinct’s unique atmosphere, culture and ‘sense of place’.
Strengthen relationships amongst businesses and provide support.

It is proposed that supporting all of these Objectives will be a number of Strategies and Deliverables. Similar
to the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan, it is recommended that the proposed Strategies and Deliverables
be grouped into the following five (5) categories, all of which have been developed with the aim of meeting
these Objectives:


Events & Activations
Develop, support and implement events and activations on The Parade to attract customers, provide a
unique experience and grow the Precinct’s reputation as a leading cultural Precinct.



Marketing & Communication
Implement a range of marketing initiatives that communicate and promote the positive strengths of The
Parade to all markets.



Identity & Brand
Further develop The Parade’s brand and implement initiatives that define and communicate The
Parade’s identity and raise the community’s appreciation of the Precinct.



Business Development
Foster improved business presentation, appearance and cooperation and support business capability
and sustainability through education, training and networking.



Administration
Ensure the ongoing and effective administration of the Committee.

A copy of the Draft 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan, which sets out
the Strategies and Deliverables and associated funding under each of the above categories, is contained in
Attachment A.
It should be noted that the details regarding the range of projects and initiatives that are proposed under
each of these categories will be presented to the Committee at the meeting. The intent is not to include the
specific projects and initiatives in the Annual Business Plan.
OPTIONS
The Committee can endorse the recommended Strategies and Deliverables and associated funding
presented in the Draft 2020-2021 Norwood Parade Precinct Committee Annual Business Plan as being
suitable. Alternatively, the Committee can amend, omit or propose new Objectives, Strategies, initiatives or
programmes for inclusion in the Annual Business Plan.
CONCLUSION
The Parade business community wants to see initiatives and programmes planned by the Norwood Parade
Precinct Committee that create tangible outcomes and an increase in the number of visitors to The Parade.
As such, it is important that the Strategies and Deliverables are measurable so that the results are able to be
communicated.
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COMMENTS
Nil.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan be endorsed as being suitable to present to the Council for
endorsement and approval to be released for consultation with The Parade Precinct business community for
a period of twenty-one (21) days.

Cr Callisto moved:
That the Draft 2020-2021 Annual Business Plan be endorsed as being suitable to present to the Council for
endorsement and approval to be released for consultation with The Parade Precinct business community for
a period of twenty-one (21) days.
Seconded by Mr Ross Dillon and carried.
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5.

OTHER BUSINESS
Nil

6.

NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 26 May 2020

7.

CLOSURE
There being no further business, the Presiding Member declared the meeting closed at 7.22pm.

_______________________________________________
Mayor Robert Bria
PRESIDING MEMBER

Minutes Confirmed on ____________________________
(date)
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14.

OTHER BUSINESS
(Of an urgent nature only)

15.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS
Nil

16.

CLOSURE
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